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PREFACE 

The Military Law Review is designed ta provide a medium for 
those interested in the field of military law to share the product 
of their experience and research with their fellow lawyers. Arti- 
cles should be of direct concern and impart in this area of scholar- 
ship, and preference will be given to those articles having lasting 
value as reference material for the military lawyer. 

The Military Law Reaiew does not purport to promulgate De- 
partment of the Army policy or to be in any sen= directoly. The 
opinions reflected in each article are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the Judge Advocate General 
or the Department of the Army. 

Articles, comments, and n o t a  should be submitted in duplicate, 
triple spaced, to the Editor, Military Law Revieto, The Judge Ad- 
vocate General’s Sehaol, U.S. A m y ,  Charlottesville, Virginia, 
22901. Footnotes should be hiple spaced, set out on pages separate 
f m  the text and follow the manner of citation in the H a ~ v a r d  
Blue Book. 

This Review may be cited BS 35 MIL. L. REV. (number of page) 
(1967) (DA Pam 27-10035, 1 January 1967). 

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, rn i t ed  States 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, Price: S.75 
(single copy). Subscription price: $2.50 a year; S.75 additional for 
foreign mailing. 
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FOREWORD 

This h u e  of the Mili taly  Law Review is devoted to  articlm on 
various military justice s u b j a t s  and wmmemorate the LlEteenth 
anniversary of the effective date of the Un i fom Code of Militaly 
Justice. Since that date an evolubion in the administration of 
military justice in our armed forees hsis taken place Decisional 
law has amplified the Code. Administrative action has produced 
beneficial innovations such as the A m y  Judiciary. Congressional 
nation has wrought changes in the Code itself. 

Notwithstanding this progrss ,  we should strive for further 
improvements in the administration of military justice. As a first 
step, we need to have a thoughtful analysis of the manner in 
which the Code is working, followed by constructive criticism of 
its s t renghs  and weaknesses and objective proposals for  bettering 
it, I hope that the articles in this issue will m i s t  us in our quest 
for imorovement by Drovidinn us with an objective evaluation of 

ROBERT H. McCAW 
Major General, USA 
The Judge Advoeate General 





T H E  C R O W D E R . A N S E U  DISPUTE:  
THE EMERGENCE OF GENERAL SAMUEL T. ANSELL * 

By Major Terry W Brown'' 

This article studies the emfliet between Maior General 
Enoch H .  CvozLder and Brigadier General Samuel T .  
Ansell, its historical baekoround, deQelopment, and im,  
pact mi the Articles of War of  1920 and the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice. Emphasis is placed on the c o m  
eepts of General Ansell and their influence upon subse- 
quent military iu7isprudeme. 

I. ISTRODUCTION 

In  September 1917, at Fort  Bliss, Texas, a group of twelve or 
fifteen enlisted members of B a t t e n  "A" of the Eighteenth Field 
Art i l lev,  who had been placed under arrest for  a minor infraction 
of the Articles of War of 1916,' refused to attend drill formation 
after being ordered to do so by a commissioned officer. Their 
refusal wm based on an existing Army regulation which pro- 
hibited persons in  arrest from attending drill. The offenders were 
charged with mutiny'and trikd by general court-martial. All were 
found guilty and sentenced to  be dishonorably discharged from the 
senice and to be eonfined for various terms of imprisonment rang- 
ing from ten to twenty-five years.' The cases were reviewed, 
approved and ordered executed by the appointing authority and 
the records of trial forwarded to the Office of the Judge Advocate 
General of the A m y  for  review and recording in accordance with 
section 1199 of the Revised Statutes of 1878 6 which prpvided that: 

'Thin sdic ie  wai adapted fmm P thesis presented to The Judge Advocate 
Genersi'a School, U.S. A m y .  Chariatteaville, Virginia, while the avthor 
w ~ g  B member of the Fourteenth Career Course. The opinions and comiu- 
BiOM presented are those of the author and do not necesmriiy represent 
the viewua of The Jvdze Advocate General's Schml or any other ~ o v e m -  . -  
mental agency. 

"JAGC, U.S. A m y ;  J u d e  Advocate, Headquarters, 1st Infantry Divi- 
sion, Viet N m ;  LL.B., 1958, Tulane University Law Sehml; member of 
the bars of the State of Lauiamnn, the U.S. Court of Military Appeaia, and 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 

'See Act Of 29 Aug. 1916, ch. 418. 5 3, 89 Stat. 66C-TO [hereafter r+ 
f-d ta as 1916 A. W.]. 

'See 1916 A .  W. art. 68. 
'Court-Mnrtml Nos. 108, 663. ' Aet of 23 June 1874, eh. 418, 5 2. 18 Stat. 244. 

*GO lliilS 1 



35 MILITARY LAW REVIEW 

the asid Judge-.4dvaeite-General shall receive, reviae, and have recorded 
the pmceedmga of all co~rts-martial, courts of inquiry and military com- 
m m i o n i ,  and shall perfam such other duties 8s have been heretofore 
performed by the JudpAdvocate.Genera1 of the Army . . . , 
Brigadier General Samuel T. Ansell was the senior officer in 

the Office of the Judge Advocate General. (Major General Enoch 
H. Crowder, The Judge Advoeate General, had been detailed as 
Provost Marshal General to administer the Selective Senice 
General Ansell, with other officers, recognized the illegality of the 
proceedings due to  the provisions of the pertinent regulation 
which precluded the accused soldiers from attending drill forma- 
tion and drafted an  opinion directing that the findings be set 
aside relying on the provisions of section 1199. General Cromder. 
upon being notified of this action, contended that the Judge Advo- 
cate General did not, under section 1199, have the authority to 
direct the setting aside of findings after execution of the sentence 
had been ordered.* 

The foregoing occurrences set the stage far what is referred to, 
in rather understated terms, as the "Crowder-Ansell Dispute." 
The controversy ultimately caused a nationwide clamor for revi- 
sion of the Articles af War; bitter newspaper denunciation of 
military justice as administered during World War 1: vitriolic 
speeches in both Houses of Congress; two independent investiga- 
tions of the military justice system of the United States Army: 10 

B statement by the President of the American Bar Association 
that the military code was archaic and that it was a "code 



CROWDER-ANSELL DISPUTE 

unworthy of the name of law or justice;"" lengthy congressional 
hearings; and Rnally revision of the Articles of War Is and the 
Manual for Courtr-Martial.]' 

In the opinion of the author, however, the most important 
outgrowth of the entire controversy has been largely overlooked 
by both military legal scholars and their civilian counterparts, 
with the exception of the late Professor Edmund M. Morgan,'n 
and is virtually unknown to the average judge advocate. This out- 
growth was the drafting by Brigadier General Samuel T. Ansell 
of the Chamberlain Bill,'b which, if passed by the Congress, would 
have given the United States A m y  a code of military law in 1920 
which would have closely paralleled, and in some respects exceeded, 
the Uniform Code of Military Justice." 

I t  is the purpose of this article to explore the background of the 
Crowder-Ansell Dispute and the developments t o  which i t  gave 
rise with the emphasis placed on certain sections of the proposed 
legislation drafted by General Ansell. 

11. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISPUTE 

During the summer of 1917 a large group of Negro soldiers 
stationed in Texas caused a riot in Houston and were ultimately 
tried by general court-martial far murder, mutiny and riot. Dur- 
ing the course of the trial, as each day's record was transcribed, 
i t  was given to  the appointing authority for his study. Upon com- 
pletion of the proceedings which resulted in findings of guilty 

See Statement by George T.  P a s ,  President, American Bar Aaioeia- 
tion, in Xew York World, 19 Jan, 1919. 

See Hearing8 on S. 59% on Tliola by Courta.Mortio1 Betme  the Senate 
Committee on Militom Affoira. 66th Coni. .  3d Sese. (1919) [hereafter 
referred to 8s Heoringa on S .  ssmo]; Hewing# an S.  61: Heolings on 
Courts-lmtinl B o i o w  a Spedal Subcommtttee m the House Committee on 
Mzlitary Affowa, 66th Cong., 2d SBBB. (1920).  

"Artieiei of War, 1920, ch. 2, ill Stat. I87 [hereafter referred to as 1920 
A.  W.I. 

i4 Manusi to? Courts-Martial, United States Army, 1921 [hereafter re. 
ferred to BS 1921 MCM]. 
',See Morgan, The Background 01 the U n i i o m  Code of Militow Jxstios,  

6 VAN". L. REV. 169 (19531, reprinted in 28 MIL. L. b. 17 (1965). 
"Introdwed in the Senate BS Senate Bill 64 and in the House of Rep- 

Bentativeo 84 House Resolution 367 [hereafter referred ta BB the Chamber- 
lain Bill or S. 641. and p m t e d  in Hea*inga on S. 64, at 5-23. See Fanner 
B Welb Command Control-07 Mditory Justice?, 24 N.Y.U. L. Q. RGY. 
265. 264 (1949): Comment, Cadifred Military Injurtica, $5 CORNU L. 9. 
151 (1949) ; Jahnaan, UnlawJwl Cmmond lnP.%ence: A pusation a i  B a l a ~ e ,  
1 9 J A G J .  81, 88 (1965). 

Hereafter cited BP UCMJ art. -. 
*DO l l S l B  3 



35 MILITARY L.4W REVIEW 

and sentences to death, the appointing authority considered his 
daily reading of the transcript as constituting his review and 
ordered the sentences executed. (Article 48 of the 1916 Articles 
of War generally required Presidential confirmation of a death 
sentence. but provided that in time of war a sentence to death 
for murder, rape, mut:ny, desertion. or espionage could be ordered 
executed by the commander of the field army or the commander 
of a territorial department. In this case the appointing authority 
was the departmental commander.) The men were executed 
within two days after the completion of the trial. The Office of 
the Judge Advocate General did not receive the records of trial 
for action pursuant to section 1199 until approximately 10 
Xovember 1917, about four months after the sentences had been 
executed.'E 

On 10 November 1917, after the abcrtive attempt to set aside 
the verdicts in the "Texas Xutiny Cases" and perhaps stimulated 
by the receipt of the "Houston Riot Cases" (although a reading 
of General Ameli's memorandum would seem ta indicate more 
preparation time than one or two days), General Amell addressed 
a memorandum to Secretary of IVar Ne~ton  D. Baker. He 
asserted his opinion that a proper interpretation of seztion 1199 
required the conclu~ion that the words "revise" and "review." as 
used in that statute. vested in the Judge Advocate General 
authority to modify or set aside the findings and sentence in 
a court-martial case after approval by the appointing authority if 
there existed a lack of jurisdiction or serious prejudicial error 

His contentions were based on the grounds that:  
( 1 )  "Revise," as defined in both legal and standard diction- 

aries, meant to reexamine far correction, to alter or 
amend; and that "review" was a swmp far "revise" 
and imported the same meaning. 

(2) The Federal bankruptcy law was worded similarly 
ta se t ion  1199 and the ward r e v i e  had been judicially 
interpretedPo to cannote the "power to reexamine all 
matters of law imported by or into the proceedings of 
the case." 

(3) The Office af the Judge Advoeate General had, for a 

" J f ~ o n i n g ~  on S. 64, at  33-38, 8 6 8 5 :  Anwll, Injutice in Military T ~ a l -  
Why Judioisl Pvotecfiun /B Imperotivt, 62 THE FORUM 447, 448-50 (1819). 

"Aot  of 1 July 1398, eh.  541, 5 24, 30 Stat. 553 (amended and now found 
1" 11 U.S.C. s 47 11964)) 

m See In *e Cole, 163 Fed. 180 ( 1 s t  Cir.  1806).  

4 *oo 81118 



CROWDER.ANSELL DISPUTE 

short period of time following the Civil War,  through 
the Bureau of Military Justice, exercised the power to  
take appellate action on court-martial findings and 
sentences pursuant to B statute brought forward with- 
out substantial change as seotion 1199.*' 

( 4 )  For  reasom not expressed o r  k n o w ,  during the early 
1880's. the Judge Advocate General. General Lieber, 
sdopted the viewpoint t ha t  was now supwrted by Gen- 
eral Crowder that the power of revision did not exist 
in swtion 1199. 

(6)  The Anny  was rapidly expanding and the influx of 
untrained officers and increase in the number of eourts- 
martial which would logically follow such expansion 
required that the ' statute be properly construed 
to empower the Judge Advocate General to correct the 
increased number of improper court-martial prweedings 
which could reasonably be expected to occur. 

(6) The Judge Advocate General of the British Anny 
exercised a similar power.= 

On 21 November 1917, General Crowder countered with a 
memorandum to Secretary of War Baker opposing the views set 
forth by General Ansell on the basis that:  

(1) There was no valid analogy between section 1199 and 
the bankruptcy law cited in General Ansell's memo- 
randum. 

(2) His review of the history of the Office of the Judge 
Advocate General from 1864 to 1882 did not reveal a 
single instance of the use of the revisionary power 
which General Ansell alleged had been exercised. 

(3) WinthropP3 in his treatises did not refer to any such 
power in the Judge Advocate General. 

(4 )  An unreported case in the Circuit Court of Appeals for 
the Nonthern District of New YorkP' held that the 
Judge Advocate General did not have the power of 
revision. 

________~ 
See Morgan, The E~iaiing Cowl-Martial System and the Ansell A n n ~  

"Haat in is  08 S. 64, at 57-64.  
"General Crowder cited Winthrods Milttan, La% and Piecedent without 

Articlaa, 29 YVB L.J. 52, 65-66 (1919). 

*w lilil* 5 
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( 5 )  In the instant cases (The "Texas Mutiny Cases"), the 
Secretary of War, by had the authority to 
effect an honorable restoration to duty of the individuals 
concerned and General Croader recommended that 
course of action. 

On 21 Sovember 1917, Secretary of \Var Baker noted on Gen- 
eral Crowder's memorandum a( that "As a wnvenient mode of 
doing justice exists in the instant eases , . ." 27 i t  would be utilized 
and further study should be made of the problem. He noted also 
that a request for legisliutmn ta effect the power desired would 
be the wisest course.*$ 

Thereafter, on 11 December 1917, General Ansell filed a brief 
with Secretary Baker, through General Croivder, supporting his 
interpretation of section 1199 in which he took issue with 
Winthrop's finding that courts-martial were BC agency of the 
Executive Department 29 asserting that they were "wurts created 
by Congress, sanctioned by the Constitution and their judgments 
. . . entitled to  respect as such." In support, he cited Rvnkle 7 i .  
Gnited States, 80 McClaughrg 9, Deming 31 and other eases.31 He 
went an to argue that section 1199 had established the Bureau 
of Military Justice in the Office of the Judge Advocate General 
far the sole purpos? of taking revisionary action on courLmartia1 
records and recording the action taken; snd  the use of the ward 
"revme" in the statute in question was organic, creating and 
defining the duties of the Bureau of Military Justice.*% 

General Ansell reiterated his belief that  the proper definition 
of the word "revise" compelled a finding of the re\zisionary power 
in the Judge Advocate General of the A m y  citing many insbnces 
where the use of the word "revise" alone had been found by 
wur t s  to be a statutory grant of appellate authority?' He noted 
the anomaly where i t  WBS conceded that the Judge Advocate 

:h. 249, 8 6 ,  17 Stat. 533, as amended. Act 
, eh. 1 4 3 ,  38 Stat. 1074-75. 
s. 61. *t 71. 
3 Mrreh 1873, eh.  248. I 6, 17 Stat. 583, a6 amended. Act 
, ch.  143, 38 Stat. 1074.76. 
8 on S. $4,  at 64-11. 

I ( 1 8 3 7 ) .  
(1901) .  
tr Reed, 100 U.S. 13 (1879) ;  S w i m  V. United Stater, 186 

U S  663 (1381); Grafton V. United States, 206 U.S. 338 (1907). 
"rfXeonngs  on^. EL, at 18-8o. 

Id.  at 80-83. 

6 AGO ,1111 



CROWDER.AKSELL DISPUTE 

General had the authority to declare court-martial proceedings 
null and void for  jurisdictional defect, but not the lesser power 
of revising the proceedings for  errors substantially prejudicing 
the accused. He again asserted the necessity for this power of 
revision in light of the rapidly growing Army and suggested it 
be found, as it  had previously been found, within the framework 
of section 1199. 

On 17 December 1917, General Crowder filed his opposing 
brief 86 in which he relied predominantly on the points made in 
his memorandum of 27 November 1917. He added the following 
paragraph: 

The 1 * w ~ e 1 ' 8  mind i8 not particularly shocked by the fact  tha t  there 
exists in military jurisprudence no court of appeal. The supreme c o u r t  
of the United States has held too often and too clearly to require ota- 
tion of authorities tha t  i t  is no abjection ta a grant  of authority tha t  the 
gran t  IS original and also final; slm tha t  there is no constitutional DI 
necessary right of sppesl .  There is, therefore, no fundamental reason 
why c0Yltmarfixi  juriadietion, as a t  present constituted, should be dis- 
turbed. The argument which has heretofore prevailed is tha t  there are 
substantial  rearona of expediency and good administration why it should 
not be disturbed. War is an emergency condition requiring B far more 
arbitrary control than  pence. The fittest field a? application for  our 
penal eode i s  the camp. Court-martial procedure if i t  at tains Its  primary 
end, dietipline, must be simple. informal and prompt. If, for examp:e, 
all the findings and ientences of eourts.martial in France must await  
finality until the records he sent to Waahinpton, w shall create a aitua- 
t ion very emhamassmg to the iuccees of our smies .  Such B proposition 
should hardly be ~ e r i o u l y  advanced, m d  it would be difficult to 
defend on p r m i p l e  legislation prowding appeal m some eases and deny. 
ing i t  in others. Yet if we legislate a t  all on this subject we shall he 
given to the necessity of doing tha t  very thing.". 

On 28 December 1917, Secretary of War Baker sent a memo- 
randum to General Crowder stating that  he felt that  General 
Ansell's brief was based primarily on the necessity for, rather 
than the actual existence of, the power of revision.8' He asked 
General Crowder to recommend how fa r  the power to revise 
could be extended by executive order and to what extent legisla- 
tion would be required, and further to forward to him as soon 
as possible the orders to which General Crowder referred in  his 
brief. 

Thus the crux of the "Crowder-Ansell Dispute" was, as s u e  
cinctly stated by Senator George Chamberlain of Oregon: 

I d .  at 89-90. 
'I Id. s t  90. 
"Id. st 90-91. 

*OD llliQ 7 



35 MILITARY LAW REVIEW 

a difference of opmion between the Judge Advwate General, Gcn. 
Crowder, and the Acting Judge A d v w a h  General, Gem. Ansell, as to the 
power of the Judge Advocate General over these records of conviction, 
nnd these diflereneea were very marked. the Judge Advocate General 
raking m e  view of his power under the law to revise or modlfy or IO. 
verse the sentences of COYlt-maTtiBi, claiming thpt where the c a r t  had 
jurisdiction and ~ t s  judgment is once approved by the proper eom- 
rnander, however erroneous it may be by Raw in the proceedings, there 
i s  no power of  corieetim in the Judge Advocate General or elsewhere, 
and tha t  the Judge Advocate General had no further power than an 
advisory one, iooking to mere clemency, based on the iliegality of the 
prweedings,  while the Acting Judge Advocate General, Gen. Anaeil, 
claimed thar under section 1199 of the Rensed Statutes the Judge Advo- 
cate General had the power t o  ''revire" these sentenms . . . . The War 
Department sustained the contention 01 Gen. Crawder. I t  is sraund t h w  
conflicting views tha t  the war on the subject has waged for some time."' 

On January 19, 1918, Secretary of War Baker, through Senator 
George Chamberlain, the Chairman of the Senate Military Aifairs 
Committee, submitted a proposed revision of section 1199; how- 
ever, the Committee ultimately decided not to consider it.'O 

To prevent a recurrence of the injustices of the "Texa  Mutiny 
Cases" and the tragedy of the "Houston Riot Cases," General 
Order No. I WBS promulgstkd by the War D e p a h e n t  which 
required that execution of the sentence in any case involving 
death, or the dismissal of an  officer, be suspended pending review 
and a determination of legality by the Office of the Judge Advo- 
cate General." 

It was alleged by General Ansell in later hearings, (1  and seems 
Suppr t ed  by correspondence from General Crawder tu Brigadier 
General Walter A. Bethel, '2 that the purpose of issuing General 
Order No. I was to attempt to forestall congressional hearings 
and ,the establishment of a military court of appeals. An unar- 
ticulated purpose of this order, although no support f a r  such rea- 
soning other than logic has been found, may have been a desire 
to preclude further agitation in this area by General Ansell. I t  
will soon become apparent that  if this was, indeed, one of the 

" 5 8  CONO. REC. 393a-80 (IOIO). See Mott, Hart- & Morton, A Survsy 
of the Literature o( Military Law-A Sdretiue Bib l iowophy ,  6 VAND. L. 
R E V .  833, 363 (113). 

8' srr  ti^.^ On s. $1. i oa io .  
<*see zd. DL i i z .  ~ 

('Gen. Order No. 7. War Dep't (17 Jan. 19181, 
"Xoorinos o n s .  84, a t  113-14. 
"Let te r  from General Enoeh H. Crowder to General Waiter A. Bethel, 

5 April  1018, grinred in Xlanngs on S. 64, a t  114-15. 

8 AGO 61118 



CROWDEFGANSELL DISPUTE 

reasons for the promulgation of General Order No. 7, it did not 
achieve the desired end. 

After the flurry of opinion starting in Xavember 1917, and 
culminating in  General Order No. 7, events apparently went 
along quietly until after the Armistice was sigrred on 11 Sovem- 
ber 1918." On 30 December 1918, however, Senator George E. 
Chamberlain of Oregon made a speech in the Senate alleging 
inequality within the military justice system, excessive sentences, 
command control, and calling for  the establishment of an appel- 
late tribunal to "formulate NIBB and equalize these unjust 
sentences." '6 

Shortly thereafter, an 8 January 1919, the Executive Committee 
of the American Bar Association announced that  "our military 
law and our system of administering military justice appeals 
to us ea a subject which requires eonsideration and probably 
some reformation," 48 Thereafter a committee wea apwinted 
and conducted a study of the administration of the Articles of 
War, terminating with a report which was generally favorable 
to the military justice system. 4 7  

On 13 January 1919, Senator Chamberlain introduced a bill 
which sought to have a "judge advocate" (the equivalent of a law 
officer) aPwint8d for  each general and special court-martial; 
provided challenges of the array in certain eases; required an 
immediate announcement of acquittals; gave the Judge Advocate 
General the power to modify o r  reverse findings and sentences 
and order new tsiais in appropriate cases; and called upon the 
Judge Advocate General t o  submit to Congress a revision of the 
Articles of War.u Hearings were held on the bill,'@ but i t  was 

HOWWel, durine th i i  period General A m i i  had organized, ">thin the 
Omee of the Judge Advwmte Generd, Boards of Review to review the pro- 
esedingr of t i id .  lent to the Omce of the Judge Advocafe General and to 
exerelee clemency where required. H e a r i n g s  on S. 81, a t  166-69. 

67 C0h.0. REG. 878 (1918), 
"Printed I" L o C K h l i ~ m ~ ,  EPOCH H. CROWDER 199 (1965).  
"The  majority mmrt  stated: 

"We b y  no means s h w e  in the pmvaient opinion tha t  the present Artieiea 
of War and the Prietlce and procedure which is provided for and advised 
in the Manual of Caur twmrt ia l  i s  mediaeval, or u u e l  or arbitrary,  but 
ra ther  are of the opinion thst ,I the l e t t e r  and the spirit of these artielea 
and of this manual were l ived up to m d  thoroughly 'ippreelated there would 
be iittie ground of complaint." Printed in Bogert, Cauria-Marid Critzoim 
and Pioposed Reioms, 5 CORKELL L. Q. 18,47 (19191. 

'I Senate Bill 6320, 66th Cong.. 3d Sesa. (191s). 
Haonngs on S. SSPO. 

AGO l l d l B  9 
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not favorably considered by the Senate Committee on Military 
Affairs. 

The New Yark World published a full-page story entitled 
"The Thing That i s  Called Military Justice!" The story, purport- 
ing t o  be based on factual records, delivered a scathing attack 
on the entire court-martial system.60 Thus, a t  the beginning of 
1919, the controversy over the administration of military justice 
left the confines of the War Department and became a public 
debate which raged bath within and without the United States 
Army for the next year. 

On 25 January 1919, General Ansell launched his public cam- 
paign for revision of the Articles of War and established himself 
as the standard bearer for the reformation of military justice. 
Speaking before the Chicago Bar Association and later the 
Chicago Real Estate Association he stated that  the established 
system of military justice was "in many respects patently defec- 
tive and in need of immediate revision a t  the hands of Con- 
gress." 

Eminent authorities within the field of l a x  quickly lined up 
on both sides of the question. Professors Wigmore and Bogert 
staunchly supported the present Articles Ilf LVar although admit- 
ting that some minor revision was neeessary.'S Professor Edmund 
X, Morgan rallied t o  General Ansell's cause.63 

As a result of the nationwide interest which had been created, 
Secretary of War Baker, by letter dated 1 March 1919, called 
upon General Crowder to "furnish the main facts in a form 
which will permit ready perusal by the intelligent men and 
women who are m deeply interested in this subject." General 
Crowder did so in a se\'enty-page document later printed by the 
Government Printing Office and entitled 'Wiiitary Justice Dur- 
ing the War."65 General Crowder, while admitting that Some 
defects did exist, and must be expected when the Articles of 

"New York World, 19 Jan. 1919. 
Printed :n LOCKMILLER. OP. eht. mpra note 46, at 200-01. 
Bogert, supra note 46; Address by Col. John H.  Wigmare belore the 

Maryland State BBZ Assoelation, 28 June 1919, printed in 24 MD. STATE 

the War,'W& Publishing Co's Docket, April.&Iay 1919, P. 2137. 
BAR ABB'F TRWACTIONS m a  (1919);  wlgmore, .wd*t.m i ~ i i c ~  D ~ W W  

See Morgan, supm note 21. 
-Letter from Secretary af War Bskar to General Crowder, I March 

1819, p"F.ted ~n U. S. U'AR DEP'T MILITARY JUSTICE DURlNC THE W A R  8 
(19191. 

Letter from General Crawder to Secretary of War  Baker, 10 March 
1919, prmted m U. S. WAR DEP'T, MILITARY JLSTJCE DURlNO TXE WAR 5 
(1919). 
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War were for  the first time subjected t o  mass usage, in  the main, 
strongly defended the Articles of War in their present form. 
Approximately 90,000 copies of General Crowder's reply to the 
Secretary of War  were ultimately distributed throughout the 
united states. 

On 16 March 1919, Senator George Chamberlain of Oregon 
sent a telegram to Secretary of War Baker requesting that  a 
reply to "Military Justice During the War," which had been 
written by General Ansell and sent to Senator Chamberlain,- 
be printed and made public, Secretary Baker declined on the basis 
that he had asked Congress for  remedial legislation to correct 
the court-martial system a year previously (apparently referr- 
ing to  his request for  a revision of seotion 1199); would do so 
again when Congress assembled; and since no controversy existed 
with regard to the Articles of Var (presumably based on the 
fact that  both General Ansell and the Secretary agreed that  
some change was needed), there was no need to  publish General 
Ansell's reply,sT 

On 2 April 1919, the Secretary of War invited General Ansell 
to submit his views concerning necessary changes to the Articles 
of War. General Ansell did so on the same date.&' 

On 5 April 1919, the Secretary af War, through the Adjutant 
General, acknowledged General Ansell's memorandum and asked 
him to "prepare and submit to the Secretary of War at  the earliest 
possible date a draft of such a bill as in his [Ansell's] opinion 
would be adapted to carry into effect the ideas expressed , . . 
in  his indorsement." 6Q I t  is stated by Professor Morgan that  this 
was done "to render Ansell harmless." 80 Whatever the motive, 
General Ansell did draft such a bill and forwarded it through 
channels to the Secretary: however, no acknowledgment or reply 
was ever received from Secretary 

General Ansell continued his campaign for  reform, in the face 
of departmental disapproval, through speeches and papers. He 
stated: 

I contend-and I hare gratifying evidence of aupport not only from 
the public generally but from the profession-that the existing system 
of military justice is un-American, having come ta US by inheritance and 

&'See Heanngs an S. 6 4 ,  at 22947. 
I d .  at 224. 
I d .  at 100-02, 

'I I d .  at 102. 
Io Morgan, 8upm nmte 16, at 112. 
" Xaarings on S. 6 4 ,  at 102. 
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rather witless adoption out of B a)stem which we regarded 8 5  funds. 
mentall) mtolerable; tha t  it is archaic, belonging BJ I t  does to an age 
when armiel were but bodies or armed retainers and bands of merce- 
naries;  tha t  it IS a system arising out of and regulated by the mere 
p a r e r  of Military Command rather than  law, and tha t  it has ever re. 
suited, as It muat ever r e s d f ,  in aueh injvitiee as to crush the spiri t  of 
the indii,idual subjected t o  It. shock the public con%eienee and alienate 
public esteem and affection from the Army tha t  insists on maintaining 
i t  . . . .  

. . . .  
The system has resulted in many erroneous and unjust  convictions. 

Surely we need not point aut ta a lauyer that  elemeney, even r h e n  &en. 
erousl) granted. is a poor remedy in the ease of a soldier who should 
n o t  have been con\ieted a t  ail." 

I know there are differences, inherent, and necessary, between the 
milltar) and civil code. Nobody has to tell me that.  Why, the War De 
partment has argued mil l  they have deceived some of you people. 
argued i t  in order tha t  i t  might maintain its own ~ u t o ~ r a t l e  military 
pomrs mer our )outh.  that if yon goiern, if the law governs, rather 
than  permit the military minions t o  gawrn ,  the discipline of the United 
States Arm) uavld be destroyed. and r i t h  it  your safety. 

Gentlemen of the War Department have actually said, testifying be- 
fore a committee of the American Bar Association-and l have m a t  
difficulty in Speaking about tha t  committee in pleaiant terns-that an 
army eovid not be governed on prineipler of justice;  tha t  principles of 
justice had to yield t o  discipline; tha t  you have, and must hai,e an insti. 
tutmn. therefore,  supported by you, controlled by you, in which, aceord- 
ing to them, you cannot consistently maintain justice. Do you lawyers 
believe tha t?  I say t o  you if the American people ever accept the idea 
tha t  there 15 an) American institution tha t  cannot be maintained with 
justice, you sre 1011; not only the in i t i tmon,  but you yournelves are 
lart .  

Yovr military justice BI i t  i s  a t  present adminiatered is a f rank  
ai,awual tha t  we are going ta mamtain discipline in terroism, nor in ac- 
cordance with law. How, my fnends,  could I t  be otherwise: If a mil i tary 
official can do BJ he pleases, if there IS no question of law tha t  C B ~  

8nse ~n the trial of a man who 18 undergoing court-martial, If it 16 noth- 
ing but an idea BJ to what military discipline requires t o  be determined 
by the army officers unguided by law, how can there be any such thing 
BQ justlee h.ithin the military eaiablishment? 

Under such a theory, a commander exercise3 an almost unrestrained and 
unlimited discretion in determining (1) who shall be tried, ( 2 )  the prima 

"Anrell, .Military J w t m e ,  5 CORXELL L. Q. 1, 16 (ISIS). (Footnote 
omitted.) 

"Addres.  by Mr .  Samuel T Ameli before the Ohia State Bar Assae~auan, 
24 Jan. 1820. prlnted in 41 OHIO STATE B A A  ASb'h PROCELD~ZCS, 132, 143- 
44 (19201, 
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facie sufficiency of the proof, (3) the  sufficiency af the charge, (41 the 
composition of the court, (6) d l  questions of law &rising during the 
progress of the tr ial ,  ( 6 )  the correctness of the proceedings and their  
sufficiency in law and fact .  Under such P theory sli these questlons are 
eontrolled not by the Isw but by the power of mili tmy command." 

As stated earlier, there were those of recognized eminence 
who did not share General Ansell's views and expressed their 
own contrary opinion generally supporting the existing Articles 
of War. Professor Bogert in  a lengthy comprehensive article 
stated his view of thesituatian saying: 

The agitation seems to me to present another instance of gross exag- 
geration. a r g ~ m e n t  from d a t e d  ang le  inntaneea ta broad, general eon. 
aiderations, statement8 of half-truths,  misrepresentation and suppresi~on 
of facts. There are defects. but they are minor and easily curable;  there 
are weaknesses, but they are those sure to be developed in any system of 
administration of judice when subjected to the strain which m r  and 
the enornous increase in our a m y  brought to bear on our military 
courts , , , .Is 

Others were more vehement in their criticism of General Ansell 
and his proposals. Typical of the hypercritical approach is the 
following statement by Mr. Frederick G. Bauer, a former lieu- 
tenant colonel in  the Judge Advocate General's Department: 

The so-called "Kernan Board," a f te r  B full examination of the question. 
recommended only moderate changes although the Chamberlain bill 
which has been introduced in Congress aimed to revolutionize oar system 
of military justice by . . . changing the l r t i e ies  of War  from an instru- 
ment for maintaining discipline into B prize ring wherein LO display the 
prams' of the "guard-house iawyer."67 

Professor Wigmore, a staunch supporter of General Crowder, 
and reputed by General Ansell to have aotually written "Mili- 
tary Justice During the War," a put i t  this way: 

1. The prime abject of mili tary organization is Victary, not Justice. 
In tha t  death s tmggie  which is ever impending, the A m y ,  which de- 
fends the Nation, is ever strained by the terrif ic comcmusness tha t  the 

*Paper read by C d  S. T. Ameli before the Pennaiyvania Bar Aim- 
ciation, 26 June 1919, printed I" 26 PA. BAR ASS" AINU& REPORT 280, 
290 (1919) 

Boked. mpra note 47, a t  47. 
"General Anssll stated m Xeanngs on S. 64, a t  211, tha t  the  Kernan 

Board nuggested appraximately 20,000 alterations which, if true,  would 
hardly be "only mcderale changes." 

* 'Bauer,  The Court-.lfartial Controsersy end llie New Articles of Wan, 
6 MASS. L. 0. 61, 62 (1821). 

See Xeonngs on S. 84, a t  168. General Aneeil's statement e m s  ta be 
t m e  in l ight of t h e  let ter from General Crowder La General Kreger, 4 
April 1819, printed in H~oi ings  01 S. 6L. sf 1284-86, but General Crowder 
stated tha t  I t  was w i t t e n  mainly by Major Rigby. 

*GO l l S l S  13 
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Nation's life and I ta  o w  18 [a iel  a t  stake. N a  other objective than Vie. 
tory can have firat place in its thoughts. nor muse m y  remission a i  tha t  
stram If it can do justice t o  i ts  men, well and good. But Justice i s  
d w ~ y s  secondary, and Vielarr i s  s l w y i  primary. 

This general principle will explain s h y  i t  is not ~ I W B Y S  feasible to do 
exact justice m the Army I" the midst of war." 

General Ansell found interested congressmen willing to sponsor 
his proposed legislation despite the rather controversial nature 
of the issue. Senator Gwrge Chamberlain of Oregon, a member 
af the Senate Military Affairs Committee, who had, parentheti- 
cally, introduced the Selective Senice Act70 in  the Senate for 
General Crawder in 1917, introduced the bill in  the Senate BS 

Senate Bill 64 in 1919. It was introduced in the House of Repre- 
sentatives by Representative Royal Johnson of S o r t h  Dakota BS 
House Resolution 367. 

As Professor Iforgan stated a t  the time: 
Obriouds the baric pmcip le  of the bill 15 the very ant i thew of tha t  

of the existing court-martial system. The theory upan which rhia bill 18 
framed IS tha t  the tribunal erected by Congrass f a r  the determination 
of 8uilr or innocence of a person subject to military law i d  a court ,  tha t  
LTS proceedings from beginning to end are judicial, and tha t  the que% 
t iani properl) iubmitted ta it are l o  be judicially determined. As the civil 
judiciary 1s free from the control of the exeeutire, io the military IY. 
d'  mar)  , . must be vnrramrnelled and uncontrolled in the exeieiie of i ts  
f u n e t m r  by the power of military command. . . .?I 

After the extensive hearings on Senate Bill 64 were completed 
in Sovember 1919, the Senate Subcommittee was to make a report 
upon the reassemblv of Congress after Thanksgiving. The Sub- 
committee failed to do so, whereupon Senatar Chamberlain 
announced in an open session af the Senate that, in  the event of 
the absence of a reported bill, he WBS going to introduce his own 
bill. The Senate Subcommittee assembled rapidly and after a very 
short Session reported a revision of the Articles of War.72 There- 
after, this revision which was agreeable ta the War Deparhnent, 
although incorporating many changes, was passed by Congress 89 

Chapter I1 of the A m y  Reorganization Act of 1920.18 

As one author stated i t :  
bane of these radical changes [those proposed by General Ansell] 

Is Wigmore, printed In 24 I D .  SrAn BAR ASS'Y, o p .  r i t .  ~ u p r a  note 62, 

* D  Aef of 18 > b y  1917, ch 16, 40 Sfat. 76 
' I  Morgan, ~ u p i a  note 21, a t  73-74, (Footnote omitted.) 
/"Hearings on Coiwts-Yarfiol Beiarr a Speeial Subcmnmittee of the 

.t 188. 

House Commrttar on ,Military Affairs, 60th Cong 2d Sew. 9 (1920).  
Act of 4 June 1920, eh. 2 ,  41 Stat .  769, 787. 

14 A 0 0  6 l l l B  
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have been adopted, and the present Artieiea of War, . . . drafted by the  
officem of the Judge.Advoeate [sic] General's Dept. a t  the request of the 
Senate Committee, r'epreient m0i.e nearly the views of the Xernan- 
O'Ryan-Ogden Board appomted by the General Staff to caileet the 
opinions and views of Army officers of mom extended cour tmar t ia l  
eXperie"Ce." 

111. HIGHLIGHTS OF ANSELL'S PROPOSED REFORMS 

The p u w s e  of this part is to compare the Articles of War of 
1916, the revisions which General Ansell proposed in S. 64, and 
the Articles pf War enacted in  1920. It does not appear prudent 
to examine every article of the Chamberlain Bill, which in  some 
respects w&s a mere rewording of the existing law. Therefore, this 
part will concentrate on the are= of notable change from Che 
existing law. 

In studying General Ansell's proposal, it is necessary to do so 
within the framework of Genmal Ansell's objmtions to the 
Articles of War of 1916. They may be summed up in  this manner: 

Such exercise of penal power [the military eode] rihouid be in keeping 
with the progress of enlightened gowmment and should not be incon- 
sistent r i t h  those fundamental principieB of law which have ever ehar- 
aeterized Angio.Ameriesn jurisprudence. The Military Code being a penal 
eode, it ahou!d s e  tha t  i t  can be applied to none except on probable cause. 
I t  should be apecifie with respect to the definition of the affenae denounced 
and the penalty provided. It should partieulnriie with respect to matters 
a i  prmedure,  tha t  the tr ial  may be full, fa i r  and impartial. I t  ahouid 
require recognition of thoic mies of esidenee which our jurisprudence 
has evolved as necessary to elicit those fac ts  upon which the ultimate 
conclusion of p i i t  or innocence may with aafeiy and jvstiee rest. Wlth 
the utmost care i t  should parantee those safeguards and tha t  protection 
for an aeeuaed whose life and liberty are piaeed in jeopardy, which are 
the pride of our enlightened mviiisation." 

General Ansell wntended that  the vely vagueness and uncer- 
bainty of the Articles of War of 1916, the offenses which they 
Purported to prohibit and the penal sanctions which they 
imposed, made it a n  impossibility for members of the A m y  to 
obtain a fa i r  trial. He sought to equate, insofar as practicable, the 
military praatice with ite civilian counterpart. As stated in  one 
article: 

The . , , view , , , represented by the Chamberlain Bill 
aome civilian body ehovld be appointed to pas8 an all eourt.martia1 IPE- 

"Comment, 21 COLUP. L. REV. 477, 478 (1921). 
"Printed in 25 P L  BAR Ass's, op. i t .  mwa note 64, at 28263 .  
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ards, and tha t  ~ourfi-marlial  should be guided to a greater degree by 
the rules and proeedurea governing criminal tr ials in civi l  life:' 

General Ansell chose to state his basic motivation in this manner: 
I do not want a system a i  military justice tha t  ervihes tha t  spiri t  

[the American fighting spiri t  exhibited in World War I]. I want a sys. 
tem a i  military jnrtiee rhst  i z  in consonance with tha t  %pin t ,  tha t  voices 
tha t  spiri t  and inspires tha t  s p m t .  so tha t  when our men leme the baf- 
tlefield they realize tha t  they hare bean treated u,irh the same fairmas, 
the same care BJ they were treated here a3 citizens a t  home:' 

A. D E F I Y I T I O S S  OF OFFE.\'SES A.VD 
SPECIFIED P E S A L T I E S  

Ansell contended most vigorously, as may be noted in the first 
quotation above, that  the 1916. Articles of War did not, with suf- 
ficient particularity define the various offenses which it denounced. 
I t  also failed to provide specified penalties for violation of the 
Articles of War. 

In S. 64 the punitive articles la are set  forth with greater clarity 
in definition of the various offenses, and the  penalty for each 
offense is specified within the article. A perusal of the 1920 
Articles of War (1920 A. \K) will reveal that  the punitive articles 
remain in the same format and warding as in the 1916 Articles 
of War. Punishmentr were not specified in the 1920 revision; how- 
ever, authority was given to the President to prescribe the maxi- 
mum punishment for each offense in both wartime and peacetime 
by removing the words "in time of peace" from article 45 o f  the 
Articles of !Vat' I n  this respect General Ansell was unsuccessful 
in accomplishing his desired ends of specificity and fixed 
sentences. 

B. P R E F E R R I S G  OF CHARGES 

Paragraph 63 of the 1917 Manual for Courts-Martial allowed 
only officers t o  prefer charges, that  is, to be an accuser. Para- 
graph 62 of the 1917 Manual did permit an  enlisted man, or a 
civilian, to initiate charges, but i t  was necessary for them to be 
preferred by an officer. Article 18 of S. 64 permitted enlisted men 
to prefer charges BS well as officers by only making i t  necessaw 
that a person subjwt to  military law sign the charges. I t  also gro- 

Comment, mpm note 74, st 477. ( F n t n a t e  omitted.) 
Pnnted In 25 PA. B*R ASS'H, op.  oit. 8up-a note 64, a t  311. 
A r k  63-88. 
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vided that the person signing the charges must take an oath that 
he had personal knowledge that the charges were t rue to the best 
of his personal knowledge and belief, or that he had made a per- 
sonal investigation of the matter and believed the charges to be 
t rue to the best of his knowledge and belief, Article 70 of the 1920 
Articles of War  enacted the proposals set forth in article 18. 

C .  PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF CHARGES 

Paragraph 76, 1917 MCM, required that  a preliminary investi- 
gation of the charges be conducted by the officer exercising 
summary court-mantial jurisdiction over the m u s e d  before the 
charges were forwarded to a superior commander. I t  also required 
that the m u s e d  be given the opportunity to make a statement, 
present evidence, or offer mattsrs in extenuation for consideration 
by the investigating officer. 

Article 19, S. 64, provided for the same type of investigation, 
but also provided that the accused could produce any available 
witnesses for examination by the investigating officer. 

Critics argued t@t article 19 was nothing more than a recorn- 
pilation of paragraph 76, 1917 MCM.Ie Anseil, and those who 
supported his views, were of the opinion that while the investigs- 
tive machinery existed within the 1917 Manual. it WBS necessary 
to give i t  the effect of statutoly law to insure compiisnce with the 
requirements for investigation.80 They felt there were many 
instances where commanders chase to ignore the requirements of 
the Manual, but would hesitate to ignore the Artioles of War. 

Article 70, 1920 A. W., was extended to require a full and 
impartial investigation prior to referring charges to trial. I t  
required that the accused be given the opportunity to cross- 
examine witnesses, if available; present his own witnesses; and 
present such other evidence as he may desire. I t  further required 
the investigating officer to make a recommendation of the proper 
disposition of the case. 

See Bogert, ~ p r a  note 47, at E-15. 
Io Geneill Anseii stated "The StstUte reouirei no pmiiminmy investiga. 

tion to determine whether or not he [the aeeuaed] may be tried, and such 
Y io  required, by regulation, i i  d i a  controlled by the miiitnry unnmander 
end 16 neither thorough nor efleetive. , , ." Printed in 25 PA. BUI AWN, 
op. cit. "pro note 64, a t  293. 
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D. OPINION O F  THE JUDGE ADVOCATE ON 
SUFFICIENCY O F  THE CHARGE 

Neither the 1917 XCM nor the Articles of War of 1916 made 
any provision for a review of the charges by a judge advocate 
officer prior to trial. Article 20 of S. 64 required that before a 
charge was referred to trial by general court-martial the charge 
sheet had to be endorsed with a statement by an officer of the 
Judge Advocate General’s Department that. in his opinion, the 
offense charged was legally sufficient, and it appeared from the 
available proof that the accused was guilty of the offense. This 
article further required that the officer referring the charge to 
trial be convinced that “the interests of the service and justice” 
required trial by general court-martial. 

Critics of this article argued that requiring the charges to be 
submitted to the judge advocate officer for his approval made the 
commander subservient ta a member of his staff and undermined 
the commander’s authority. I t  was suggested by one writer that  
the opinion of the judge advocate be obtained and attached to the 
record, but the commander be allawed to determine whether the 
accused WBS t o  be tried.81 Others stated that as a practical matter 
the commander, although not required to do so, always sought the 
advice of his judge advocate prior to  making his decision on the 
disposition of a serious case.B2 Another argument advanced was 
that the judge advocate \vas normally a man of little military 
experience and, therefore, he would not be in a position to inter- 
pret the facts in the light of the tactical and strategical considera- 
tions which might be involved, and the resulting opinion would 
be of littie value to the commander.M 

Proponents of the Chamberlain Bill argued that there were 
entirely too many cases referred ta trial where the charges were 
baseless, not legally supportable, or failed to allege an offense 
under the Articles of War, and article 20 would preclude this type 
of error. 

Article 70, 1920 A. W., required tha t  the appainting authority 
refer the charges to his judge advocate for his “consideration and 
advice.” I t  did not require the appointing authority to follow that 
advice. 

see BOgOrt, 8“pm now 47, st 25. 
“Hiw’tnga nn S 6 4 ,  at  1254-56. 

Id.  a t  1265-58. 
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E. PR0VISlO.V OF QL’ALIFIED COrNSEL 
FOR T H E  ACCUSED 

Article 17, 1916 A. W.,  stated that the accused had the right to 
be represented by counsel of his own selection, if reasonably 
available, but if the accused was not represented by caunsel, the 
judge advocate (the equivalent of the trial counsel) would advise 
the accused of his rights. This article was subject to great criti- 
cism which WEE somewhat reminiscent of the criticism often heard 
currently concerning the summary court-martial. I t  was argued 
that one man could not prosecute and defend the same man and 
do either job properly while also advising the court. 

General Ansell proposed sweeping changes in this area in 
article 22 of the Chamberlain Bill. This article provided that 
except in B summary court-martial, the accused would be provided 
with military counsel of his o w n  choice. I n  the event that  the 
counsel requested by the accused was not reasonably available, in 
the opinion,af the appointing authority, the appointing authority 
would be required to attach to the proceedings an  affidavit stating 
the reasons for his decision. If the accused failed to select counsel, 
the appointing authority would have been required to  appoint a 
well-qualified counsel, if possible, an  officer with “special learning 
or aptitude for the l aw”  

The most startling change vah  the provision that,  if the trial 
was to be by general court-martial and the accused was able to 
demonstrate t o  the court judge advoeate (this individual and his 
functions are discussed in section G )  a special need for civilian 
counsel, and that he was vithout the necessaly funds to retain 
such counsel, the counsel would be retained by the government a t  
no expense to the accused. However, if the accused was ultimately 
convicted, the court judge advocate was empowered, on behalf of 
the government, to apply a stoppage against the pay of the 
accused in the amount of two-thirds of his pay per month until 
the amount paid the civilian attorney by the government WEE 
reimbursed. 

A weakness in this proposal, which was not apparently dis- 
covered by those opposed to the legislation, w a  the fact  that  if 
the accused waa found guilty and part  of his sentence included 
forfeiture of two-thirds of his pay per month, there was no pro- 
vision that the selttence forfeiture would be used to reimburse the 
government for the cost of his counsel. This would have undoubt- 
edly been provided for by ancillary repulations. 

A W  DllilS 19 
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This article did not create the furor that  one might reasonably 
have anticipated, or indeed. that the recent United States Supreme 
Court decisions on the right ta mumel for indigent accused have 
evoked.84 General Croivder did not make mention of the matter in 
his testimony before the Senate Committee.es Professor Bogert 
admits that  the provisions for counsel f a r  the accused were one 
of the weakest a r e a  in the existing l a w s h  

Article 17, 1920 A. W provided that the accused should be 
represented by military counsel of his selection, civilian counsel 
if provided by the accused. I n  the absence of either of the fore- 
going, counsel provided by the appointmg authority in accordance 
with article 11 of the 1920 Articles af \Var, which provided that 
for each general or special court-martial a defense counsel, would 
he appointed. 

Thus, while the appoin’mnent of counsel to represent the 
accused was assured, and the first provision !vas made far the 
appearance of civilian counsel, under any circumstances far the 
accused, article 17 did not have the far reaching effect which 
General Ansell would have imparted to the provision of counsel 
far the accused. 

F. M E M B E R S H I P  OF T H E  COL’R? 

Article 6 ,  1916 A. FV., provided that a general court-martial 
would comprise not less than five or more than thirteen officers. 
Article 6 provided for special court-martial membership of 
between three and five officers. 

Article 5 of S. 64 specified that a general court-martial nould 
have eight members, and article 6 provided that a special court- 
martial should be composed of three members. The method of 
selecting court members shall be discussed later. 

General Ansell firmly believed that the number of members on 
each court must be fixed to prevent changes in the membership 
during the course of the trial. It was possible under the 1917 
MCM, and the Arhcles of War of 1916, for the apwinting 

*See, e o . ,  Gideon Y .  Wsmwright. 312 U.S 335 ( 1 9 6 3 ) ;  Douglas P Call- 
forma, 312 U.S. 363 (1963); Eseobedo V. Illlnoli, 318 U.S. 478 ( 1 9 6 4 ) ;  
Miranda V. Anzona, 384 C.S. 436 (1966)  j Johnaon / .  New Jersey, 384 U.S 
719 (1966). 

See Hearings on S.  84.  
Bogert, SUFO note 47, et 36. 
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authority to take great liberties with the membership if he chose 
to do SO. Although changes in  membership were not recom- 
mended?‘ such changes did not affect the validity of the pro- 
ceedings. 

Prior Articles of War had never given enlisted men the right 
to be appointed as members of a court-martial. Articles 4, 6 ,  and 
8 of General Ansell’s proposed legislation provided that  both offi- 
cer and enlisted personnel should be eligible as memben of 
general and special courts-martial. In the case of a general court- 
martial i t  WBS provided that  three of the eight members of the 
court were to be enlisted men, noncommissioned officers, or war- 
rant officers depending upon the rank of the accused. In  a special 
courbmartiai, one of the three members would be an enlisted 
m a ,  noncommissioned officer, or warrant officer, depending upon 
the grade of the accused. 

Critics claimed that  this was an unnecessary innovation and 
that  the accused’s rights were adequately protected without 
having enlisted men on the court.BB They further contended that  
while they were certain that  i t  was not intentional, it  would be 
possible under General Ansell’s proposals for  the entire member- 
ship of the court to be composed of enlisted personnel.Bs The 
reasoning behind this contention was that  while the articles pro- 
vided the minimum number of enlisted personnel to be placed on 
the court, it  did not state the maximum number which could be 
plaeed on the court. 

The author’s reading of the proposed articles apparently does 
not agree with that  of the critics. I t  seems quite clear from the 
warding of articles 5 and 6 that in the case of a general eourt- 
martial only three members would be enlisted personnel or w.r- 
rant  officers, and in the case of a special court-martial only one 
of the personnel appointed would be an enlisted man or warrant 
officer. Research has failed to disclose any comment by General 
Ansell pertaining to the eontention of his opponents regarding the 
alleged indefiniteness of articles 5 and 6. 

Article 4, 1920 A. W., still provided that  only officers were 
eligible to serve on courts-martial, but this article did require the 
appointing authority to chwse those officers best qualified “by 
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reason of age, training, experience and judicial temperament." I t  
recommended avoiding, if possible, the appointment of officers 
with less than two  years of prior service. 

G. T H E  COURT JUDGE 4 D V O C A T E  

Paragraph 99, 1917 MCM, provided that the judge advoeate 
(trial counsel) would act as legal adviser to the court in addition 
to his duties BS prosecutor. 

Article 12 of the Chamberlain Bill provided for the appointment 
of a court judge advocate by the appointing authority for each 
general and special court-martial. Further, i t  provided that for 
general court-martial proceedings the court judge advocate should 
be a member af the Judge Advocate General's Department, unless 
such an officer was not available. In that  event an  officer recom- 
mended by the Judge Advocate General m specially qualified 
should be appointed. The court judge advocate for a special court- 
martial was also to he a member of the Judge Advocate General's 
Deparhnent if avsilable. If he were not available, the appointing 
authority was free to select ah officer of his command that he 
deemed specially qualified. 

The court judge advoeate WBS not to  be a member of the wur t ,  
but sat  with i t  in all open sessiora of court. His duties were many 
and shall be individually discussed due to the uniqueness of his 
position and the extent of his authority. 

(1) He chose or, after the commencement of the trial, Bug- 
mented the membership of the court from a panel of 
eligible personnel selected by the appointing authority. 
Thus, the p w e r  of the appointing authority to "pack" 
the court or select a "blue ribbon court," wm effectively 
abolished. 

( 2 )  He ruled on all questions of law arising during the trial 
and also upon challenges and questions touching the 
competency and impartiality of the court (which shall 
be discussed a t  greater length). 

(5) He notified the court and the appointing authority of 
any deficiency in the composition of the court, or in the 
c h s r w  before it. 

(4) Before findings he summarized the evidence presented 
in the ease snd  the applicable law unless both the court 
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judge a d v w t e  and the court agreed that i t  was unneces- 
s a r y  

(5) He insured that the accused did not suffer any disad- 
vantage due to his position in the trial, his ignorance or 
his incapacity; and in furtherance of that  duty, the court 
judge advocate was emwwered to call and examine wit- 
nesses an the accused's behalf. 

6) He had authority to approve the court's finding of guilty 
o r  in the alternative to  approve only so much of the 
finding of guilty as found the accused guilty of a lesser 
included offense, when the evidence as adduced a t  trial, 
&s a matter of law, required such a finding. In these 
instances the action of the court judge advoeate would 
be substituted for that  of the court  

(7) He announced the findincs of the court and, in 0&4e of a 
conviction, determined and imposed an  appropriate 
sentence. 

(8) He had the discretionary power to suspend any sentence 
except death or dismissal. 

Article 12 further provided that the N h g s  and advice of the 
court judge advoeate would govem the court, 

This particular article caused great cons t emdim in the mili- 
tary I t  was felt that  the appointing authority after appGinting 
the panel from which the membership of the court was to be 
chosen was completely isolated from the w e .  The court judge 
advocate assumed a11 of the powers of the appointing authority 
and the president of tile court. General Crowder went into this 
particular article a t  some length during the committee hearings 
stating that after the appointing authority selected the court 
judge advocate, the prosecutor and the panel of potential mem- 
bers, his connection with the case was a t  an  end. This would have 
been true, and i t  waa exactly the result that General Ansell envi- 
sioned. The end which he was seeking was the end of a system 
which: 

doen not contemplate that e. court-m-xtid shall be a muit  doing justice 
=cording to established principles af jurisprudence and independently 
of all personaI power; quite the contrary. It regards the courtmartid 
simply as the right hand of the eommanding officer to aid him in the 
maintenance af diseiplme. It is his agent. He controls it. It is answerable 
not to the Isw but to him. . . . The court-martial is not B court s t  all; 
it i s  but an ageney of military command governed and controlled by the 
will of the commander. . . 
* I  See Hearings on 5. 84, et 1266-61. 

Printed in 26 Pa. BAR ASSIX, op. dt. mpra note 84, s t  282. 
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Article 8, 1920 A. W., and paragraph 89a of the l Y z i  Manual, 
provided for a law member who was granted a few of the powers 
which General .4nsell proposed to confer upon the court judge 
advocate. However, as will be seen in the follouing diecussion, the 
majority of the powers which General Ansell suggested ue re  east 
aside and ignored in revising the .4rticles of War of 1920. 

Article 8, 1920 A. K., provided that the appointing authority 
would, on each general coudmartial ,  appoint one of the members 
as 1s.v member. This m e m b r  was to be an  officer of the Judge 
Advocate General's Department, but If a member of that  depart- 
ment w-as not available, the appointing authority was authorized 
to  choose any officer he deemed to be spcially quaiified to  perform 
such duties. 

Paragraph 89a of the 1921 Xanual sets forth the duties of the 
law member and states that  he shall rule on all interlocutory ques- 
tions other than challenges and shall rule on all other questions 
except the question of the findings and the sentence. This para- 
graph further provided that on questions arising an  any objection 
to the admissibility of evidence offered during the trial, the ruling 
of the law member would be made the ruling of the cour t  In the 
event that any member of the court objeeted to the ruling of the 
law member on an interlocutory question, article 31, 1920 A. W, 
provided that the court would be closed and a voice vote of the 
members conducted on the question with a simple majority decid- 
ing the issue. The law member's ruling on objections to the admis 
sibility of evidence WBS final w o r d i n g  to paragraph 89a(Z) and 
article 31. 

The law member, according to paragraph 89a(6),  had the same 
duties and privileges as the other members of the court, including 
an  equal vote In dewding all questions submitted to a vote. Thus, 
the law member could, in a given situation, vote to sustain his oum 
I U ~ K ~ ~ S .  The law member was also entitled to vote on the findings 
and sentence and was, of course, present in closed %?ssinns of the 
court. 

H. PROCEDURE FOR CHALLENGES 
Article 18, 1916 A. by,, provided that members of general and 

special courts-martisl could be individually challenged far came. 
The valimty of the challenge was to be deeided by a majority vote 
of the court in closed session,'P after withdrawal of the challenged 
member.s3 
"1917 MCM, para. 90. 
" I d .  para. 126. 
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Article 23 of the Chmberl8in Bill proposed a much more liberal 
procedure. I n  a general court-martial the accused was given two 
peremptory challenges and in B special court-martial one peremp- 
tory challenge. He was also given the right ta challenge for cause 
on the grounds of principal challenge as set  forth in paragraph 
121,1917 REM, and all common law grounds for challenge. 

Another innovation propased by General Ansell was a challenge 
to the array. This procedure required the accused to  present an 
affidavit of prejudice specifying grounds which showed that the 
court was unable to do justice by virtue of a matter pertaining to 
its composition or constitution. or that  the officer appointing the 
court acted with bias or prejudice. (It is unclear whether the 
officer referred to here is the appointing authority who selected 
the panel of eligible officers, or the court judge advocate who 
selected the actual court members from that panel; however, since 
article 23 also contained provisions for challenging the court judge 
advocate for came, i t  would appear that  the bias or prejudice of 
the appointing authority had to  be shown in his selection of the 
panel.) The amused's affidavit was to be accompanied by a certifi- 
c& from his counsel that  the affidavit was made by the accused 
in good faith. 

The validity of the accused's contention was to be determined 
by the court judge advocate If he found the facts to  be as alleged, 
the appointing authority was to be notified, and t h e  next superior 
commander in the chain of command was to appoint a court f a r  
the trial of that  case ( I t  is not specified if the next superior 
authority was to actually appoint the court as an entity or select 
a panel from which the court would be appointed by the court 
judge advocate It would appear logical in light of article 12, S. 
64, that  the next superior commander would merely select the 
panel from which thecourt  war to  be appointed.) 

General Ansell, in testifying before the Senate Committee, dis- 

Mr. Chanman, if there was B community anywhere where there ought 
to be peremptory challenges and challenges to the array both, it is in the 
A m y  of the United Staten. The commanding general who designates 
that panel is frequently a prejudiced person. In that ease he does not 
know it. o f  course not. We u~ual ly  do not know when we are prejudiced. 
But he is prejudiced all the 98me, and if there were a proper judieisl 
authority to determine that fact, it would frequently be so determined." 

cussed article 23, stating his rationale: 

Xeoninps on S. 64, at  267. 
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Professor Bogert felt that  the accused had not been appreciably 
prejudiced by the existing procedure, but agreed that pe rmpta ry  
challenges and a challenge to the array might be an  improvement 
to provide for the unusual case.Qb 

Article 18 of the 1920 Articles of War provided tha t  members 
of the court  and the judge adrocate could be challenged for cause 
individually. r p o n  challenge for cause, the court in closed session, 
after vithdrair-al of the challenged member, voted by seeret writ- 
ten ballot upon the challenge. A majority vote determined the 
question. A tie vote was negative and failed to sustain the chal- 
lenge.8B 

Each side was also granted one peremptory challenge which 
could be exercised against any member of the court with the excep- 
tion of the Ian member who could only be challenged for C ~ U J B . ~ ~  

I. RCLES OF EVIDEYCE 

Article 38, 1916 A. U., provided that the President could pre- 
scribe the modes af proof to  be used in courts-martial so long BS 

they were not inconsistent with the Articles of Chapter XI,  
1917 XCM (revised by Professor Wlgmore), set forth the  rule^ 
of evidence for  courts-martial. and pursuant ta paragraph 198 of 
the same Manual, these rules were made binding subject only t o  
the Articles of !Yar, the Constitution and federal statutes 
expressly applying to courts-martial. 

Article 4 1  of Generai Ansell's proposed le@slaiian required 
that,  except as Congress provided otherwise. the rules of evidence 
applicable to the district c m i o  of the United States would be 
applicable to trials by courts-martial. 

soning behind this a n &  as follows: 
Before the Senate Committee General Ansell revealed his rea- 

Now you CODE t o  the ~ c r u a l  trial. Na inles of evidence; none pre- 
icribed The law of  Congress actually. under the m.ealled Crawder re 
vision [the 1916 re,iaion of the Articles of War] has authoriaed the 
Preridenr ta make any rules o f  eridence he pleases. Gentlemen, I f  there 
l a  one thing ~n the world that ought to be stopped, it is  the further abdi- 
cation by Cangless,  to the po"er of mil i tary command, rhereby B man 
m a y  be tried before B eourt.martia1 not according t o  the n l e s  of evi- 

"Bagert. mpra note 41, at  32. 

sr1920 A .  N'. a n .  13. 
"* 1921 M C M  para 126. 
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denee and law, but according t o  some l v l e  prescribed by the President, 
which, of course, means the Judge Adweate General of the Army and 
the Chief of Staff. 

, , . Our rules of evidence may not be the most logical in the world, 
but they are what we hare gat: we have nothing better; they are really 
a basic part of our jurisplvdenee and of OUT eiviiization, and I,  for one, 
xm not ready t o  give them up in the trial of s.n important ease before B 

mud-martial in favor of rules, or no rules, prescribed by military 
command.'' 

Opponents of Ansell's legislation argued that the rules set forth 
in the 1911 Manual for Courts-Martial had been revised by Prc- 
fessor Wigmore, a recognized authority in the field of evidence. 
It represented a compilation of the best rules available in the 
evidence field; that  instead of being arbitrary 65 alleged, they 
represented the best possibie guide for the admissibility of matters 
in legal proceedings. 

Article 38, 1920 A.  W., provided that the President could, by 
regulation. provide the modes of proof to be used In trials by 
court-martial. The regulations prescribed should, however, as 
closely as he deemed practicable, follow "the rules of evidence 
generally recognized in the trial of criminal c u e s  in the district 
courk of the United States" except when those rules would be 
in conflict with the Articles of War. 

J. POWERS OF T H E  A P P O I S T I Y G  A C T H O R I T Y  

Section ILG, 1916 A. W. (articles 46-53), and paragraphs 369- 
400, 1917 MCM, delineated the powers of the appointing authority 
with regard to the findings and sentence as "reviewing authority." 
He WBS empowered to approve or disapprove both the findings and 
tho sentence, or approve only so much of a finding &s found the 
accused guilty of a lesser included offense.99 Since the findings, 
whether resulting in an  acquittal or conviction, and the sentence 
u'ere not effective until approved by the appointing authorit?',loO 
they were not announced in open court and were announced only 
after the reviewing authority took his action thereon. The failure 
of the reviewing authority to approve a sentence rendered i t  a 
nullity The reviewing authority further had the power to suspend, 
remit, UT mitigate the punishment and WBS empowered ta declare 
the proeeeding invalid by reason of errors which "injuriously 

"Hearmgs on S .  6 4 .  at 268. 
1916 A. W. art. 47: 1517 MCM, para. 377. 
1516 A W. art. 46:  1817 MCM. para. 371 
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affected the substantial rights of an accused‘’ according to article 
37 of the 1916 Articles of \Tar. The reviewing sutharity was also 
empowered by custom of the service to return the findings and 
sentence to the court for recornideration regardless of whether 
there u w  a conviction or 

At approximately the same time that General Anseil proposed 
his remedial legislation. the \Tar Department published General 
Order So,  88 of 14 July 1919. I t  prohibited the return of acquittals 
to  the court for reconsideration by the reviewing authority and 
further prevented the u p w r d  revision of sentences. 

I t  i s  apparent that this was the very type of authority, or com- 
mand control, at iihich General Aneeil was attempting to strike 
in his legislation. The Chamberlain Bill provided in article 34 that 
an acquittal would be announced immediately in open court. Rec- 
ords of trial by general court-martial were ta be forwarded by 
the appointing authority to the Judge Advoeate General 102 far 
review. (This review mill be described in detail in the subsequent 
section.) Records of trial by special and summary courts-martial 
uwuld hsve been sent t o  general headquarters. designated hy the 
President for that pwpose. for review by the judge advocate of 
that  headquarters and modified or revised if necessary.10s 

Any officer empowered to appoint a court WBS authorized by 
article 50, S. 64, to “mitigate, remit, or suspend” the entire sen- 
tence or any part  thereof except sentences to death o r  dismissal. 

Professor Bogert recognized the advisability of these provisions 
as did the American Bar Association committee.l0‘ General 
Croirder in his letter to  the Secretary of War, although denying 
that the power had been abused, agreed that the time had come to 
do a ~ a y  w t h  this paver 

Article 29, 1920 A. W., provided that an acquittal would be 
announced at  once in open coufl. Paragraph 3328, 1921 MCM, 
provided that in case of conviction the findings and sentence 
should be announced in open court except for  good cause. The 
reasons alleged to constitute good cause were to be made a part  
of the record. 

‘ “ S e e  Bogert, ‘ w i a  nntr 47,  at 38:  Morgan, supia note 21, at  62. 
‘1, A r i l  $6 ?I R d  . . . .. . , . . , . , . . 
 A AI'!^ 37, 39, S 64 
“‘See Bogem, s w r o  note 47, at 38-88. 
“‘See Letter f rom General C r a r d a r  to Secretary of War Baker, printed 

in U. S. WAR DEP’I, op. ti! mpra note 66. at  34.  
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Article 46, 1920 A. W., required the reviewing authority to refer 
every general court-martial record to his staff judge advocate for 
review prior to taking action on the record. The review of the 
staff judge advocate, according to paragraph 870, 1921 MCM, was 
to be in writing, advising the appointing authority of the facts 
of the c w  and recommending the action to be taken by the 
reviewing authority. The staff judge advocate's review accom- 
panied the record of trial tg the Judge Advocate General. 

Article 41, 1920 A. W,, provided that the power to approve a 
court-martial sentence included the power to approve or disap- 
prove a finding of guilty or approve only a finding of guilty of a 
lesser included offense and to  approve, disapprove or partially 
approve a sentence. Article 40, however, prohibited the return for 
reconsideration, by any authority, of an  acquittal, a not guilty 
finding on a specification, a finding of not guilty of any charge 
except where there was a finding of guilty of the specification 
alleged under that charge which was a violation of an  Article of 
War,  or for reconsideration of the sentence imposed "with a view 
to increasing its severity, unless such sentence is less than the 
manda tov  sentence fixed by hw for the offense or offenses upon 
which a conviction has been had." 

K.  APPELLATE REVIEW 
As noted in the introduction and historical background, this is 

the area in which feelings ran high and which had initially trig- 
gered the entire controversy. 

Article 46 of the 1916 Articles of War provided that an  appoint- 
ing authoritr must approve the sentence imposed by B court- 
martial before i t  could be carried into execution. .4rticle 48 further 
Fequired Presidential confirmation af the sentence prior t o  execu- 
tion where the sentence involved a general officer. dismissal of an 
officer with certain wartime exceptions, susuension or dismissal 
of a cadet, and death sentences except that  in time of war, death 
sentences for murder, rape, mutiny, desertion and spying could 
be executed upon canfirmation by "the commanding general of the 
Army in the field" or the commanding general of a territorial 
department or division. As stated earlier, this authority had been 
modified an 17 Jsnualy 1918 by General Order No. 7 which stated 
that all sentences involving death or dismissal required Presiden- 
tial confirmation prior to execution. 

The Office of the Judge Advccate General reviewed general 
courts-martial, but only reversed them for lack of jurisdiction. 
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In cases of prejudicial error, under the Crowder-Baker interpre- 
tation of section 1199, the Judge Advocate General was only free 
to recommend revision through the Chief of Staff and the Secre- 
tary of War t o  the President. 

General Ansell in article 52 of S. 64 proposed the establishment 
of a court  of miiitaiv appeak which "for the convenience of 
administration only" was to be located in the Office of the Judge 
Adrocate General Article 62 stated that the cour t  to consist 
of three judges wthou t  specifying if they were to he military or 
civilian: however. article 52 also provided that the P rmden t  muld 
assign a iudpe advocate officer to the court in the event t ha t  one 
of the regularly a],pointed judges became temporarily incapaci- 
tated. This would seem t o  indicate an intention that the regularly 
aiipointed judpes of the court were to he civilians. The judges 
were to be apgomted by the President with the advice and consent 
of the Senate. They were t o  hold office during Ewd behavior and 
"hare the pay and emoluments, including the privilege of reslgma- 
tion and retirement upon gay. of a circuit judge of the United 
States." 

The Same a r t i c l e  further provided that all C B S ~ S  tried by general 
court-martial vhich involved a sentence of death. dismissal of an 
officei. dishonorable d:scharge or confinement for mare than SIX 

months rvaald !>e reviewed by the Court of Military Appeals unless 
after sentence \\-as announced in the CourLmartial the accused 
stated in open cour t  that  he did not desire such rev~eii-, or rf the 
accused later notified tile coun  in writing that he did not desire 
that  his case !,e rewewed Thus. the accused was given the right 
to curtail the nppeilate p-ocedure if  he elected to do so. The review 
was to disclose and coriect any  error^ of law evidenced by the 
record and mjuriouSly affecting the substantial rights of an 
accused without regard to whether such errors were made the 
subiect of ohiection or exception a t  the trial " 

The court v a s  empowered to "disapprove a finding of guilty and 
approve only so much of a finding of guilty of a particular offense 
as Involves B finding of guilty of a lesser included offense," "to 
disapprove in whole or any part of a sentence." and t o  advise the 
revieiiin? or confirniing authority of ixoceedinps which should be 
taken, if any,  after total or partial disapproval of the sentence. 
If the findings and sentence were disapproved because of an error 
of law. the appointinp authority could order a new trial. If the 
sentence, though valid, appeared excessive or unjust. the court  
could make a recommendation of clemency to the President 
through the Secretaiy of \Tar 
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General Ansell did not elucidate upon his t h e a n  for the Court 
of Military Appeats in theSelvate Committee except to =sure the 
Committee tha t  its purpose WBS only to review errors of law and 
not erramof faet.10' 

General Crowder, however. took great issue v i t h  such a theory 
in his testimony before the Committee. He felt that  the appellate 
system under General Order No, I was working well.1o' His view 
of such a court was expressed BS fallows: 
The idea of a e i d  e o w t  of military appeals i s  wholly untenable from 
my point of view. And so, too, IS the idea of an exeluSively mil i tam coafi 
of appeals functioning independently of the President. . . . I think it 
would affect  in the mast detrimental way the fighting efficiency of our 
forces . . .?'B 

General Crowder: Firs t  and of minor importance. let me QBY tha t  you 
would have tu choose between such a court and the continuance of the 
office of the Judge Advocate General. Of course, with B court vested with 
tha t  power, the Judge Advocate General of the A m y  would have little 
or nothing to do with military justice. Of course, there would Rmain his  
duty to render opinions connected with the civil administration of t h e  
W a r  Department. 
Senator Lenroat: He would hsve B m a t  deal to do with mili tam justice. 
He would have a large foree under him. 
General Crowder: The military jmtiee would depend upon the court of 
ameais and not Y D ~  him a t  sli. 
sehator  Lenra&Wovld i t  not be very proper to have the judge advo- 
cate present them to the court?  
General Crowder: Present the case? 
Senator Lenroot: To represent the government PO to speak. 
General Crowder: Before tha t  court? 
Senator Lenraat: Before tha t  court. 
General Crowder: Well, t ha t  would mitigate the evil somewhat. But  if 
yon wil permit me m e  other suggestion, I think you and I wi l l  have B 
complete meeting of the minds. I can conceive of this appellate jurisdie- 
tmn as yo* have outlined i t ,  but  i t  gives me pan% when I reflect *pan 
the fact  that  what  you propose is a completely new experiment which 
no great  nation will ever at tempt-exeept  RusIa. . . .I" 
In judging of  the pemomei of your pmponed court of appeals. it is  im- 

, . . .  
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curred, the findings and sentence were vaeated and the record 
returned to the reviewing authority for a rehearing or other 
proper action. If the Judge Advocate General did not agree with. 
the h a r d ' s  finding of legal insufficiency or prejudicial error, the 
board's opinion and the Judge Advocate General's "dissent there- 
from" were forwarded to the Secretary of War for the President's 
action. The President could affirm the aetion a t  the trial level, or 
disapprove the findings in whole or part, or disapprove or vacate 
the sentence in whole or in part  

Article 501h also authorized a rehearing in the case where the 
reviewing or confirming authority o r  the President disapproved 
or vacated a sentence which had not been ordered executed. The 
rehearing was to be held before a different court and the accused 
could not be tried fo r  any offense of which he had previously been 
found not guilty by lie original court. The sentence in case of con- 
viction upon rehearing could not. be in excess of that  initially 
imposed, unless there was a finding of guilty of an  offense not 
alleged in the original trial. The article also provided tha t  where 
the board of review, with the approval of the Judge Advocate 
General, found a case legally insufficient o r  found that prejudicial 
error to the rights of the acpused existed, a rehearing would be 
held unless in accordance with such action the board of review, 
with the Judge Advocate General's recommendation, approved the 
findings and sentence in part, returned the reeard for revision, or 
the case was ordered dismissed by the reviewing or confirming 
authority 

If the rehearing was ordered by the President (in the imtanee 
of a conflict between the findings of the board of review and the 
opinion of the Judge Advocate General as t o  the legal sufficiency 
of the record or the existence of error prejudicial to the accused), 
the record of trial upon rehearing, after review by the board of 
review, the opinion of the board and the  recommendation of the 
Judge Advocate General were forwarded "to the Secretary of 
War for the action of the President." 

Records which did not qualify for review by the board of review 
were reviewed in the Office of the Judge Advocate General. If 
found legally insufficient, the case was referred to the board of 
review and, depending upon the decision of t ha t  body, action, as 
dictated in accordanee with article 60%. 

Article 501h also authorized the Judge Advocate General to con- 
stitute additional boards of review within his office or to establish 
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branches of his office "with any distant command" and within 
such branch offices, a bosrd or boards of reb-iew. 

As stated in a comment on the new Articles of \Tar: 
The ~ n c l u ~ i o n  of this board [the Board of Review esrabllrhed by A. W. 

s of the Chanberlam Bill far B ei,ilian 
court  a n d  the recnnnierdatian of the Kernan-O'R?ai.-Ogden Board 
which made proxi) ion far no such tribunal a t  811."* 

While not accomplish!ng the goal of General Ansell to have an 
appellate court acting indepenJently of the militan- establishment, 
article 50!, did iirovide defined statutozy review in serious cases. 

L. OTHER MATTERS 

tmng milltar? ,Yl f lCe  seems t o  be a 

1. Aetron. on the Chorge .  
Article 69, S. 64, provided that no person placed in confinement 

should remain in such status for more than eight days. or  until 
a eour+martisl could be assembled. I t  further provided that 
charges should be served upon the eonfined person within eight 
days and that he was ta be brought to trial within ten days after 
the service of charper, "unless necessities of the service prevent 
such trial," and that the accused must be tried within thirty days 
thereafter except fur delay granted a t  the request of the accused. 
To this extent article 69 was B reiteration of article 70 of the 1916 
Articles of R'ar. 

However, ai-ticle 69 of the Chamberlain Bill i lent on to provide 
that the failure to serve charges within the time provided, or 
failure to proceed with trial within the prescribed period would 
have the effect, in time of peace, or thereafter precluding trial for 
the offense giving rise to the confinement. Article 70, 1916 A. \V., 
only provided that failure to adhere to the time limits set forth 
therein would terminate the arrest. Both article 70 and article 
69, S. 61, prohibited bringing an  accused to trial before a general 
court-martial, in time of peace, within five days subsequent to the 
service of charges, except with the express consent of the accused. 

Artrcle 70, 1920 A. W., replaced article 70 of the 1916 Code and 
provided that charges should be served on an  accused within eight 
days or the delay explained. I t  stated that failure to serve the 
charges prorided grounds for a continuance and, that  in time of 
peace, no accused should be brought t o  tnsl within five days sub- 
s q u e m  to the service of charges except with his cement. 

>)' Commeni, sum" note 71, at 480 
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2. Voting Procedure. 
Article 31,1916 A. W., and paragraphs 295 and 308, 1911 MCM, 

had provided that  the vote on findings and sentence should be by 
a simple majority, except when the death sentence was a permis- 
sible punishment, a two-thirds vote of the members present was 
required. 

General Ansell proposed in article 46 of the Chamberlain Bill 
that  conviction of an offense require an affirmative vote of three- 
fourths of the membership, and that  in  the case of the msndatary 
death sentence a concurrence of the entire membership of the 
court be required. He further proposed that  conviction by a special 
court-martial require a vote of ,two-thirds of the membeiship. 

Paragraph 294, 1921 XCX, provided that  voting a n  the findings 
should be by secret written brrllot and paragraph 295 required the 
concurrence of two-thirds of the members present far a eonviction 
by both special and general courts-martial. Article 43, 1920 A.W., 
created an exception requiring that  for  a conviction of 
an offense in which the death sentence was mandatory, con- 
currence of all members present at the time the vote was taken 
was necessary for  conviction and the imposition of the death 
sentence. This article further required the concurrenee of t h r e e  
fourths of the members present a t  the time of voting ta impose a 
sentence in  excess of ten years' confinement and a two-thirds vote 
for  all other sentences whether by general or special courts- 
martial. 

8. Review of Inferior Courts-Martial. 
Paragraph 369, 1911 MCM, provided that  the reviewing 

authority would take his action on the record of trial of inferior 
courts-madial which were forwarded to  him in accordance with 
article 36, 1916 A. W. The record would be forwarded by the 
retiiewing authority to  the officer exercising general court-martial 
jurisdiction for  filing in  the office of the judge advocate for the 
compilation of statistical reports after which it was to be 
destroyed 

Article 39 of S. 64 provided that  records of inferior courts- 
martial would be transmitted to the appointing authority who 
would, without action, forward the records to general headquar- 
ters appointed by the President. The judge advw'ate of the 
receiving headquarters would review the pmceedings in  accord- 
ance with the provisions of article 52, and in  the w e  of error 
prejudicial to the substantial rights of the accused, revise the 
proceedings. 
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Article 36, 1920 A. LV., was norded in the same manner BS the 
article of the same number in the 1916 Articles of War except 
that  it did not provide for the destruction of records of trial by 
special court-martial. Paragraph 3 6 7 ( b )  of the 1921 Manual pro- 
vided that records of trial by special courts-martial Mould be filed 
in the office of the staff judge advocates of the command exercis- 
ing general caurt.martial jurisdiction until the sentence af the 
accused was completed. At that time they would be forwarded to 
the Judge Advocate General for permanent filing. 

4. Records o j  Trial 0 8  Public Records. 
Article 51 of the Chamberlain Bill specifically provided that 

records and reports of "the proceedings of 811 courts and m i l i t a v  
commissions" were public recards, wherever filed and therefore 
subject to  public examination. 

No Article of War prior to or subsequent to the Chamberlain 
Bill has contained such a provision and there is no corresponding 
article in the Cniform Code of Military Justiee."a 

IV.  ASSELL'S PROPOSALS AND THE 
1920 ARTICLES OF WAR 

As may be Seen from the foregoing comparison between the 
Articles of R a r  of 1916, General Ansell's propossls as introduced 
in  S. 64 and the Articles of War of 1920, none of the s imficant  
propasals f a r  reform advocated by General Ansell were fully 
enacted into law in the 1920 Articles of War. As Professor 
Morgan stated: 

ExieMive hearings were held on the Chamberlain BIII. The Anreli draft 
Was badly mutilated but t h e  substance of lome of Its pmvisionr pro- 
tecting the rights of an accwed were embodied in the Act of June 4 ,  
1920, which, withoat further amendment of m y  importance, waa ~n force 
during world War 11."' 

It is submitted, however, that  the t m e  test of the success of Gen- 
eral Ansell can not be measured in  terns of a box score with 
regard to legislation enaoted alone. 

General Ansell, writing in 1922,116 felt that  in principle he had 
been successful in  gaining much of the reform that  he sought. He 

"'For current regulation savernmg the release af mfomatlon contamed 

'"Morgan, mpra note 15. a t  172. 
"'Amell, Some Re/a?rna in OUT Sysfrm o i  Mditory Jurtise, 32 YALE L. J 

in coufi-martlal records, bee Army Reg. No. 341-60 (June 1966). 

146 (19221. 
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felt, however, that  the administration of the new Articles of War, 
apparently due to  a lack of acceptance of their principles, was 
not in  conformity with "the letter, spirit o r  purpose of this highly 
remedial legislation." 

He specifically deprecated the failure to abide by the require- 
ments of article IO of the 1920 Code requiring a preliminary 
investigation of all charges prior to trial by general court-martial, 
alleging that  normally the investigation conducted by the 
inspector general was relied on to determine the validity of the 
charges. He also deplored the fact that  the provisions of article 
31, 1920 A. W., permitting the use of officers of a branch other 
than the Judge Advocate General's Department BS the law mem- 
ber in the absence of an available member of that  deparknent, 
were being relied on too heavily, while there seemed to be enough 
officers of the Judge Advocate General's Department to  appoint 
them as prosecutors i n the  same cases,i17 

In  great measure General Ansell's success must be measured in 
the abstract. If General Ameli had not taken issue with the sys- 
tem as it existed and was administered prior to and during 
World War I, i t  is entirely within the realm of possibility that  
neither the public nor Congress would have been aware of the 
magnitude of the problem which the application of the Articles 
of W a r  of 1916 to the greatly expanded army of World War I 
had revealed. 

I t  would be an injustice to suggest that  General Crowder would 
not have proposed some of the modifications which h r d i d  in  the 
administration of military justice based upon the  experience 
gained from the war. Yet a study of his testimony before the 
Senate Committee and his letter of 10 March 1919 to Secretary of 
War Baker ''8 reveal a perfectly human reluctance on General 
Crowder's par t  to recognize or admit that  any substantial defecta 
existed in  the 1916 Articles of War, which General Crowder had 
revised and guided through Congress almost singlehandedly."O 

Therefore, the liberalization of the Articles of War of 1920 

' * * I d .  st 165. 
,I7 I b t d .  
xs'Lstter fmm General Crowder t o  Smretary of War Esker, printed in 

U. S. WAR DEP'T, op. cit. a u r a  note 55, at 6 .  
See Hearings on S .  8291 on the Ravbian of ihs Artiolea of War Bafow 

a Subcommmee of the Sen& Committea on Militaw Abairs. 64th Cong.. 
1.t Sera. (1916).  and Hearings m Rsvuion of the Artidall a i  W w  Bat- 
a S u b m m i t t e e  of the H m e  Cammibtee on Militwy Affaiva, 64th Cow., 
llit SeM. (1916). 
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wlth respect to the condud of trials; the provision of counsel: the 
use of the law member; a t  least the beginnings of an  effective 
system of appellate reviews; and the provisions contained in the 
1921 hlanual for Courts-Martial, U S  Army, dealing with such 
mattors as the requirement for the utilization of the secret writ. 
ten ballot in voting on the findings and sentence; I20 a concur- 
rence of two-thirds of the membership of the court to convict the 
accused in certain general court-martial cases and all special 
courts-martial; 12' the immediate announcement of the findings 
and sentence in open court except in certain specified cases; and 
the requirement that  the general court-martial past-trial review of 
the staff judge advocate be in writing and accompany the record 
of trial must in large measure be attributed to  the work of 
General Anseli in making the public aware of the shortcomings 
of the Articles of War and his supEestians for their improvement, 

Criticism is of little value if a tietter alternative is not offered. 
I t  can not be denied that a thorough reading of General Ansell's 
proposed legislation, his testimony, before various committees, 
speeches to state bar assoeiations and writings will reveal 
instances of what may be termed an overzealous and unrealistic 
approach to the revision af a military code. A striking example of 
this is found in the provision of article 69 providing for the 
release of an accused from confinement and immunity to  future 
trial if not tried within a total of fortyeight days after arrest. 
I t  does not require a militarily oriented mind to realize that even 
in peacetime an  arbitrary time limit would be unreasonable in all 
situations. These instances of overprotection should not, however, 
be allowed to avershsdow or obscure the true aim of General 
Ansell's proposals, his foresight and advanced thinking as ulti- 
mately @me out by the enactment of the Uniform Code of 
Mili tary Justke.  

V. GENERAL ASSELL'S PROPOSALS AND THEIR EFFECT 
ON THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE 

I t  should be apparent to the reader at this juncture that many 
of General Ansell's proposals as set forth in the Chamberlain Bill 
attained fruition, or a t  least a large measure of recopnition, in the 
Uniform Code of Militand Justice (UCMJ). The logical question 

130  1921 M C Y ,  para. 294. 
" ' I d .  para. 29:. 
1*1 I d  pais. 332a. 
' - I d .  para. 870. 
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which resulte is whether this was due to a delayed recopition of 
the sound basis for his proposed legislatian or if the creation of 
the UCMJ was an independent work which only coincidentally 
embodies many of the ideas which General Ansell had envisioned. 

When one considers that  the late Professor Edmund M. Morgan 
was Chairman of the Defense Department Committee on the 
drafting of a uniform code of military justice and also was, 
during and af ter  World War I, General Ansell's strongest ally in  
his fight for  reformation of the Articles of V'arlQI it  Seems 
dispositive of the question. However, a study of the congressional 
hearings held prior to the enactment of the UCMJ reveal8 little 
or no mention of General Ansell or S. 64.126 

Conversely, a study of areas of similarity between General 
Ansell's recommendations and various articles of the UCMJ shows 
a striking resemblance which, logically, must he the result of more 
than pure chance. 

A. A P P E L L A T E  PROCEDURES 

A perusal of article 52 of the Chamberlain Bill and article 61 
of the UCMJ vividly shows the apparent effect of the former on 
the latter. 

The Court of Military Appeals is placed in the Defense Depart- 
ment far administrative purposes which is similar to General 
Ansell's proposal that  i t  be placed in  the Ofice of the Judge 
Advocate General. Both articles require (or in  the case of article 
62 seems to require) the appointment of three civilian judges by 
the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. Ansell 
provided that  the judges should receive the pay and emoluments 
of a circuit judge while the UCMJ provides them only with the 
pay of a circuit judge. They both review similar types of cases 
although General Ansell did not envision an intermediary agency 
in the form of the h a r d  of review. Both enjoy approximately the 
same po\vers regarding the findings and sentence of cases brought 
before the court. Ansell did provide the accused with a method for 
avoiding review if he desired while the appellate procedure in  all 
cases outlined in  article 61 is automatic under the UCMJ. 

-See Morgan, ~ u p r a  note 21. 
lnl See Hearings 02% H.R. 2498 on the Cnijorm Code 01 .Military Jmtire 

Bejors a House Subcommittee o i  the Committee on Ammd Service8 on H.R. 
u o a ,  81at cong., 1st sens. (ism). 
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Despite this difference, the other similarities mentioned cer- 
tainly seem to indicate a regard by the Drafting Committee for  
the work done previously by General Ansell. Article 67, UCMJ, 
carries out the intent and spirit of General Ansell's concept of 
the appellate procedure. It goes even further than General Ansell 
had originally envisioned by also retaining the board of review 
which was adopted in 1920 as a compromise measure between the 
existing p r ~ p ~ s d  for a Cau% of Military Appeals and no appellate 
tribunal, as an intermediate step in the military appellate system. 

B. T H E  LAW OFFICER 

The court judge advmate provided for by article 12, S. 64, 
possessed almost plenary power with regard to trials by courts- 
martial. The wisenev of the grant of power given to this one 
individual under General Ansell's theory is subject ta some specu- 
lation. It is entirely possible that the control vested in this officer 
is perhaps an example of General Ansell becoming prepossessed 
with the necessity of removing the command influence or control 
aspect from the trial of mil i taq personnel. However, articles 26 
and 51(b), UCAlJ, when read together show a do8er resemblance 
to  General Ansell's concept af the court judge advocate than to 
the law member provided by articles 8 and 31, 1920 A. W., who 
was an actual member of the court while also acting as its adviser. 

Although the UCMJ does not go as f a r  in its grant of authority 
to the law officer as Ansell proposed, i t  does require that  he be 
certified by the Judge Advocate General of his particular armed 
force. This requirement is somewhat snalogaus to  Ansell's require  
ment that if a member of the Judge Advocate General's Depart- 
ment was not available the Judge Advocate General could 
recommend an officer who, in  his opinion, was specially qualified 
to  act in  that  capacity. 

C. E N L I S T E D  COURT MEMBERS 

General Ansell, in the Chamberlain Bill, had provided that  of 
the eight members of a general court-martial, three would be 
enlisted personnel, or noncommissioned officers or warrant officers 
depending on the rank of the accused.'z6 He also provided that  a 
concurrence of three-fourths of the members was required for  sll 
findings of guilty and all senten- except the death sentence, 

"'Art. 5, S. 64. 
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thereby giving the enlisted membem control of the verdict, if they 
arbitrarily voted as a bloc.lB7 In the special court-martial one of 
the three members WBS required to be an enlisted person or war- 
rant  officer depending u w n  the grade of the accused and since a 
twc-thirds majority was required the m e  control did not exist 
in this instance."' 

While the 1920 Articles of War made no provision for enlisted 
court members, article 25, ilCMJ, provides for one-third of the 
court to be enlisted personnel, if the accused has made e. request 
for such personnel. Therefore, while the UCMJ doas not make the 
inclusion of enlisted personnel mandatory, or require them to be 
of comparable rank with the accused, or give them the controlling 
vote, it d o e  recognize the right of the enlisted man to be tried, a t  
least partially, by his peer8 as did Ansell's proposed legislation. 

D. PRETRIAL REVIEW BY THE JUDGE ADVOCATE 

Article 20 of the Chamberlain Bill provided that before a m e  
was referred to trial i t  was t o  be submitted to the judge advocate 
for his i n d o m e n t  that  the charges were legally sufficient and 
that it appeared that a prima facie case existed against the 
m u s e d .  This would have been a statutory prerequisite to trial. 

Article IO, 1920 A. W., required the appointing authority to 
submit the charges to his staff judge advocate "for consideration 
and advice;" however, this advice was not required to be followed 
or  attached to the record of trial. 

Artkle 34, UCMJ, also requires the submission of the charges 
ta the staff judge advocate "for consideration and advice," but 
paragraph 35c, M m u l  f o i  Courts-Martial, 1951 (1951 MCM), 
fur ther  requires that the advice of the staff judge advocate be 
attached to the charges when referred to trial, Paragraph 82b(5), 
1951 MCM, rewires  that "other papers which accompanied the 
charge sheet when referred to trial" shall form appendages wan- 
panying the remrd of trial. 

This dws not accord the advice of the staff judge advocate the 
weight which General Ansell envisioned. However, the require- 
men& of paragraphs 3Ec and 82b(6) and the cases dealine with 
the pretrial advice of the staff judge advocate have given it 

w Art. 48, 8 .  84. 
"'Ibid. 
"'See United States 7.  Smih 18 U.S.C.M.A. 668 88 C.M.R. 85 (1963);  

united sta*s v. G-nwait, e u.$.c.M.A. 569. 20 c.ni.~. 285 (IBSS) i UniCd 
Stltra Y. Sohuller, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 101, 17 C.M.R. 101 (ISSO. 
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much greater s~gmficance than attached to the advice of the staff 
judpe advocate under the Articles of Kar,  1920. 

The farepomg examples of General Ansell's influence on the 
UCMJ do not purpon to be all-inclusive The author has merely 

ortant area3 and show a connection 
e m  the Chamberlain Bill and the 
readily rqparent to the reader 

A f a r  more expansive treatise in thrs area is the article written 
by Professor Xorgan,  entitled "The Background of the Uniform 
Code of Xilitan. Justice." I3O 

VI CONCLUSIOS 

General Enoch H.  Cron-der and General Samuel T. Ansell were 
men of very similar background and characteristics. Both had 
eiaduated from K e e t  Point. were extremely learned men. and 
were laimers of the hiphest capability and integrity. Neither 
would compromise his belief in the law or its Internretation as a 
convenience or conces~ion t o  others Prior to the dispute n hieh 
ensued between these two gentlemen, they had been verr close 
friends .g l  

Corninp into existence in times less turbulent than the latter 
a r t  of 1517. 1918 and 1515. the dispute between them probably 

at significance nor have furnished the 
dehate which folloived in the wake of 
proller Interpretation of section 1155 

tary lepsl argument rillened. I:ersonal 
feelings were interjected and personal charges, accusations and 
counteraccusations exchanged. These represent a large portion of 
the printed Committee hearings 3 1  

General Crowder felt that General Ansell had attempted to be 
dPP0inted Acting Judge Advocate General "behind his back" while 

Bccietary o i  War Bake,.  prmfed I" U S WAR DEP'T. o p  ai. f ryro  note 51. 
I n  the let-er from Garleiel Crnwder to General Kreger, p n n t r d  in Heomnga 
tun S. 61 ar 1264.86, Genera' Crowder stated that. I f  he had been forced ID 
agiee to the publ icat ion of hrs letter to Secreta 
h a i e  asked tha t  pages 53-62 be removed before BL ~ 

ry of War Baker, h e  would 
,h , , -*+.-" 
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General Crowder was acting as Provmt Marshal General.'aa He 
was also hitter over the fact  that  General Ansell had, in early 
1919, spoken out so strongly and frequently against the current 
administration of military justice rather than attempting to 
resolve these matters within normal War Deparhnent channels. 

General Ansell, on the other hand, felt that  General Crowder 
and Secretary of War Baker were arbitrary in their refusal to 
consider his interpretation of seetion 1199. He further felt that 
his reduction from the t emwrary  grade of brigadier general to 
his permanent rank of lieutenant colonel on 4 March 1919 was the 
direct result of his outspoken opposition to the Articlm of War 
and the administration of military justice.184 As a result, he 
resigned a short time after reduction to his permanent grade. 

I t  is not the purpose of this article to attempt to resolve the 
differences of these men, or to sully or mar  the image of General 
Crowder. I t  has become increasingly apparent to me during the 
coune  of my research that General Samuel T. Ansell was a man 
of unu8ue.i ability and foresight and a legal scholar who deserves 
f a r  greater recognition within the military community, and par- 
ticularly within the Judge Advoeate General's Corps, than he  has 
received to date. I n  discussing the subject matter with various 
members of the Judge Advocate General's Corps during the 
preparatory stages of this article, I discovered thnt, with very few 
exceptions, most members of the Corps professed the same lack 
of knowledge of General Ansell. his thwries and the existence of 
the Crowder-Ansell dispute which I must confess I originally 
possessed 

I t  is submitted that this lack of knowledge concerning General 
Ansell and the fact that  he, in essence, fostered or eonceived many 
of the original idem from which the L"niform Code o j  Military 
Justice later evolved is indeed unfortunate. Even with due defer- 
enee to  some of his methods, the acuteness of General Ansell's 
mind, his ability to recognize and isolate problem areas in the 
administration of military justice. and to propose enlightened 
practical solutions to these problem areas, as evidenced by the 
Chamberlsin Bill, ean not be denied. 

General Ansell's thearie? and creative thought stretched beyond 
his proposed code. It might be said tha t  he formulated an early, 

Hearing8 on S. 6 4 ,  at 1212-14, letter from General Crowder to  Seere- 
tar/ of War Baker. printed in U. S. WAR DEP'T, OP. nt. ~ u v a  note 5 8 ,  at 
53-55. General Ansell's explsnsfion of the incident IS found on p a w  16658 
of the Heaving8 0 %  S. 64. 

' * H e a n w s  on S. 64.  at 160-51, 164. 
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if not the original, idea far the Judge Advocate General Service 
Organization, or the trial teams. While testifying before the Sen- 
ate Committee the following exchange twk place 

S m a t a r  Lenroat.  The number tha t  ran id  be required [ofleers in the 
Office of the Judge Advocafe General] would depend \cry isrgeiy upon 
the policy tha t  we wouid hereafter pursue with reference to  the eon. 
solidation of A m )  posts. would i t  not? 
11~. Anseii: Yes. Of course the eaur tmar t i s i  aystem does largely depend 
on that.  but it i s  not indiiioiubiy connected with it. There is no reason 
why a cour tmar t ia l  should be sitting a t  each paat. I think it 1% bad EO 
fake some 13 officers, with the stenographers, clerks, the st tsches,  and 
sli that ,  and hare  them sitting in each Army post. Of COYIQ~ If any A m y  
POSL has B division there, tha t  would be an eemomicsi legal unit, but if 
I v e r e  B 1lajor General commanding B department, I would not have a l l  
these courts-martial si t t ing in all these post$. I t  i s  not neeeisary. I be- 
lieve, just as much as l sm sit t ing here, tha t  an itinerant court would 
hare  been one of the most \.aiuahle things, and certainly on the battle 
front. Take the men to be tr ied: they might be partially aiek 01 
wounded. With B good Judge Advocate, a law officer, a pr~aecutor.  if 
you had let him go from piaee t o  plaee and let them t ry  these men 
there,  I believe tha t  rov id  hare  been a good thing. , , .j" 

General Ansell's forethought and perception also exceeded the 
perimeters of the military establishment. His propasal in article 
23 of the Chamberlain Bill that the accused who needed civilian 
counsel and was financially unable to retain counsel should be 
provided with the required counsel a t  g o v e m e n t  expense would 
have attained a goal which was not reached in the civilian courts 
until 1963 and which has not to this date been effectively imple 
mented. I t  i s  not suggested that General Ansell was the first, or 
only, person to advance such a theon'. but he took all of the posi- 
tive steps within his means to actually effectuate such a measure. 

I t  is my conclusion that General Samuel T. Ansell has not 
received the recognition to which he is entitled for his pioneering 
work in making our military justice system the excellent judicial 
process i t  is today. General Ansell was a man "thirty years ahead 
of his time" and had Congress been fully receptive to his concepts 
when proposed in 1919 the United States Army would have hsd 
a militan' code which rivaled, and in some instances exceeded, the 
provisions of the C n i j o m  Code of Military Justice. Certain af 
General Ansell's concepts, it is readily admitted, needed modifica- 
tion to provide workable r u k  for both wartime and peacetime 
Sltuatiom. and Some embellishments o r  portions of varmus articles 
represented an exhibition of overzeslou~ness in attempting to 
preclude the possibility of command manipulation and protect the 

3, I d .  sf 282. 
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basic rights of the aecused. The framework was provided, how- 
ever, for what is today recognized, in the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice, as one of the finest bodies of military law in 
existence. 

The members, and judge advocates, of each service owe General 
Samuel T. Ansell a huge debt far his early work in the field of 
military jurisprudence and this debt should be discharged through 
the recognition n.hich General Amell 90 richly deserves. 
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THE ROLE OF CRITICISM IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF LAW * 

By The Honorable Robert E. Quinn** 

The Chief Judge of the United States Court of Military 
Appeals discusses the role of criticism in  the develop- 
ment of the U n i f o m  Code of Military Justice. H e  also 
points out lww the different tvpes of constructive wi t& 
cism have had, and can have, a beneficial effect on the 
military iustioe system. 

I. INTkODUCTION 

Fifteen years ago, the United States Court of Military Appeals 
was established by the Uniform Code of Military Justice as the 
first civilian tribunal for  review of courts-martial.‘ Creation of 
the Court was regarded as the  most “revolutionary” aspect of the 
Uniform Code.2 Commenting on the Court’s role in the develop- 
ment of military law as an integral par t  of the American judicial 
system, Judge Paul W. Brosman, one of the three members of the 
original bench, called attention to  its unique freedom in the choice 
of precedent “unbdrdened by . , , [those] demonstrated by the  
test of time and experience to be unreaiistic, ill-devised, or out- 
moded.” 8 

The Uniform Code of M i l i t a v  Justice had evolved out of mas- 
sive complaints as to  abuses and shortcomings of the military 
justice system during World War 11. Less than two months after 
it took effect, i t  faced a litmus test of its practicality in  time of 
war. Our response, at the call of the United Nations, to protect 
the Republic of South Korea against the North Korean Govern- 
ment’s invasion of its territory, involved us in  a major clash of 
arms. More than three and one-half million American military 
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personnel were. in one way or another, committed ia the struggle. 
I t  s a s  obvious that there was no time f a r  trial and error. The 
Court of llIilitary Appeals, and perhaps the C n i f o m  Code iiself, 
had to stand or fall on its immediate performance under wartime 
condit1ons.4 

A s  Chief Judge of the Court of Military Appeals, I fully 
appreciated that, although all the judges had had substantial 
experience with mi l i t av  law and the courts-martial system, the 
Court  would need all the help it could get from the legal profes- 
sion, both inside and outside the armed services, to determine the 
alternative8 of law open to the Court and the probable conse- 
quences of each alternative. In public appearances before military 
and civilian legal groups, all the judges invited critical appraisal 
of the Court's decisions and of the day-to-day operation of the 
courts-martial system under the Uniform Code. We, and a number 
of conscientious officials in the military establishment, urged 
everyone concerned with the administration of military justice to 
discharpe his responsibilities with B will to make the Uniform 
Code work. Unfortunately these efforts did not achieve sufficiently 
spectacular results to indicate clearly to the civilian community 
that the processes and purposes of the U n i f a m  Code would 
receive a fair testing a t  the hands of the mili tav.  As late as May 
1962, the Special Committee an hlilitary Justice of the prestigious 
Association of the Bar of the City of Sew York reported that i t  
was "abundantly clear that the Armed Forces hare not essentially 
changed their attitude toward military justice, although this atti- 
tude resulted in the abuses" which led to the adoption of the 
Uniform By that time, however, there had been distinct 
indications that the resistance to change prevailed largely among 
the "old-timers." who seemed to be too deeply embedded in the 
worn grooves of ancient, and to them irreproachable, practices; 
as a group, these traditionalists found it  difficult to accommodate 
themselves to the more legally-oriented, and less command- 
dominated, provisions of the Uniform Code. Even a captious 
critic, however, could justifiably conclude, on the basis of records 
of trial in major cases, that "the sewices . . . [had] made excellent 

'In United States r Agers. 4 U S . C . M  A.  220. 16 C . J I R .  220 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .  t h e  
Court d e t e m m d  that ,  fa r  pnrpoaes of the Gnijorm Code of Militand 
Ju6bre the Korean conflict precipnated a "time of war" within the eon- 
tmental Ihmlts of the r m t e d  Sratee 

'SPECIAL C O M W T ~ E  ov MILITARY JUSTICE A S S O C I ~ I O ~  OF THE B*n OF 
THE C r r r  OF NEW YORY, 1951.1982 AXXUAI REPORT. 
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progress in improving the caliber af courtsmartial trials and in 
carrying out the spirit of the Code." 0 

How few or how many in the armed scvice8 remained 
adamantly opposed to the Code and unalterably attached to the 
pre-code law and practice could not, of course. be determined. 
However, when the judbes of the Court took the oath of office at 
the Pentagon in June 1950, George C. Marshall, then Secretary of 
Defense, assured me that he would do all he wuld to get the mili- 
tary establishment to  cooperate, fully and imaginatively, with the 
Court in the administration of the Uniform Code. The Secretary's 
assurance of cooperation provided a solid foundation far the hope 
that all ranks in the armed services would eventually accept the 
letter and spirit of the Kniforrn Code. and expres8 its disagree- 
ments or approbations within the framework thereof.' About a 
year later, a t  a symposium on military justice a t  Vanderbilt Law 
School, I extended an  invitation to the American Bar to scrutinize 
the work of the Court and to weigh its decisions "against the 
dichotomatic concept of military justice and tell the public, the 
services and us, the judges [of the Knited States Court of Xili- 

'Le t te r  by Chief Judge Q u m n  to Professor John V Thornton, X e a  Yark 
University Law School, 13 Mw 1952, on file with Clerk af the Court of 
Miiitsrs Appeals. There wele,  of C O Y T ~ S ,  unbelievable in~fanees  I" which 
old Practice8 perimted. One of the most extraordinary,  whleh came up far 
review, wae United Ststea V. Guest, 3 U.S.C.M.A. 141, 11 C X R .  141  (19531. 
In tha t  case, a senior stafs judge advocate gave B copy of a board or r w e w  
deemion fo the president of the murt.marliai ,  the member. of which %ere 
then deliberating on the aecuwd'a guilt or innocence. Aa early as May 1952 
(United States V. James, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 319, 3 C.M.R. 113 (1952)), and as 
late 88 O c t a b r  1957 (Cnited Staten V. Williams, 8 U.S.C.M.A 328, 24 C H R 
138 (1957) 1, the Court of Military Appeak noted tha t  the "reform8 intended 
by the Uniform Code of Military Justice wil l  not be'carried out untd officers 
concerned with ordering, conducting and rmiewing ~ o ~ m . m ~ r t i a l  observe 
SCnPUiouJiY their  dub= and responsibilities under bhe Code and the Manual." 
'On the surfsee, the Report in October 1953 of an ad hoc Cammifee of 

the Seeretary of  Defense, known 8 s  the WYamble Camm~ttee.  would appear 
to have ex t inp ished  the expectation. One of the e ~ n e l ~ s i o n s  of the wombie 
Committee, which was eompaned a i  three generais and two admlrsls, WBS 

tha t  the pmeedures under the Cni fom Code o/ Milzfary J u s ~ c e  were un. 
wields and made the "sdmmistratmn af military dmipiine withm the 
Armed Farces more difficult.'' I n  my apinmn. the field cited by the Com. 
mittee did not rupport i ts  conclusion. I regarded the Wombie Report as ex- 
preming me& the att i tudes af those in the services who wme ]"st  un- 
willing ta accept the Code an any basis. That  there were such pemons was 
obvious. In eangresslanal heannge in 1956 an proposed amendmenfa to the 
Uniform Code, Congressman J a m s  E.  Van Zandt complained bitterly about 
the iniceuraes of  the ''facts" privately eanvesed to h m  b) m d m r y  per. 
some1 about purported deficiencies in the Unifarm Code. Heanngi on H.R. 
868s beiove the House Armed Serviocs Cornmitee,  84th Cong., l a t  Sess. 
84118 (1955).  
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tary Appeals]. whether we are performing properly our task of 
enunciating principles worthy of existence in this relatively new 
field of law." 8 

11. TYPES OF CRITICIShI ATD THEIR EFFECTS 

Criticism can be helpful or vituperative. The Vn i fom Code and 
the United States Court of Militaw Appeals have been subjected 
to both types. So fa r  as the Code is concerned, Congress 1s the 
constitutional arbiter of its usefulness an effectiveness in govern- 
ing the men and women in the armed forces. Individual members 
of Congress may be sensitive tc criticism of any kind, but. as a 
body, Congress i s  not normally induced to enact legislation by 
private platitudes or personal preferences. I t  i s  not surprising, 
therefore, that  i t  gave no serious attention, a few years after the 
Uniform Code had been in operation, to the nostalgic plea by 
Admiral Ira N. Sunn, The Judge Advocate General of the Savy, 
that  Congress return to the Savy the paternalistic system af 
military justice that obtained under the Articles for the Govern- 
ment of the S a v x s  I t  similarly disregarded the bald representa- 
tion af The Judge Advocate Generat of the Air Force that 
"miliraly justice was administered more efficiently" under the old 
Elaton Act than under the V'nifom Code.l' Congress has, hon- 
ever. over the years. been readily responsive to demonstrated 
deficiencies in the Uniform Code. I t  substantialiy increased the 
nonjudicial punishment power of the commanding officer which 
v a s  provided by article 15; i t  enacted article 12% to redefine the 
bad check offenses and simplify prosecutions therefor; and i t  is 
currently considering several phpdsals calculated to eliminate 
procedures proven by experience to be cumbendme and time- 
consuming, such 85 that  presently required by article 51 under 
which court members rather than the law officer vote on the chal- 
lenge of a court member's qualification to sit.1L Also, under 
consideration i s  the elimination of the ritual, retained from the 
old Articles of TVar and Articles for the Government of the S a w  
under which the murt members mu8t retire into closed session to  
vote formally on the  accused's guilt or innocence even though he 
has entered a  lea of milty. 

Vaua. L. RE,'. 161, 162 (19631. 

I US.C.M.A 200. 36 C.Y.R. 856 (1966) 
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I n  the past  decade and a half, numerous articles about the 
United States Court of Mi l i t av  Appeals and its work have 
appeared in many publications. Some of the articles have been 
commendatory; others have challenged basic assumptions of the 
Court.'% The Court, like Canpress, has welcomed legitimate criti- 
cism, and has consistently disregarded the vituperative kind.13 As 
to the latter, i t  need not always have exercised restraint. In 
several instances, the language of complaint went beyond mere 
intemperance to the point of insult. I recall one article which 
charged the Court with impugning the integrity of the President 
of the United States because the Court held tha t  the provisions, 
as to the admissibility of handnrit ing exemplars and voice 
utterances forced from an  accused, in the Manual fo r  Courts- 
Martin1 were contrary to the Uniform Code. The author of the 
article characterized the Court's decisions as "sacrilege"; and he 
virtually invited mi l i t av  personnel to flout and disregard the 
decisions. 

Some persons might regard impudence and insolence as "fear- 
lessness" in dealing with the "enemy," as did a biographer of 
British Prime Minister David Lloyd George. Recounting an anec- 
dote about Lloyd George's early experience at the Welsh Bar,  he 
reports that one of the sitting magistrates reprimanded George 
for implying bias 'on the part  of the court. The magistrate 
remarked tha t  he had never heard "a more insulting remark to 
the bench" in his entire experience. Whereupon George, according 
to his biographer, replied, "But a more just  remark was never 
made in court." 14 

"See R. E Miller, Who .Mode lhr Low O f i e ~ i  a "Fedem1 Judge"?. 4 
MIL. L. REV. 39 (19591 ; Frateher,  Pwstdrntinl Power t o  Regulate l l i i i t o r y  
Juslice: A Cn'tioal Study 01 D ~ c i s i o n s  o f  the Coart o 
34 N.Y U.L. REP. 861 (1919). 

"In  B Lineain Day speech p a t  before the turn of the eentuly,  Mr  Justice 
David J. Brewer took mcabi~n to comment on the right 10 cntleize the 
United States Supreme Court. He remarked tha t  the l w e ~  and characters 
of the juatiees of the Court  "should be the abject of constant watchfulness 
by ail? and tha t  the judgments of the Court  should be "subject t o  the 
freest  criticism." Referring to the kinds of criticism he contemplated, he 
m d ,  "many . . . may be like their  authors, devoid of good taate, but better 
all ~ r t s  of e r i t i e im than  no eritieism a t  all:' Quoted in Felix Frankfurter,  
MR. JLSTICE H o L h l ~ s  ASD TWE SUPREME C a ~ h r  94 n.20 (1935). If the only 
altenmtm was cntieism or no entieism, I would agree with Jurtm Brewer 
that i t  13 better to hare  some kind of publie dineonme an the work of t h e  
higheet court of B judicial system than  total d e n e e .  Happily. our country 
hes steadfastly maintained B tradit ion of f ree  d iwuwon,  without regard 
to good U T  bad taate, hut with no small concern about the content. As indi- 
cated later in the text, criticism can be eontumacioua and criminal; to 
tha t  extent, it ought not, and cannot, be preferred to no criticism. 

"AYLLID, "David Lloyd George,'' PORIRAITS or POWER 13 ( I d  ed. 1963) 
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Challenge of a court or a judge on the ground of personal 
prejudice or interest is, of course, proper. The challenge, however, 
must be based on fact, not insult or tirade. The author of the 
article deploring the Court's decisions as "sacrilege" was a mem- 
ber of the bar of the Court of Military Appeals, and he could, 
properly, have been cited t o  show cause why he should not be dis- 
barred for insolence and disrespect to the Court and the law.." 
In fact, i t  was snggested to the judges of the Court that  disbar- 
ment proceedings be instituted. The suggestion received serious 
consideration, but never developed into a formal complaint. 

As consistently as i t  has disregarded the purely invective type 
of criticism, the C o u r t  of l l i l i tary Appeals has alnays given 
respectful attention to professional analyse8 of. and reasonable 
disagreements with. its decisions. The judges of the Court have 
ever been mindful of the central role played by scholars and his- 
torians outside the halls of the courtroom in the development of 
the law.'6 They regularly read critiques of military law in all 
kinds of publications. military and civilian alike." The reading 
has been very rerrarding. However, there appears tu be in the 
military a trend away from the critique f o n n  It is my opinion 
that, with the possible exception of the theses prepared by stu- 
dents in the service schools, military authors, by and large, have 
given up the analytical, for the merely narrative, f o n n  of article. 
A bare-bones catalogue of court decisions i s  no more helpful to 
the advancement of the rule of l a w  and the improvement of its 
administration, than the merely inflammatory type of article. I 
personally regret, therefore, that so many military writers now 
eschew the truly critical revieir., leaving the field almost entirely 
to the civilian law reviews and civilian bar association journals. 

:'Justice Robert  H Jaekian of t h e  United States Supreme Court on- 
o b r e n e d  tha t  while ~mpoexiion of a fine. n t h  commitment until p a d .  was 
an appropnafe penalty for contempt of eaurt  by B l awwr ,  he believed tha t  
the offense "has never been cm.<dered cause fa r  disbarment." Letter to  
William R. Daley, 7 dune 1938, cited in GERHART, ABERICA'S ADYOCATE 
ROBEXT H. JACXSOS 152-64 I 1 9 6 8 ) .  
"One of the leading examples of the influence of the work of scholars 

IS the rereareh of Charlea Warren in leading the United States Supreme 
C o u r t  in Erie R. R. Y .  Tompklnr, 304 U.S. 64 (1058). to rcject t he  federd  
eommon-law d a t r i n e  earlier expounded by the Court / n  S s i f t  Y. Tyson, 
41 U.S. (16 Pet.)  : 11842) See ai80 Miranda V. Arizona, 34 U.S. I. IVmY 
4621 1U.S. 13 June 186). 

"From tlme to t m e  the ludgea of the Court  have been Interviewed for 
lead articles in ne,,aprpera and "on-legal publications. 
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111. THE CASE S O T E  

A form of criticism of special value to a judge is the individual 
case note. Unfortunately, this form is also now little used in mili- 
tary publications. Yet, I recall one such note which led directly 
to an important and extremely practical change in military p r ~ c e  
dure. The circumstances merit consideration, and may perhaps 
inspire a renaissance in the use of this kind of analysis of the 
day-to-day work of the Court. 

In United Stntes v .  Keith, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 442, 4 C.M.R. 34 
(1962), the United States Court of Military Appeals had before 
it fo r  review the procedure to  correct the sentence adjudged by 
the court-martial when some of the findings of guilty upon which 
the sentence was based were determined to  be invalid. The Court 
held that, under the Uniforfn Code, the board of review could 
reassess the sentence; and it, therefore, remanded the record of 
trial to  the board of review for  that  purpose. In  the course of its 
opinion, the Court observed that  remand of a case to  the field 
level for  B limited purpose was "a difficult business, and . . . an 
unworkable device." 1B This dictum influenced the Court to adopt 
an overly-broad meam to correct errors of law which occurred in  
post trial proceedings before the- convening and supervisow 
authorities. Far example, in  United States II. Keith, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 
493, 4 C X R .  85 11962), the  alleged error dealt only with the 
sentence The issue before the Court was the effect of an illegal 
conference between the law officer and the court members which 
took place during the sentence praceediliga Although there was no 
question as to the validity of the findings of guilty, the Court 
determined to correct the error by directing a rehearing of the 
entire case, that  is, the findings as well as the sentence. 

The influence of the Keith dictum persisted far  a number of 
years, and was apparent in such later cases as United States v .  
Crunk, 4 O.S.C.?vI.A. 290. 15 C.51.R. 290 (1964), and Cnited 
States u.  Coulter, 3 U.S.C.M.A. 657, 14 C.M.R. I 5  (1954). The 
appeilate issue in  each of those cases was the effect of participa- 
tion in the preparation of the post trial review by a disqualified 
person. In bath cases, the Court determined that  the participation 
invalidated the post trial review, and i t  directed a rehearing of the 
whole case. Shortly af ter  the Cmnk case, however, there came to 
the judges' attention a "Case NOW' on Coulter, which appeared 
in  the JAG Chronicle (the predecessor to the current Judge Adwo- 

"Umted States Y. Keith, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 442, 451, 4 C.M.R. 34, 43 (1962) .  
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eate L e g d  Sewice of the Annv).1s Considering the corrective 
action that had been ordered by the Court. the author of the S o t e  
"submitted" that It \vas more appropriate to correct errors of 
law or practice which did not in any way affect the find1np.s of 
guilty by a limited remand He proposed specifically tha t  curative 
action be "permitted n t  r e z i e v i n g  level and with reonTd Only to 
the sriitriieu." 

The suggestion of the Codfa i '  Case Note for a restricted remand 
of the record of trial did not take account of several factors. For 
example, the author did not consider the possible effect of even 
a post trial error on the validity of the findings of pull 
did he give attention to the necessity for, or desirabil 

B reviewing authority other than the one who 
nal and erroneous review2g These deficiencies, 

if they can properly be dewibed  as such in view of the limited 
space allowed the author, do not, however, in any way detract 
from the significance of the Case Sote .  I t  presented a legal and 
feasible si ternatiw to the Keith dictum that remand for a limited 
purpose was "an unimkable device." In less than a p a r  after it 
was "submitted" t o  the military bar for consideration, the alterna- 
tive presented by the Case Note was adopted by the United Sates 
Court of Military Appeals.*s This is the kind of criticism that 
results in efficient an2 effectire administration of the lam. 

I\'. CRITICIS31 IN THE BRIFFS O F  COUNSEL 

To this point. I ha te  considered criticism in the form of boaks, 
speeches. and articles in legal and non-legal ioumais and ieviews. 
There is another form in nhich it can be very effectively pre- 
sented. That form is the brief of counsel. 

Perhaps the most dramatic and moat speedy t,oltr-foee in the 
history of the Supreme Court of the United States occurred in the 
cas- dealing w t h  the constitutionality of the provision in article 
2 of the L n i f o m  Code of.MilitarU Jtut8ce. which made dependents 
of seivice personnel accompanying the armed forces outside the 
United States subiect to trial b r  court-martial. fo r  violations of 

"To my personal regret, the J u d g e  A d i o c a t e  Leon1 S r r i i r e  dropped t he  
C a s  Note feature of i ta  predeeessar. 

Case Now 1954 J 4 G  C H R O I I C L E  42. 

United Statea V. Metz. 16 T.S.C hr A. 140, 36 C M . R .  296 (19661 
" S e e  United Stales b .  Hightoaer, 5 U.S.C.!d A .  383, 18 C.1l.R 9 (19651. 

- a  sc  fed statea v, Hlghtoaer. 5 u s C.Y.A 385. 18 C.M R 9 (19551 ; 
United Stater v C I ~ m o n ,  3 U S . C . Y . A .  277, 17 C.11.R. 277 (1964).  
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the Uniform Code. Initially, by a vote of five to three, the Supreme 
Court sustained the constitutionality of the provision; but on 
rehearing i t  reversed its original decision and held that Congress 
could not constitutionally subject civilians to couri-martial juris- 
dition.2' Whether "history" actually "vindicates" the Supreme 
Court's second ruling, an argued by the distinguished counsel who 
represented the civilian m u s e d  in these cases,B6 i s ,  I think, debat- 
able. Certainly, counsel succeeded in convincing the Supreme 
Court to overturn a. long and respectable line of civilian and mill- 
taw precedents, including the Supreme Court's own original 
decisions. As a lawyer and judge, I feel reasanably sure that had 
counsel's brief and argument been insulting and contemptuous, he 
would seriously have jeopardized the application for rehearing. 
I am not suggesting that the appellate review of a legal issue, 
especially one of constitutional dimension, depends upon the nice- 
ties of coun~el's language in highlighting the question and in 
arguing the merits of his position. However, with Sir Edward 
Coke, I maintain that "reason is the life of the law." 

Counsel, appointed or paid, should be an advocate for his client, 
nut an  amicus to the court.26 Advocacy, however, does not  entail 
or require excoriation of the judge, the j u r y  or fellow counsel. 
In  one of the leading canes of contempt proeeedings against R 

lawyer as the result of his conduct in the trial of a case, Mr.  
Justice Jackson of the Supreme Court said: "Of course, it is the 
right of counsel for every litigant to press his claim. even if it 
appears farfetched and untenable, to obtain the court's considered 
ruling. Full enjoyment of t ha t  right, with due allowance for the 
heat of controversy, will be protected by appellate courts when 
infringed by trial murk But if the ruling is adverse, i t  is not 
counsel's right to resist i t  or to insult the judge-his right is only 
respectfully to preserve his p i n t  far appeal. During a trial, law- 
yers must speak, each in his own time and within his allowed time, 
and with relevance and moderation."X1 Invectives may serve only 
to becloud the principle of law advanced by counsel. 

UKimella V. Kmeger, 361 U.S. 470 (1856). rehearing grontrd. 352 U.S. 
901 (1856).  eedje7 opmwn mv'd. 354 U.S. 1 ( 1 8 5 7 ) ;  Reid V. Covert, 351 
U.S. 487 ( 1 9 5 6 ) ,  rehearing wanted, 352 U.S. 901 (1656).  eailier opinion 
redd. 354 US. 1 (19i7). See a l ~ o  McEiroy V. Gungiiarda, 361 U.S. 281 
(1860). 

Wemei,  Hiitom Vindicotis the Suprrme Court's Ruling on Mtlitary 
Juu7isdxotzon. 61 A.E.A.J. 1127 (1965). 

See Eilia V. United States, 356 U S  674, ST5 (1858) ; United Statri Y. 
Mitchel l ,  16C.S.C.M.A.302, 36 C.M.R.458 (1956). 

"Saeher Y. United States, 342 U.S. 1 (1852).  SR also United Statea Y. 

Lewis, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 145,  a6 C.M.R 301 (1966). 
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I t  i s  not easy far a decision maker to put aside ridicule and 
inwlt  addressed to him by a claimant. Few trial lawyers would 
have the temerity to make intemperate personal attacks upon the 
members of a j u r y  For Some unaccountable reason, appellate 
lawyers appear t o  be less restrained in assaults upon the personal 
character and attitudes of the judge. They may speak of "this 
Honorable Court" or address the judge as "Your Honor," but 
their comments leave no doubt that  the form of address is S a m -  
t:c. not respectful. Such comments are irrelevant and immoderate; 
and more importantly. they contribute nothing to a just determi- 
nationof the merits 

Every institution must be sensitive to  the basic nee& of the 
community I t  serve., If it is to remain viable and successfully per- 
form ~ t s  mission. Sometimes ilt may function in B manner in 
advance of the thought and action of the commumty: other times 
it msy lag behind changes in the community, and cling to theories 
and practices that have outlived their usefulness. In the American 
system, certain interstices in the law are filled by court decisions, 
as well 8s by legislative and executive action. Conditions of today 
may unbaiance the equilibrium of yesterday. As hlr. Robert H. 
Jackson observed in his first remarks to the Supreme Court BS 

Attorney General: "[AIS the underlying structure of soeiety 
shifts, its laws must be reviewed i n d  rewritten in t e r n s  of current 
conditions if it 1s no t to  be a dead science." ls 

Lawyers in the courtrmm have a unique opportunity to illumine 
the community's current needs and point the  way for the proper 
course of decision. One of the classic examplei of the influence of 
the lawyer's brief is the Brsndeis brief in M u l k  u.  O r e ~ o n ,  208 
U.S. 412 (1909), in which the Supreme Court of the UNted States 
sustained the Oregon statute prohibiting emrplopent of women 
in certain industries for more than ten hours a day. Rather than 
chide counsel for intemperate language, an appellate court would 
much prefer to compliment counsel upon the thoroughness of his 
brief and the help I t  obtains t h e r e f m ,  as did the Supreme Court 
in the Muller m e ,  and as the Court of Military Appeals has in a 
number of Not long ago, in a slip opinion, the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia took defense counsel to 

"309 U.S. Y, v u  (1910). 
"See United S~BTCP V. Maekie, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 14, 18. 36 C.M.R. 170, 174 

United Stater Y .  Blanron, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 664, 667, 23 C.M.R. 128, 131 ( 1 9 5 1 ) ;  
United State v, Hieka, S U.S.C.M.A. 821, 623, 20 C.M.R. 337, 339 (1956).  

(1966);  united s t a h  v nun, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 735, 27 C.Y.R. a (1968):  
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task for his intemperate brief, but before the opinion was incor. 
porated into the permanent reports, the critical passage WBS 
deleted. 

There have been occasions when the language of a brief filed 
in the Court of Military Appeals exceeded the bounds of allowable 
criticism. One w e  M o r e  the Court of Military Appeals desewes 
special mention because it resulted from a mistaken notion as to 
the significance of questions asked by sppellate judges during oral 
argument. Questions and comments by the judges during argu- 
ment are designed to develop all the facts of the contested issues. 
They do not necessarily, or even incidentally, reflect the actual 
opinion of the judges: they never reflect a predetermined opinion. 
On this occasion, counael erroneously interpreted the "force and 
emphasis" of the judges' remarks and questions during the hear- 
ing to indicate tha t  the decision was in his client's favor. He WVBS 

greatly angered when the actual decision turned out to be apposite 
to his suppmition. Applying for a rehearing, he charged the Court 
with denying his client the kind of review contemplated by article 
61 of the Uniform Code, merely in order t o  achieve "unanimity" 
of decision. 

At all times, counsel should always feel, and be, free to challenge 
the soundness or the efficacy of past precedent or prevailing prac- 
tice. His right to do so is not merely the right of advocacy, but a 
"safeguard to our institutions." Counsel, however, must scrupu- 
lously distinguish, first in his o w n  mind, and then in his brief, 
between legitimate criticism and bald effrontery.a' No less than 
the legal scholar and law commentator, he can do much ta help the 
law develop within the spirit and the needs of his time. His "pro- 
fessional" brief a n  materislly lighten the burden of judicial deci- 
s i m a 2  

V. CONCLUSION 

The United States rightly prides itself as a nation in which the 
law, not the individual, governs. The Uniform Code of Military 
Justice was created in that image, with the result t ha t  in t h e  mili- 
t a ry  criminal law, the law, not the whim o r  personal preference 

United States V. Crsig. 266 Fed. 230, 231 (S.D. N.Y. 1920). 
"United States V. Sulewski, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 490. 492 n.1, 26 C.M.R. 210, 

" U n i t d  States V. Mmtin, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 568, 570. 26 C.M.R. 348, 350 
272 n.l 11958). 

(1958). 
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af a military superior over B military subordin&, g0verns.J' Haw- 
ever, while some principles are so imbedded in the foundations of 
American society as to be unalterable, others are merely current 
responses t o  shifting needs. As conditions chanpe. the need neces- 
sarily changes. I t  i s  the responsibility of the critic to articulate 
the change and su r& the alternatives,of action tha: may be 
feasible and effective to  meet the new conditions. 

Learned criticism, in all its varied farms, contributes materially 
to the continuing development of the law The Cniform Code of 

Justice is not the final answer ta the government of our 
armed farces. The military community like the civilian society, i s  
dynamic. S e w  methods can be devised to handle old situations 
more effectively than existing procedures: and new rules are 
required to order and harmonize new and different circumstances 
S o  less than his civilian colleague, the  military lawyeer must be 
alert to the currents of his time. L;ke his civilian colleague, he 
should not fear to criticize existing precedent and practice, in the 
pursuit of justice, and its fair  and effective administration. 

Congress, the executive, and the courts fashion the rules, but 
it remains for the individual ta +upraise their Consequential value 
to society. A Sense of the practical i s  as impartant as the logic of 
doctrine. The reasoned opinion of the practitioner, therefore, pro- 
vides a litmus test of the soundness and value of the rule. As the 
eminent Bntiah historian, James Bryce, observed in analyzing 
judicral response to currents of contemporary thought, "Opinion 
is stranger in America than anywhere else in the world, and 
judges are only men." 3 4  

"United States Y. Nation, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 724, 26 C.M.R. 604 (1968). 
BRICE, THE AIICRICU COMMOIWALTIH 267 ( I d  re". ed 1891). 
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THE HUNG JURY: A COURT-MARTIAL DILEMMA' 

By Major Hugh E. Henson, Jr.** 
W h a t  problems arise f 7 m n  a failure of a court-mwtial to 
agree either on  the findings or the sentence of the 
court? On the fndinos, there is the situation when the 
court is divided w i t h  a majority which i s  less than  two- 
thirds voting f o r  conviction, and the mniority continues 
to vote f o7  reconsideration. O n  the sentence, there aTe 
problems arising f rom the interrelatiomhi0 of article 52, 
article 106, and article 1 1 8 ( l )  and (I)  of the Code, w i t h  
paragraph 76b o f  the Manual, as toell as that of the law 
officer's duty to instruct the court-martin1 that zt m a y  
return a sentence of no p m i s h m n t .  In addttion, there is 
the general problem of the place of the so-called Allen 
charge. The  author concludes by recommending statutory 
amendments in order to avoid the p r o b l e m  discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

"Sir, there is no such thing as a hung j u r i  in the militaw," 
a law officer instructed the president of an Air Force general 
couri-martial in 1962, in the case of United States 71:  Jones.' If 
this statement were true,  it would represent an innovation in the 
Anglo-American legal tradition, for the disagreement of juries 
and the resultant invalidity of the trial in question has been an  
old and troublesome problem to the common law2 That problem 
is, of course, that  the invalidity of the trial-r any other suc- 
ceeding trial, for that  matter-creates the necessity of another 
trial, causing delays in the ultimate disposition of the case, 

'This ait iele %,as adapted from a them. presented t o  The Judge Ad"* 
$ate Genera!'$ School, U.S. Army, Charlotte%rille, l'lrglnla, ah l l e  the Bu- 
thor wsb a member of the FourtDenth Career Course. The oplnlonb and 
eoneluaiana presented herein *re tho= of the author and do not n e c e s ~ a n l ?  
represent the YI~UB a t  The Judze Advocate General's School or any other 
governmental agency 

"JAGC, U S  Army:  Judge Advocate, Eighth U.S. Army Support  Com- 
mand;  B.A., 1956, Baylar Unii'eriilly: LLB. ,  1959,  Yale L a r  Sehaal; ad- 
nutted to practice befare the Texas Supreme Court and the United States 
Court of Military Appeals. 

' 14U.S.Chl .A 177 178 3 3 C . M . R . 3 8 9  390 119631. 
I See, for example,' Wiiliam P e d s  b ~ a l  dlncumed ~n Nagor, Thc J u r y  

That T m r d  Wdiiam Penn. 50 A.B.A.J. 168 (1964). 
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increased casts. the possibility of loss of memoq  or the death of 
witnesses. and so o n 3  

Hung juries arise in our  civilian federal criminal system 
because of the provision of the Frdetnl  Rides of Criminal Proce- 
diiie which requires that the verdict of the jurj- must be 
unanimous 6 Such nell-known cases as the common trial of Dr. R. 
Bernard Finch and Carole Tregoff and that of Collie Leroy 
LVilkins 6 show that. eien in our  state courts and wen within 
recent months. the problem of hung juries pl~pues  our criminal 
law system. 

In the military context, hoxever, if the statement of the law 
officer quoted above were true. the Cn;iorm Code a i  .Ililitn,u J x s -  

Id appear io hare solved the problem of the huns j u r i  
es would be neatly presented at only one trial, and finally 

decided there-barring other circumstances. of course. which also 
could necessitate deciarmg the trial inralid. If the statement of 
the law officer were true, therefore. not only would the Code 
represent a distinct improvement mer the civilian community's 
criminal law sl-stem. but also it would be an  improvement over the 
militan.'s awn past systems as w l l .  

Colonel LVinthiop. in his oft-quoted treatise an mi l i tan  law, 
recognized the possibility of hung lu rks  in the military system of 

eed qof of COY TI^ be rolonged where. 

w a d e  i o  agree. and rhus termmate the proceeding. . . : 
The Court  of hlilitary Appeals. in digesting several authorities 

and  source^ relating to the Articles of \Tar in the period between 
the late 1800's. when Colonel \ \mthrop wrote his treatise. and 
the current Code. also recognized the paasibility that there can 
be h u m  juries in the mihtai-. srstem The Cour t  said that. 
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I t  must be admitted, however, that  the prnblem was probably 
not a very great one. I n  the first place, &s recognized by an  Air 
Force Board of review in the case of Cnited States e, Blair,' the 
old concept under the Articles of War was that a court-martial 
which could not reach a verdict in a case has failed to discharge 
its duty. I n  addition. there W-BS the concept that  a court-martial 
was only one of the disciplinary tools a t  the commander's dis- 
posal. and, like all other functions of command, i t  wm one over 
which he could not only legitimately but properly exercise control. 
The major way that this was done was that  the commander had 
the power to return a ca8e to the court to reconsider I t8  findings 
or sentence or both, if he did not agree with them. He could state 
in his returning correspondence to the court the r e w n s  why he 
disagreed.10 I t  was not until the 1920 Articles of n 'ar  that this 
rule was changed to allow the decision of the court-marLial to  
have the degree of finalityll which i t  retains under our current 
Code. Accordingly. i t  u-&s not until the enactment af the 1920 
Articles of War that hung juries could really have an impact on 
the militan. system. for only when the commander became bound 
by the results of the deliberations of the members of the court 
,does there begin to  be an  analogy to the problem of the hung 
jury in the civilian context, As we shall discuss, the manner in 
nhich hung juries in the military arise is different from that of 
the civilian community; but the final result-the invalidity of the 
trial-is the same. 

On the other hand, the statement of the law officer quoted above 
indicates, if nothing else, that  there was a widelyheld view that 
if the 1920 Articles of War had made hung juries a real problem 
in the military, the 1950 Code had eliminated that problem. This 
view was not one held oniy by non-lawyers in the armed services; 
the fact that the quotation w8s given by a legally-trained law 
officer as an  instruction to B court-martial president shows tha t  
even attorneys thought that  the Code had eliminated the problem 
of hung juries in the military. 

Under the language af the Code, the idea that "there can be 
no such thing as a hung jury in the military" is a reasonable 
view. A r t i c ' ~  52 of the Code, which establishes the number of 
votes required both to convict and to punish, is worded to say 
that the conviction or Dunishment shall not result "exeent bv the . "  

s A C P  14468, Blair. 2 1  C 3I.R. 869 (1967). 
''Rev. Sta t  S 1342 (1875) I1874 Articles of U'arl See DAIIS A TIIEI- 

' I  See Articles of War, 1920, ch.  2,  4 1  S t a t .  7 8 7 .  
TISE OR THE M I L ~ I I R I  LAW OF THE UVITED STATES 158 (3d ed.  19131 
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concurrence of" a certain percentage of votes. The implication of 
this language 1s that  without the required percentage, the par- 
ticular result in question will not occur. 

This inference is further barne out by the Mnnunl f o r  Courts- 
Mnrtinl. I t  repeats, relative to the findings of the court, the 
"except by the concurrence of" language of the Code itself, and 
adds that "A finding of not guilty results as to any specification 
or charge if no other valid finding is reached thereon . . . . " I z  

The second draft  revision of the  hlanual retains this language." 

Concerning sentences. the Manual states that  after propasals 
for sentences have been made and submitted to  the president, 

The e a w t  then i ' a t e i  on the proposed sentences, beginning with the 
lightest. until B sentence IS adopted by the emcuirence of the required 
number of members. . . . 

It is rhe duly of each member to vote for a proper sentence far the 
offense or affenres of ahieh the accused has been found g y i l ~ y ,  without 
regard t o  his opmon or  vote as t o  the gunit or innccance of the PC. 
c u e d  . .'I [Emphasis added.] 

The second draft  revision of the Manual also retains this Ian- 
guage.'s 

The fact of the matter is that the inference to be d r a m  from 
these passages, namely that there a n  be no hung juries in the 
military, either on findings or sentence, i s  just not true. Indeed, 
the Jones case was reversed specifically because of the law offi- 
cer's incorrect advice that "there is no such thing as a hung jury 
in the militan.." The Court reasoned that a court-martial cannot 
be made to reach a verdict or a sentence, for 

To hold that the court  membera musf agree or be conaidered as having 
"faded to dincharse their d u t l ' '  IS repugnant t o  the basic phiioiophy on 
which this country is ertahlirhed-the right of free men TO disagree 
s r c h a u t  being penalized therefor. , . .Ib 

By so stating, the Court gave its first approval of the fact that  
hung juries not only can in fact occur in the military system, hut 
also that  the system must allow for them in order to preserve 
basic fairness. Yet in the face of the language of the Code and 
the Manual, as cited above, haw can this be? 

'" Y i \ L i L  FOR COIRTS->IARTIAL, UhlTFD STATES. 1951, para i 4 d ( 3 )  [here- 

I" See >isnus1 tar Courts-Martial, United Stater, 1864 l2d draft),  para 

'* 1961 >IC!$ para. 7 6 1 1 2 1 .  
" S e e  1961 M C M ,  para. 7 6 6 ( 2 1  (2d drait)  

afterelted as 1961 M C M I .  

i4d(3 ,  [hereafter oted 8s 1961 M C M  (2d drs.ft11. 

h - ~ m e d  sZarer J ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  14 u.s.c.n.i. i i 7 ,  180, 33 c X R  380. 382 
(19631 

62 AC"  l l d l S  
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11. HUNG JURIES UNDER THE CODE 

A. FINDINGS 

On the findings, the court can become involved in an irrecon- 
cilable disagreement because of the relationship between the 
number of votes required for conviction and the ability of the court 
to reballot on guilt OT innocence after i ts  initial determination has 
been reached. The arbovwuoted language of paragl’aph 7 4 d ( S )  of 
the Manual (that if no other valid finding results when the vote is  
taken, a finding of not guilty automatically results), has been 
intelpreted to mean that the initial vote determines this issue.” 
But immediately after establishing this principle, the Manual con- 
tinues by saying 

however, B court may m m s i d e r  any Anding before the lame i8 formallp 
announced in open court. The court may .Lo reconside? m y  Knding of 
p i l t y  on its a m  motion at any time &fore it has first announced the 
aentenee in the eaee.’. 

Unfortunately, the Manual does not go an  to say juyt how this 
reballoting shall be accomplished. The Court of M i l i m  Appeals 
had the opportunity to decide this very issue in the case of United 
States v .  Nash. In that m e ,  after the court had been in closed 
m i o n  on the findings for some three and one-half hours, the 
president requested further instructions an whether only one 
ballot could be taken, and if not, what procedure should be fol- 
lowed to take a reballot. The law officer instructed him that  ‘I ‘it is 
within the prerogative of the president of the court whether he 
wants further discussion, reballoting, or further reballoting. 
That’s within his prerogative and discretion.’” 20 The Court deter- 
mined that a parliamentary procedure to determine this issue was 
required, and that, based on the lanmage of the Manual quoted 
above, this reconsideration will be made by vote of the court. The 
majority of the Court also looked at  article 52 of the Code tn deter- 
mine how this parliamentary procedure should operate, since that  
is the only place where voting is discussed. After directing the 
votes required to make findings and sentences, article 62(c) states 
that  “Ail other questions to be decided by the members of a gen- 
eral or s p e d  court-martial shall be determined by a majority 
vote.” 

“See United States V. S iaw~% 7 U.S.C.M.A. 231, 22 C.M.R. 22 (1956); 

“1951 MCM, para. 74dla). 
x’s U.S.C.M.A. 560. 18C.M.R. 174 (1855). 
“ I d .  at 563, 18 C.M.R. at  177. 

United S t a d  V. Valcntin, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 569, 18 C.M.R. I83 11955). 

*a0 llllS 63 
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Suppose, therefore, that there are nine members on a general 
court-martial. They retire to vote on the findings, discuss the mat- 
ter thorouphly, and vote. The result is four votes for acquittal and 
five votes far conviction. Since it takes two-thirds of the members 
present to  convict the accused for any offense under the Code 
except charges under article 106, the required number of votes to 
convict in this case nou ld  be six.z' Since only five voted for con- 
viction, the required percentare was not reached, and the accused 
would be acquitted. However, if any one of the five members who 
voted for conviction were to request reconsideration of the matter, 
a vote an whether to reballot would have to be taken.22 Since this 
is an "other question" tc be decided by the courbmartial. the A'ash 
case interprets article S Z ( c )  to rpquire a majority vote to control. 
On the vote to reballot, ive will m m e  that the members who 
voted for conviction would pmbably vote to reballot. As these five 
would constitute a majority of the nine members, the vote to 
reballat would carry If no one changed his mind on the reballot 
itself, however, the vote would again result in the same decision- 
five for conviction and four for acquittal. If another request to 
reballot was made, another vote would have to be taken on that 
issue. If it, too, carned. the procedure could go on ad infnitum. 
In such a situation, or in any case where a number of members 
which is a majority but less than twtl.thirds of the members, the 
j u v  can effectively become deadlocked.28 

* 'See UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY J U S T ~ C P  art .  iZ(a)  ( 2 )  [hereafter cited 

" S e e  United States b.. Uash, 5 U.S.C.H.A. 550.  18 C.M.R. 114 (1955). 
" I t  should be noted tha t  the reballoting praedure may lead to a dead- 

docked court m any ea% where there i s  an uneven number of members, such 
Bs five, seven, DI eleven, a;- well as the nine.member esde cited above. A 
court can slio become deadloeked when there is an even number a i  m m .  
bere, such a5 eight or ten. In  the eight-member Situation, if the vote for 
ranllctian were mow than one-half, such a5 Rve for mnviictm and  three for  
acquittal, and the aame five members who voted f o r  connetion kept m 

.voting for  B reballat, the jury would be deadloeked If, however, on such 
B court. the vote were equally &vided. such as four and four on sn eight. 
member court, the ~ u r y  could not became deadloeked. T h n  is bffause, even 
11 the fou r  members who voted for eonvict im voted to reballot, the vote 
would not carry bwause the four sau ld  not be a majority. Therefore. the 
initial Rndlngs would stand. This is not t rue  with a nix-member court, 
however. There, because a majonty  and two-thlrds are the same number of 
members, the reballoting pirams wII never deadlock the jury. Accordingly, 
the reballoting problem deadlock8 the jury  only r h e n  B number of m m k m  
which .s a majority rates for eonulctmn, but tha t  number 19 s~mvltaneovsly 
l e d 8  Chon the two-thirds required fo r  conviction. 

In  addition I I  should be noted tha t  the reballoting problem could can= 
8 j u r y  to be& addlocked ojter n srnfenoa has been decided However, 
it is such B remote aituahan that, for  the purpo%e of thls article, it wi l l  be 
agsurnd that it will not D ~ C Y T .  In order to arrive a t  B sentence, at least 

64 A 0 0  O S l B  
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In his concurring opinion in the Nash w e ,  Judge Brosman 
proposed another solution to the voting requirement on whether 
t o  reballot. Judge B m a n  did not dissgree with the pmposition 
that  whenever any member of the court requested a reballot. a 
vote must be taken to determine whether that  request would be 
granted. He did, however, disagree wibh the prwedure of the vot- 
ing to determine that issue. He suggmted that the number of 
votes required to c a w  such a request to rebaliot should be that  
number n e c e w r y  to change the initial decision of the court, so 
that  such dispalities ai set out above would not occur. In  both 
guilty and not guilty findings cases, Judge Brosman assumes that  
the original ballot determination would stand unless there was a 
change in the opinion of a sufficient number of memben actually 
to change the initial decision of the court. 

Thus, in the situation of the nine-member court, suppose that 
there wai a finding of guilty by a vote of six votes for conviction. 
Brosman's view would not allow the vote to reballot t u  carry 
unless more than onethird,  or four, members eoncurred. Pre- 
sumably on the vote to reballot, a member who changed his mind 
would vote with the three members who initially voted for acquib 
tal, and the vote to reballot would carry. On the actual reballat 
itself, that  same nlember presumably would vote for acquittal, and 
the decision of the court would be five for conviction and four 
for acquittal. This wollld, of course, acquit the mused  and effec- 
tively change the initial decision of the court from one of guilty 
to not guilty. 

In  the situation of the nine-member court, suppose that a find- 
ing of not guilty was determined by a vote of five for conviction 
and four for acquittal. I n  this case, Brasman's view would require 
a sufficient number of votes to change the decision of the court to 
guiity, or six votes, to allow the vote to reballot to carry. Again, 
this would require one of the four members who voted for acquit- 
tal to change his mind in order to secure the required six votes for 
the reballot; and presumably, if the member changed his mind 01 

the vote to reballot, he would slso vote on the reballot itself io , .  
conviction, and thereby change the verdict of the court. 

twcAhirds of the members have to CO~CYI .  If twc-thirds had agreed mi 
tially on the sentence, it i 6  very unlikely that same would change BO radicali? 
to vote with the minanty one-third sufficiently to bring the total n u m b -  
of v o h  up to the resumed majority. Aecordingly, it wll be -urn& that 
the rebsllotmq p r m d w e  wll cause caurtr to become deddlockd only ~n 
the fi"8i"KB. 

*EO 11818 65 
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I n  both eases, therefore, Judge Brosman's view would require a 
sufficient number of votes to change the decision of the court on 
the reballoting procedure, rather than allowing that procedure t o  
deadloek the court. 

If Judge Brosman's opinion had prevailed, it would have pre- 
served the popular opinion that "there is no such thing a s  a hung 
jury in the militam," But Judge Brosman's opinion WBS only a 
concurring opinion and dws  not represent the view of the major- 
ity of the court. Kote that it does not, even in itself, disagree with 
the majority; the opinion C O ~ U T S ,  while simultaneously setting 
out  what the judge thinks would be a preferable system. In addi- 
tion. the Court, even with its changed composition of judges- 
twice since Judge Brosman's death-has not changed i t s  view to 
agree with Judge Brosman's proposal. On the contrary, each 
changed Court has unanimously reaffirmed the principle that a 
majority vote will control this issue.2' 

Interestingly enough, however, all of the Armed Services have 
advocated, in one way or another, that  Judge Brosman's view be 
adopted. The Air Force apparently followed the majority view in 
Nash, but counsel before an Air Force board of review expressly 
advocated that Judge Brosman's view be sdopted as the better 
solution. The board rejeeted the argument.*6 The Navy has 
apparently allowed Judge Brosman's view to prevail, at least in 
the case of United States e, Andvews.@6 The Army has given 
official sanction to only part  of Judge Brosman's view, namely 
his method for reballoting on a finding af guilty. This was initially 
promulgated in U.S. Dep't of Army, Pamphlet N o .  27-9, The Law 
Once? (30 April 1958).n Despite an  Army board of review's 

C.M.R.  400 (1966) (Judges Q u m n ,  Ferguson, and 

15955, Sexton, 28 C.M.R. 776 (1959) 
b01642, Andrewr, 27 C.M.R. 848 (19681. 
i l X  XXXI 
am adweed that any member m w  reavebt that an additional 
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denunciation of this position a s  contrary to the Nosh rule,P8 the 
Army has continued to publish the Brosman view relative to 
reballoting guilty findings as procedure in two trial guides, US. 
Dep't of Army, Pamphlet h'o. 27-15, The Special Court-Martid 
President (11 September 1962), and its ~ u c c e s o r  of the same 
name and number.as 

The real tragedy of this solution is t h l t  the portion of the Bras- 
man view, which has been adopted does not touch the real trouble- 
spot in the problem, which is where a majority of the court votes 
for conviction and a n  effect B deadloek by current rebalioting 
procedures. Here is the real value of the Brosman view: I t  pre- 
vents this. But in this area, the Army has followed the majortty 
vote rule, 85 established by the majority opinion in the Xash case, 
not the Brwman view. 

The rationale behind this seeming schizophrenia i s  actually 
very simple and reasonable. The Army must feel that i t  eann4t 
be prejudicial error to permit e. procedure which is logical and 
beneficial to the accused, in tha t  i t  permits B change in the 
findings of the court from guilty to not guilty by a vote of only 
more than one-third of the members (which would be four  mem- 
bers of a nine-member court) rather than by a majority of the 
members (which would be five members of 8 nine-member court). 
On the other hand, beneficial or not, the Court of Military Appeals 
h m  ruled that a maioritv vote i s  reauired in all cases. I n  this . .  

"You are fur ther  advised tha t  if any member pequeiti t ha t  an addi t iond 
bsliot be taken with respect to B finding of miit$ of an ~ R e n ~ p  for which 
the death penalty IS made mandatory by law, an sddi t iond ballot on the 
finding $hall be taken forthwith. 

"Note 8-The instruction set  out in this appendix IS b d  primarily 
on the decision in Naah, 5 LSCMA 660.18 CMR 17b." 

I t  ehouid be noted tha t  U.S. Dep't of Army, Pomphlet h'a. 27-8, The Low 

doer U.S. Dep't of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-15, The Spooiol Court.Mwtiol 
President 31 (1965). 

Ofiee7, C O " h l " l i  "0 specific I"Ptr"ctl0"S for reballoting on the eentenee. PI 

'*CM 403429, Mimba, 29 C.M.R. 603 (1860). +. 19) (1965):  
b.  Number o/ w t e s  TeqiLimd io7 rrcmaidsration. . , , Any member 

may requ-t t ha t  mother  b a h t  be taken on any finding or on the sentence. 
lf any member makes such a request, . . . the question as to Whether to take 
another baiiot IS decided 88 foilowa: 

"(1) If the request relaten to a preeedmg ballot which w u l t e d  m a 
Rnding of not guilty or if the request is made with P view to increasing the 
seventy of the aenience, a m t h e ?  ballot may be Men m i y  if a majority 
of the members present vote m favor thereof. 

" ( 2 )  If the request relates to a preceding ballot whieh reeuitrd in I 
finding of guilty or If the request 18 made w t h  L view to deereasing the 
severity of the sentence, another bniiot will be taken if more than one-third 
of the members present vote ~n favor thereof." 
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connection i t  should be noted that the 1964 second draft revision 
of the Manual f o r  Coarts-Martial incoworates a specific a t a t e  
ment of the majority view in S ~ h . 3 ~  IVhen a revised Manual 
fa. Coiirts-.Mnrtial is published, i t  w l i  probably cure much of the 
canfusion on this point. 

As the example of the ninemember court cited above clearly 
shows, the reballoting procedure established by the majority 
decision in the Sash C B S ~  Ereates problems. From that point of 
view, the solution proposed by Judge Brosman IS much to be 
desired. It is more logical. I t  helps rather than hinders efficient 
administration of military courts-martial. Yet i t  is clear that the 
Brosman view has na official sanction from the Court of llilitary 
Appeals. on the theory that it cannot heeause there is no sanction 
in the Code upon which it can be based. Hence, the rash rule 
is the only legally recognized solucion under the law as i t  exish 
today. Thus a reballoting procedure contrary to  the clear mandate 
of the Court of hlilitary Appeals in Snsh, especially when there 
is no statutory basis for disagreement with the Court. 15 ques- 
tionable, at best. Accordingly, if proper reballoting sroeedures 
under article 52lc) of the Code. 85 inteqreted by the majority 
opinion in Ynsh, and reaffirmed by the Court since then, are 
followed, it is clear that  this procedure can cause a hung jury on 
the findings in a military court-martial. 

B. SESTE.Z'CES 

Concerning sentences. it has been determined tha t  the "until" 
language of the Xanual31 dws  not require that the court Stay in 
session until Some member capitulates his views sufficiently to 
reach the required percentage to  adopt a sentence.3z Suppose 
that, in our fictitious ninemember court. the accused were found 
guilty by the bare requirement of six votes. Let us assume that 
one of these six members was very tenuous in his decision. To 
offset this, he determines in his own mind that he will vote for 
a sentenee which d m  not include a punitive discharge. In this. 
the three members who voted for  acquittal in the first place 
heartily concur. Accordingly. any sentence which any of these 
four members D ~ O D ~ S ~ S  includes no aumtive discharae. Anv sen- . .  

""'If L question ansen as to whether B finding shavld be reconsidered, 
that question shall be resolved by B majority vote of the Court on J R r e t  
wnlten bsliat." 1864 M C I ,  para. 7 4 1 ( 3 )  (2d draf t )  

See note 14 mpro and ~ e e o m ~ n n y m g  text .  
*,ACM 18568, Gallis, 33 C . I . R  958 ( 1 9 6 3 ) .  
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tence which the other five members who voted fo r  conviction 
proposes, however, always includes a punitive discharge. h'either 
group will vote for a sentence proposed by the other group. As 
a result, each ballot a lwap  results in a fire-to-four decision, 
which is not sufficient to meet the required percentage which must 
concur to adopt 8 sentence. Again, the jury is effectively dead- 
locked. 

On sentence cases, the problem can also arise because the law 
requires a mandatary minimum sentence in certain cases. It is 
an especially critical problem for convictions under article 118(1)  
and (4) .  In those situations, because the death penalty is not 
mandatory, only a two-thirds mdjority is  neeessav to convict." 
However, upon conviction of either article 118 offense mentioned, 
a mandatory minimum sentence of life imprisonment is required, 
and in some cases the death penalty may be given. But the Jlanual 
is clear that  "Any sentence, even in the w e  where the punish- 
ment is mandatory, must have the concurrence of the required 
number of members." l id  Accordingly, although only two-thirds 
of the members concurred to find the amused guilty, a t  least three- 
fourths of them must wncur to sentence him to the mandatory 
minimum sentence of life imprisonment; and all of them must 
wncur to sentence him to death.s5 Although it has been argued to 
the Cburt of Military Appeals that  this is logically inconsistent, 
the Court has upheld this result as the  mandate of Congress, 
which cannot be changed." 

S u p w e  then, that  on our nine-member court, the decision of 
iuil t  of an article 118(1) or (4) offense was determined by s ix  
votes. In order to sentence the mused to the minimum manda- 
tory sentence, the concurrence of threefourths  of the court, 
or seven members, is required.a' What if the three members 
who voted for acquittal refuse to vote for life imprisonment ag 
a sentence? Again the jury would appear to be effectively dead- 
lccked. 

It  is noted that  the same problem could arise under article 
106, although the likelihood of i t  doing so would not be as great. 
Under article 106, a unanimous decision of the court on the issue 
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of guilt must he secured, as the death penalty is mandatory upon 
I t  is a well-established precept of military law. 

however, that  the court shall not be told what the sentence will 
be or might he as a part  of the information available t o  i t  when 
it  closes to deliberate on the findings.39 Thus, one member might 
have been convinced of the accused's guilt; hut he disagrees that 
the death penalty is the proper punishment far the offense. 
even though he thinks that the accused committed the offense. 
Because of this notion, the member would probably refuse to 
vote for the mandatary sentence, and his refusal would present 
the court from reaching the required unanimous rote. In  such 
an  event, the jury is effectively deadlocked hecause the law 
requires the death ~entence to be imposed by B unanimous decision 
of the court. 

C. HU.VG Jll€ilES CAY OCCUR I N  THE MILITARY 

Thus i t  can be seen that, despite the efforts of the drafters 
of the Code to prevent hung juries. and despite Judge Brasman's 
attempt ta prevent them from oecurring on findings by requiring 
the vote to reballot an findings be by B sufficient number af votes 
to  change the decision of the court on the reballot itself, these 
views have not prevailed. In fact, the Court of h l i l i t ay  Appeals 
har judicially recognized that hung juries ean and do occur, 
as exemplified in the Court's language in United States 2'. Gilmom, 
where the Court said, relative io disagreements on the findings, 
that  

NKessariiy diseuasian and changes of viewpoint, together with powbiii. 
ties of deadlock may arise, as. fo r  example, when protracted rebaiioting 
ia farced. BE It may be, by a dimple majority of the conit. not amounting 
to the two-thirds necessary far conviction. . . .? 

The Court a h  recognized the sentencing problem in the Jones  
case where it said tha t  when a court-martial eannot secure the 
required percentage of votes to  detennine a sentence. "it becomes 
quite clear that  absent a two-thirds concurrence on sentence. the 
court-martial, in effect, is 'hung' . , , . ' I  

h'onetheless, i t  must be admitted that hung juries are not 

,'See UCMJ srta 52(a )  (11, 106. 
""CM 394430, Cannori,  23 C.JI.R. 6 3 6 ,  638 (1857) (by implication). 
'nUnited States V. G h a r e ,  15 U.S.C.M.A. 428, 430, 3 s  C.M.R. 400, 402 

I 1 Q L i l  \.""",. 

"United State V. Jones, 14 U.S C.M A.  177, 180, 33 C.M.R. 388, 382 
(1963). 

70 *GO OLBIB 
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desirable. Therefore, is there anything which the law officer can 
do to prevent them and thereby save the trial and prevent another 
tr ial? 

111. THE LAW OFFICER'S DILEMMA 
A. GUIDANCE VERSUS COERCION 

The function of a judge in a criminal trial by jury in the 
civilian communi@, and likerrise the function of a law officer 
a t  a court-martial, is to guide the court in all areas where it must 
make decisions by giving proper instructions, and by making 
proper rulings on matters of law which are within the province 
of the judge alone,4p Balanced against this duty, however, is the 
simple fact that  a judge can, by the very nature of his position, 
effectively coerce the court into reaching a verdict or a sentence 
which it might not otherwise have reached without his particular 
instructions.'8 

These two propositions define the law officer's dilemma in the 
hung jury situation: How can he effectively guide the court to 
prevent its becoming deadlocked, without simultaneously coercing 
it into making decisions which it might not otherwise make? The 
problem is that  the law officer must balance aiding the accused 
by having the matter finally decided a t  one trial against not 
prejudicing him by coercing e. decision from the court. 

In  the preceding discussion, the means whereby a jury in the 
military can h o m e  deadlocked were given in three general 
factual categories: reballoting on the findings; the sentence 
case where the required pereentage cannot be reached because 
of simple disagreement; and the mandatory minimum sentence 
w e .  Let us consider the nature of the law officer's dilemma in 
each of these situations, with a view to determining how he a n  
strike the balance needed between properly guiding the court 
without resultant prejudice to theaccused 

B. FINDINGS CASES 
1. Preliminary Instructions. 
Beoause the souroe of .a hung jury is its inability to agree. 

"See United State. V. Rmehsrt, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 402, 24 C.M.R. 212 (1917) i 
United States V. Stringer, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 122, 17 C.M.R. 122 (1954);  United 
State Y. Richardsan, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 558, 4 C.M.R. 150 (1852). 

See notes 1 and 25 8uwa and accompanying text. But c t .  United S t a b  

*oo 8LIm 71 
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the most logical thing for a law officer to do 1s to tell the 
members of court to try to resolve their differences. The danger 
with such a direction is that i t  might be interpreted by a jury 
member who holds a minoriw view as a directive to compromise 
his position to that of the majority. This would clearly tend 
to be coercive on that member and would vialate "the right of 
free men to disagree without being penalized therefor." These 
issues were presented most clearly in the United States Supreme 
Coun  case of A l l m  u. rnited Stnfes.41 In the Alien m e ,  the jury 
had retired for its deliberations on the verdict and then requested 
further instructions from the judge. The trial judge had instructed 
them that they should examine the issue 

with B proper regard and deference to the opinions af each other:  . . . 
tha t  they shovld listen, with B dirpoiitian to be convinced, to each ather's 
argumenfa: that ,  if much the larger nvmber were for eonvietion, a. dis- 
senting jurm should canslder uhefher his doubt _BQ B reasonable one 
which made no ~mpreasion on the minds of 60  many men, equally honest, 
equally intelligent u i rh  himseif. I s  

The c a ~ e  was appealed to the United States Supreme Court  on 
the issue whether the given instruction coerced the verdict. The 
Court upheld the charge to the j u r y  stating, in the language 
of 31r Justice Brown that: 

The 'er) object of the jury system i b  t o  =cure unanimity by B campari. 
$0" of views and by argvments among the jurors themselves. I t  eer. 
tainly cannor be the law tha t  each j u m r  should not liaten with deference 
t o  the argvmenrs snd  with P distrust of his o m  judgment,  if he finds B 
large majarifg of the jury taking a different view of the ease from u h a t  
he does himself. It cannot be tha t  each juror should go to the j u r y r ~ ~ r n  
w t h  a blind determination tha t  the verdict rhsil  represent his oppimon 
of the case a t  tha t  moment: or tha t  he should close h x  ears to the =?P- 

m e n u  of men u h o  are equslly honed and intelligent as himself. There 
was no error I" these mtrucrions." 

The socalled Allen charge k a m e  widely knoum. It has been 
tailed "the dynamite charge," *i the "outermost limit" to which 
a judge may g0,48 and as approaching the "ultimate permissible 
limits" of instructions.48 But it has remained the lawio 

164 U.S 482 ( 1 8 9 6 )  
" I d .  at 601. 

*/See United Staten V. Giimore, 15 U S  C.M.A 428, 428, 35 C.M.R. 400, 
I d .  st 601-02. 

401 119661. 
( * S e e  Green V. United Scatel, 308 F 2d 852, 86:  16th Cir. 1852).  
I s  See Powell Y. United States, 287 F.2d 318, 321 (5th Cir. 1961). 

See Senkina Y .  United States,  380 D S. 445 119651 i United Staten 7.  
Jones, 14 U.S.C.M.A 177. 33 C M R  389 (1963): Annotl., 85 A.L.R. 1420 
1 1 9 3 3 ) .  m d  19 AL.R.2d 1267 (1854 reprint). 
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Its first appearance in the military wm in the case of United 
States 8 .  Jones.LL There the court, being unable to agree, reopened 
and requested additional instrudions from the law officer. The 
law officer instructed them that each member 

should, however, give due weight to the opinion of others. If the court 
becomes eharply divided, each member should examine his  o m  views to 
determine the  justness of his decision in the light of conflicting apiniana. 
You should continue the process of discussion, proposd of sentences. and 
voting, until you have arrived at P sentence:' 

The Court of Military Appeals reversed, not beoause of'the law 
officer's paraphrase of the Allen charge, but because the charge, 
coupled with the law officer's statement that there could be 
"no such thing as a hung jury in the military," plus an instruction 
that there was no time limit on the jury's deliberations, effectively 
coerced the court into arriving a t  a sentence. 

Subsequent developments in the civilian courts relative to the 
Allen charge resulted in the w e  of Janko 1). United States." In 
that w, the Fifth Circuit said that  

the ineorparatian of an Ailen charge smang the originrl instmetions 
might be, under mast circumatancea, iem harmful to the defendant's 
cause than  i ts  use in aupplemental instmetions where a jury disagree- 
ment already exmta. , , .Id 

The next appearance of an Allen-type charge in the military 
was decided by the Court of Military Appeals in the Gillnore 
case. There, the law ofbcer, based on the above-quoted dicta in 
Janko, gave an Allen-type charge as part of his initial instructions 
tc the court before it closed ta deliberate on the findings. He 
instructed: 

Each member should listen, with B disposition to he convinced, to the 
Opinions and nrgvments of t h e  others. It is not intended tha t  D membe? 
should go to the deliberation mom with a fixed determination that  the 
wrdic t  shall ~eprerent his opinion of the e a ~ e  at the moment. Nor is i t  
intended t h a t  he should close his  earl t o  the arpments of other mum- 
hers who are equally honest and intelli%ent with himself. But you should 
not yield y o u  judgment simply beesuae you may be outnumbered or 
outweighed.'' 

In upholding the charge BS not being coercive, the Court analyzed 
each element of the charge and concluded that, 
"14 U.S.C.M.A. 177, 33 C.M.R. 389 (1963). See note 1 eupra and ac. 

CompsnyinE text. 
" I d .  at 178, 33 C.M.R. at 390. 
=281  F.2d 15s (8th Cir. 1860).  
" I d .  at 161-68. 
"Uruted Staten Y. Gilmare, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 428, 429, 35 C.M.R. 400. 401 

(1961). 

*GO l l l l B  73 
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In ehort, the advice is am appeal to rea80n and an exhortation to keep 
open minda on the serious issues presented. There i s  nothing in it to p w  
dispose the members to conviction or acquittal. It simply reminds them 
of their mlemn obiigation tc try the e n s  well and t d y  between the 
accused and the Dnited States.  I t  points the fact Rnders in neither 
direction and cannot in a n M a e  be asid to be coercive. . . .'* 

Accordingly, perhaps the first thing the law officer should do 
is to anticipate the problem by giving an  Allen-type charge, 
substantially in the same language BS that  quoted above. as pari 
of his preliminary instrustions to  the court before it closes. The 
hope would be. of course. that  they might follow the instruction, 
thereby resolving their differences before they get t o  the paint 
where they become desdlocked. 

But how much further should the law officer go a t  this time? 
I n  order to insure compliance with the Code, should the 1'3w 
officer instruct that  the first ballot is determinative of the guilt 
or innocence of the accused' If he does so instruct, i t  would 
appear incumbent upon him to go one step further and tell the 
court how they can resolve his problem, namely, how they can 
vote to reballot. On the other hand, wouldn't these instructions 
more or less invite disagreement, as they would make apparent 
the conflict between the tw+thirds required for conviction and 
the simple majority required to secure a reballot? Further to 
complicate the problem, should the law officer go all the may 
and tell the court that they have "the right of free men to 
disagree," and tha t  if they cannot resolve their differences, they 
should make that fact known without attempting to announce 
a formal verdict? IT If the court is simultaneously told that they 
have an inherent right to disagree, yet they a re  to consider the 
opinions of their fellow members with a view toward arriving 
s t  a verdict ( the Allen charge), will the court become so confused 
that they will not know what to do? 

2. Additional Instructions 
Laying aside. far a few moments, suggested amwers to the 

questions just posed. the problem oan become further complicated 
if the court comes back to reque t  further I ~ t ~ C t i O N .  

What about the law officer's giving an  Allen-type charge a t  this 
t ime? In L'nited States L.. Gilmme." the Court specifically held 
that i t  nas not erroneous to give the Allen charge when a dead- 

' * I d .  s t  428-30, 35 C.M.R. s t  401-02. 

"16 U.S.C.M.A. 428, 35 C.M.R. 400 (1865), See note 40 *PI@ and ac. 
See notes 68-58 i n f ra  and aceampan).ing text. 

compani.lng text. 
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lock is made known t o  the law officer. Note, however, that  if the 
law officer has already given an  Allen-tyW charge as a part  of 

al instructions, all he has to  do sit this time is to repeat 
the charge, either directly or by merely reminding the court 
of what was said before. At this time, i t  must be obvious that 
there is disagreement among the members of the court, or they 
would not be %king for additional instructions. If so. i t  would 
seem that  the law officer would now be required, sua  sponte, to 
i,nnstruet the court that  their initial vote would be determinative 
unless a request for a reballot had been made by any member, 
and on the proper method of voting to reballot, as this entire 
procedure might resolve the issue finally by having the vote to 
rebailot f a i l  to csny. On the other hand, based an the possibility 
that  the vote to reballot could cause the j u r y  t o  h o m e  dead- 
locked, and further assuming that the court applied the Allen 
charge but to no avail, perhaps it would be appropriate to inform 
the court that  they do have a iegai right to disagree on their 
verdict, and that if disagreement is their final result, they should 
so announce. 

The manner in which the court announces its disagreement, 
vis-a-vis attempting to state its disagreement in terms of a formal 
verdict as required by appendix 8b. Manual f o r  Cotwts-Martini, 
is a problem about which the law officer should be duly concerned. 
Suppose that the president opens the court and tells the law 
officer that  the court has tsken seven ballots and cannot reach 
the required two-thirds, and then asks what to do next. Although 
not in proper farm, this statement Seems to be an  announcement 
of an acquittal, BS it is clear that  the verdict an  each vote has been 
less than two-thirds for conviction. I f ,  however, the situation 
were reaiiy that each time an acquittal WBS reached on the ballot, 
a request for another ballot were made, and the request carried 
by a simple majority-in short, if the j u r y  were deadlocked due 
to the reballoting proceduresshauid there not be a different 
result than an  acquittal? 

The difference in these two forms of announcement is sig- 
nificant. Although the law officer may inquire whether the 
announcement of the findings truly represents the finding8 of the 
cwnt,6n he would probably be bound by an  affirmstive answer 
from the president that the announcement was correct. If so, the 
I a n  officer wauid stiH face the dilemma af determining whether 
the president really meant to announce an acquittai or B deadlock. 

“See United Staten Y. Linder, 6 U.S.C.Y.A. 669, 20 C.Y.R. 886 (1966); 
United States Y.  Dawns, 4 U.S.C.MA. 8. 16 C.DI.R. 8 (1954).  

A 0 0  l lSlS I5 
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While it is clear that the court can rwansider any finding of 
guilty a t  any time before the sentence in the case is  announced, 
announcement of an mquitt8.I terminates the proceedings.6~ The 
problem of incorrect announcement of the findings has been 
discussed by the Court of Military Appeals, and it  has held that 
such an announcement is correctihle and does not amount to a 
reconsideration under article 62 of the Code, if it i s  in fact an 
incorrect announcement of the court‘s true verdict.61 Accordingly, 
the law officer must he v e q ’  careful in this area to make due 
inquiry into the correctness of the court‘s announcement so that 
he can determme the true facts and not misinterpret deadlock 
as an acquittal 

Hence. if the court really intends ~n acquittal, that  i s  the end 
of the trial. On the other hand, if the court intended to announce 
its disagreement and inability to reach a verdict, what can the 
law officer do? He could simply declare a mistrial. Although such 
a declaration would not gain the desired end of one trial resulting 
in a final verdict, it would presen-e the interests of justice by 
allowing another trial forum to hare the opportunity to  arrive a t  
a verdict, rather than havine an  acquittal based on what really 
wza only simple disagreement of the jury. It should be noted 
that to declare a mistrial at  this point i s  the law officer’s only 
solution If he too strongly directed reeonsideration, he might 
be deemed to have coerced a verdict. 

If on the other hand, he did declare a mistrial, would that 
amount to  an  acquittal anyway because the fint trial had 
progressed beyond entering pleas and the receipt of Some evidence 
on the ments,  and therefore would constitute former jeopardy? 
In the case of United States 1 ’ .  G ~ f l t , ~ ~  the Court of Military 
Appeals said that a rehearing would not eomtitute another trial 
because the reamn for the declaration of the mistrial was one of 
basic fairness. 

Another alternative which the iaa. officer might consider in this 
situation is to direct the president to announce, formally, that  
the court IS unable to agree. and to have the president direct that  
the case be returned to  the convening authority far disposition. 
I t  has been held, analogously in a sentencing case, that such an 
announcement sua sponte from the president is legitimate.oa 
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Accordingly, there u-ould appear t o  be no difference if the presi- 
dent similarly announced the disagreement of the court on 
findings. 

However, if the law officer directed the president t o  make this 
announcement, rather than the law officer dfflaring a mistrial, 
would the result be the same? In  a number of cases where the 
law officer either forthrightly or indirectly returned the case to 
the convening authority, the Court of Military Appeals has held 
that this action amounted to an  abdication of the law officer's 
respansibility to make rulings rather than letting the convening 
authority do it f a r  him.B4 

If ,  therefore, the president, in making the announcement of 
the court's inability to agree, 0% his own init intiw directs that 
the c u e  be returned to the convening authority, there would 
appear to be no error. On the other hand, if the president does 
not do this, the law officer should not either; instead, the law 
officer should simply dwlare a mistrial. I n  doing so, he would 
preserve his function as the judge of the court, who has final 
responsibility for the rulings af law of the case. In addition, 
the same result would be accomplished anyway, because in the 
event of a mistrial, the convening authority must take action 
to convene a new court, if any is to be convened at all. So the 
convening authority wiil get the ease in the final analysis: the 
only issue is the method by which it is returned to him. 

C .  S E X T E N C E  C A S E S  (XO M A N D A T O R Y  

M I A V I M U I  S E N T E X C E  I S V O L V E D I  

1. Pre2imina.ry Instructions. 
Just  as with findings eases, the most logical action for a law 

officer is to give an Allen-type charge to the court which will tell 
them to t ry  to  r m l v e  their differences so that  they can arrive 
a t  a valid sentence. Thus, the Allen charge is just as appropriate 
for sentencing matters as i t  is in relation to the findings. The 
eases have varied hack and forth between its use on sentencing 
and findings. I t  is not really surprising, therefore, t ha t  on the 
same day that the Court of Military Appeals decided the Gilmore 
case, i t  also deeided another ease, United Stntea u .  Jnekson,15 
where the law officer hsd given the Allen charge as part  of his 

Cf. Unikd States ,.. Huggina. 12 T.S C.M.A. 686, 31 C.M R.  272 11962) : 
United States V. Knudnon, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 581, 16 C.X.R. 161 (19641. 

"15  T.S.C.I\l.A 4 3 1 . 3 5  C.M.R 403 (1965) 
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initial instructions to the court before it closed t o  vote o n  the  
sentence. The Court simply cited its decision in Gilmors to uphold 
the validity of the charge. clearly indicating that there was no 
difference in the use of the charge in either situation. 

Accordingly. perhaps the law officer should first anticipate the 
problem of the hung jury on the sentence by giving the Allen 
charge, substantially as quoted in Gilmore or In this 
way he would hope to  prevent deadloeks from occurring in the 
first plaee. 

But s p i n .  haw much further should the law officer go at this 
time? The major problem area in this respect is based on rulings 
of the Court of Military Appeals that unless the Code establishes 
a mandatory minimum sentence in a particular case, there is no 
m m d a t o v  minimum which the court must irnpase 8s a sentence. 
If this be so,  then a sentence to no punishment is a legal sentence, 
and the Court has so held.n7 I f ,  therefore, the court-martial is 
unable to agree on a sentence because the concurrence of the 
mandatow percentage vote cannot be secured, will the court's 
disagreement automatically result in the legal sentence of no 
punishment, j u s t  as the court's inability to  reach the desired 
percentage on the findings amounts to an  acquittal? And if this 
is so, shouldn't the law officer instruct the court that this result 
will occur in the event that  they are unable to agree? On the 
other hand, if he did so Instruct, by telling them that if they 
were unable to  agree, no punishment would ensue. aouldn't  he, 
in effect. coerce them into reaching a sentence of norne punish- 
ment-at least to something greater than no punishment a t  all? 

The answers to these questions are resolved in the ca 
L'nited States Z. G 0 f f r . 8 ~  In that case, the Court of 311 
Appeals held that although a sentence to no punishment 
legal sentence, I t  also was an affirmative sentence. The only differ- 
ence in it, therefore, and in any other sentence, is the quantity 
of the punishment imposed. Thus, it like any other legal sentence, 
requires the affirmative concurrence of two-thirds of the members 
of the court before i t  can become the lawful sentence of the court. 
In  addition. the law officer indirectly tells the court this in the 
traditional instructions which he gives on the sentence, because 
he normally instructs an the maximum legal sentence whlch the 
court may imoose. and then tells them that this 1s a eei1;izo . .  

"See quoted instrvctions ~n text aceompanylne nure 46 Bupro. 
,.See notes 1. 62 wpro  and accompanying teat. Ci. United States Y. 

Atkms, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 7 7 ,  23 C.MRR. SO1 (1057). 
"16 U.S.C.M.A. 112. 35 C . I R  8 1  ( 1 9 6 4 ) .  See note 62 mupro and aeeom- 

pBnylng text 
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on their discretion. This would mean that  any lesser sentence 
would automatically be lawful. Further, the law officer instructs 
the court that  whatever sentence they i m w e  must be reached 
by the concurrence of at least hv&hirds of the memberj of the 
court. Finally he instructs that  the voting procedure is fo r  any 
member who wishes to propose a sentence to write it on a slip 
of paper, and then the p m p s a l s  will be voted an, beginning with 
the lightest.'g The upshot of &here instructions is to say that if  
any member wished to impose na punishment, he would propose 
that as an  affinnative sentence and because i t  would be the 
lightest proposal made, the court would vote an  it first. If the 
concurrence of tw+thirds of the membership was reached on 
that vote, no punishment would become the sentence of the court. 

Thus, mere disagreement or failure to agree on &valid sentence 
does not automatieally result in a Sentence of no punishment, and 
the law officer should not be rewired specially to instruct that  no 
punishment is B legal sentence.'O In addition: as these facts would 
already be covered in the traditional instructions which the law 
officer gives," the added instruction would actually be superfluous, 
even if there were a specific defense request that  it be given. On 
the other hand, if there were such a request, it would probably 
not be inappropriate to repeat t o  the court that there is no 
minimum "floor" on their discretion, but only a maximum 
"ceiling" beyond which they cannot go. 

2. Additional I l lstructions 

I n  the event that  the court, after going into dosed session, 
reopens and requests further instructions, the same problems that 
have been discussed relative to findings could again arise. As the 
Court of Military Appeals has not overruled the giving of an 
Allen-tme charge in order to break a deadlock on the court, once 
that  fact became known to the Isw officer, i t  would not appear 
inappropriate for him to give an  Allen-type charge a t  that  time; 
or, if he has given it previously as a part  of his initial instructions. 
he could merely repeat i t ,  or call the court's attention t o  it. 

At this time, since it is apparent that  the court is in disagree- 

'* See U.S. DEP'T OF ARMY, PMFHLET No. 27-8, THE LAW OFFICER, appr. 
XXXII, XXXIII.  

See generally United States Y.  Tumer, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 451, 54 C.M.R. 
216 (19.341.  or a caae of specitlc refusal so to instruct, and B svbsequent 
mling of no error, e e  W C  NCI 61-00458, Goadman, 31 C.M R. 397 (19611 
/'See note 69 bupra. 
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ment, should the law oficer do more? Here again 18 raised the 
problem of the manner in which the president announces the 
inability of the court to agree. If the president said that the 
court had voted and could not agree to impose punishment. this 
statement, although not in the proper f o r m  would appear to 
amount to a sentence of no punishment. ) f ,  however. the situation 
w r e  really that the court had voted time and time again, but on 
each ballot was unable to reach the required twc-thirds, certainly 
there should be a different result. 

In the first place. beeause the Court  of h1ilm.r). Appeals has 
held that a mere failure to agree d c e  not m o u n t  to a sentence 
of no punlshrnent,'l the law oficer should inquire whether the 
announcement of the court reRecB the true sentence determined 
by the court. If the president states that  the court atlirmatweiy 
voted a sentence of no punishment, the law officer would h a w  
to accept that 88 the court's sentence. If the law atlicer finds that 
the president made a "slip-of-the-tongue," that  announcement i s  
corre~tible. '~ Although most cases In this area have arisen gen- 
erally because of the failure of the murt to include some part  
of the actual punishment decided by the court, or the rnisstate- 
ment of Some amount of the punishment, the Court has had the 
opportunity to decide the situation where the president announced 
that the court "was unable to agree upon the question of sentence. 
He [the president] ruled that 'this case will be referred back to 
the convening authority for resubmission at re-trial.' The court- 
martial then adjourned."" The Court held that this was a 
legitimate announcement of the court's basic right of disagree- 
ment, and that a rehearing only on the sentence could be held 
without constituting double jeopardy. 

On the other hand, what if the president does not announce 
that the cslse should be returned to the convening authority? 
In that event. or in the case where the president reafirms a 
clearly erroneom sentence, the law officer's only solution would 
probably be to declare a mistrial. In addition, what has been said 
previously regarding the direction of the law officer to the presi- 
dent to announce the disagreement of the court, plus a direction 
to return the C B S ~  to the convening authality,76 would be equally 
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objectionable in the sentence situation. Because such a direction 
would be most likely interiireted as an  abdication of the law 
officer’s functions, it would be better for the Ian officer to ascer- 
tain by his inquily into whether the announcement reflects the 
true sentence of the court that  the court cannot agree an the 
sentence, and then declare a mistrial if such was the case. 

D. MASDATORY .Vl~l.Ifll.V S E X T E S C E  CASES  

1. P~eliminary Instrmtions. 
All that has been previously said concerning instructions on the 

findings and sentence is equally applicable to mandatow minimum 
sentencing cases. However, the additional factor involved is that 
Congress has a rdekd  that, upon conviction of certain offenses, a 
ce rb in  minimum punishment wiil be Imposed. 

Even though the court-martial must agree to  impose the 
sentence by the required number of i ~ t e s , 7 ~  which, as we have 
seen, could be by a number greater than tha t  required for convic- 
tion itself, the sentencing question is not a matter within the 
discretion of the court when Congress has directed that a certain 
sentence v i l l  be imposed upon conviction of certain offenses. 
Therefore, the first duty of the law officer in this situation would 
be to make this fact  plain to the court. as part  of his preliminary 
instructions to the court before i t  closes t o  deliberate an the 
sentence. 

2. Additional Instruetioila. 
If the court asked for further instructions concerning other 

sentences or indicated that i t  was deadlocked, then the law 
officer should instruct the court  not only with an Allen-type 
charge but also with stronger language to the effect that  the 
recalcitrant members would have to agree.‘r If, after such direc- 
tions, the court still failed to  reach the rnandatan minimum sen- 
tence, the law officer should simply declare a mistrial. The fact 
that  Congress has given i ts  mandate in this situation would 
justify the law officer in taking much more assertive action than 
he could in another case. Sow the question is not to balance the 
rights of the accused against the possibility of coeroing the court; 
Congress has merged the accused’s rights with the duty of the 
court to vote for the mandatory minimum sentence in this C B S ~ .  
Therefore, the law officer would be justified in so directing the 

I* See note 14 supra and accompanying text. 
“See 1951 MCM, para. 76s. 
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court, and in declaring a mistrial if his directlons were not 
followed. 

IY, PREVESTIYE ACTIOK 

A. BY T H E  LAW OFFICER AT T H E  TRIAL 

1. Instn'et2orbs. 
Most of the previous discussion has dealt a i t h  boa. the law 

officer handles the problem of the hung j u ~ ~  ( r i t e ,  it a r i w  The 
one exception has been the suggestion to gire an Allen-type charge 
a-i a psi? of the law officer's inltlal instructions to the court 
before i t  closei to make its determination of either the findinzs 
or the sentence. 4 s  we have seen the l a w  officer's instructions are 
of great benefit in solving the hung jury problem. althoup-h they 
cannot eliminate it altogether. 

2. W o r k  Sheets .  
Another may in which the law officer could perhaps prevent 

many of the problems which we hare discussed is through the 
work sheets which the court uses to record its findmgs and sen- 
tence." If both the findings and sentence work sheets contained 
a special statement f o r  the president to read ta announce the 
fact that the court ivas deadlocked, many of the problem facmg 
the law officer in making inquiry whether the announcement of 
the liresident really reprsaented a hung jury, or just an announce- 
ment of an acquittal or a sentence to  no punishment, would he 
avoided. If the president read an announcement which clearly but 

.'The use of work sheets I% not mentioned in the Code nor I?, rhe 1951 
Manual. The 1964 Manual (2d draft) mertionr them m l y  I" the appsnd,x 
on t m l  prwedure and then only relarive to the sentence. Presumably thia 
1s because while the law officer may be called intc the closed seraion of the 
court  t o  aid it in putting i t s  findings ."to proper form, he may not be called 
into the c!osed session o n  sentences. See U C I J  art 39 

Work sheet8 arose from acLusl prsctiee, as established in U S DEP'T o f  
ARMY. PAIIPHLET SO. 27-9, T H E  L A W  OFFICER. para 81n Ip. 61) .  and the 
suggeited farmr found n apps. XXXT.1 and XXXVII. Their usefulness- 
and then  mplled legali ty-ws stated by the court of hlhtary .Appeals 
as follow* 

serve a vmlefy a t  commendable 
p~rposees. Initially they furnish to the court  the type ~n ahieh  the findings 
are to  be announced, and  effectively sioid possible errors on its part  I" 
seeking to arrive a t  the correct farm Addifionslly, the) reduce materially 
the need for disfussion-fur verbal exehang-betreen the law officer. on 
the one hand. and the prendent and cour t  members. on the other, and t h u i  

tha t  such colloquy ~ l l l  trench upon unauthorized 
areas. . . ." United States v. Kupfer. 3 U .S . I .C .A.  458, 481, 13 C.1l.R 14 ,  
37 (1953). 

82 

"It  cannot be denied tha t  workahreti . 
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simply stated that the court was unable to agree an the findings 
or sentence, as the case may be, there would be no question of the 
status of the court's deliberations." Further, such an  announce- 
ment would end the trial a t  that point, because i t  would place the 
law officer on notice that the only solution would be the declara- 
tion of a mistrial. 

In addition to securing clear-cut announcements from the 
cour t  work sheets have also been used to show proof of the actual 
intent of the court when there has been a question an Khat the 
court really intended as its findings or sentence.80 If the work 
sheet included a section from which the president could announce 
a deadlock, and that section of the sheet was not completed, but 
another section was completed, there would be strong evidence 
of the intent of the court  actually to arrive at a finding or sen- 
tence, if a question arose. On the other hand, if no other portion 
a i  the work sheet was completkd, but the section announcing 
deadlock zcos completed, that  also would be strong evidence that 
the court actually was in disagreement and did not intend either 
to acquit the accused or to sentence him to no punishment, as 
the case may be. 

Finally, i t  should be noted that the work sheet might have the 
subtle psychological effect of aiding the court in choosing between 
an actual finding or sentence and announcing disagreement. The 
court a-ould be clearly aware of its basic "right of free men to 
disagree"; and the court would know that that right is separate 
and distinct from their right ta arrive a t  a finding or to sentence 
a convicted accused. 

Is A suggeited farm for ~nnovneing  desdloek on the court's determinations 
on rhe findings is BJ follows 

I my duty BQ premdent of this court ta inform yon 
that the eourt, in cloned ses~mn and "pan secret written ballot, has become 
deadlocked an the indue of the findings of the court due ta rebaiiotmg caused 
by a maprrity of the members of the court, which m a j d r y  does not amount 
to the percentage necessary far eonvictim" 

A suggested farm far snnauncing deadlock on the court's determinations 
on the sentence i s  as fol lows: 

"Yr. Law Officer. It is my duly m president of this court  ta inform sou 
that the court, m closed seraion and upon a e m r  wntten ballot, ha8 became 
deadlocked on the L P P Y ~  of an appmpriate sentence of the court, due ta 
failure to reach Pgreemeni on ( m y )  (the mandatary minimum) sentence 
by the required percentage." 

(19641. 
'Osee, ' .I.. Umted States Y .  Liberator. 14 U.S.C.M.A. 448, 34 C.M.R. 278 
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B. SL'GGESTED CHAXGES TO T H E  CODE 

Althouph giving an illen-ty:ie charge, and addinp to the tradi- 
tionel content of findings and sentence work sheets. might hath 
provide wvays ir-hereby the Ian- officer can attempt to  prevent hung 
juriea in a particular trial. some prohlems are inheient in the 
rvstem It-elf  Accordinpl?. it would appear that  the only way to 
cure these problems is ta chanpe the system. If n e  accept the 
premise of the Court of Xilitary Appeals that free men do have 
the basic "ripht to disapree without  k i n g  penalized therefor,' '  
no one could really recommend ~n good conscience that vve elimi- 
nate all means by which disayreement map be shovm. Assuming 
this. however, are there still any'irnys wherebl- w e  could perhaps 
improt-e on the situation as i t  now exists by balancing this right 
of disagreement apeinst the undesirability of multiple tr ials of 
one case7 

Concerning findinps. hunp juries occur ~n the military system 
due to our  reballotmp procedures. If Judpe Brasman's riew in his 
concurring opinion to the .Yoah case were adopted. i r e  could avoid 
t h x  problem. To do c o  would. of course require a canpl'essional 
amendment to article 52 of  the Code. for  it i s  clear that  the cur- 
rent unanimous Yiew of the Court  !chat a majority vote as 
required by article 5 2 i c j  control?) i s  the only logically tenable 
view under the present lair. 

Would such a change take a m p  the basic ripht to disagree? 
So In the military system as I t  cunentl)- exists. unanimous deci- 
sions on findinps are not required e x w i t  in mandatory death 
sentence cases (aitlcle 106 being the onlv such one). Thus, inher- 
ent in the system itself is the rlght of some men to disagree m t h  
their fellon men. Conviction results only if a certain legallr- 
constituted Iiexentage agrees. This protects the accused because 
he is acquitted if there 1s a failure of  that  percentape. Of course, 
we must allow the iu ry  to reconsider its verdict, and even change 
it Judge Brosman's scheme a1loa.s this: hut I t  allows it only if  
the fact of reconsideration wil l  actually brinn about a change, 
not if i t  xii l simpi:- result in deadlock Thus i t  would appear that  
Judge Brosman's view i s  really the 
that It has not yet been g ~ v e n  the Sanction of 

( I  Legislation ha8 been 1-troduced t o  an 
an add inan  zo the first r e n r ~ r c e  of  ircrion 
other q ~ e s r i o n i  t o  be decided bi th? m e m b  
mailisl  shall hc d e r e m i r e d  by d malor 
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2. Sentencing Cases. 
Concerning sentencing cases in general, there appears to be no 

tenable solution to  the problem of disagreement. Of course one 
might argue that the obvioua solution is tc abolish the jury system 
altopether:az but the notion of the right to  a trial by jury is so 
entrenched in the Anglo-American legal philosophy, as perhaps 
best exemplified by the Sixth Amendment to the UNted States 
Constitution, that the nation of abolishing the j u r y  is heresy. 

Perhaps a solution i$--ould be to let the court decide the issues of 
guilt or innocence, and if guilty, the sentence as well, all a t  one 
time. To allow this In the military system would require a con- 
gressional amendment to the Code, BS i t  is quite clear that  the law 
now requires separate voting sessions an  both the findings and 
the sentence, and that the sentence that may be imposed will not 
be communicated to the coirt  for their consideration while delib 
erating on the findings.s3 Adoption of this solution would be; for 
the most part, worse than the ill i t  would seek to cure, as human 
nature might let the magnitude of the permissible maximum 
sentence, and even mare so the magnitude of a mandatory mini- 
mum sentence, so sway the members of the court in their delibera- 
tions on guilt or innocence BS to constitute basic unfairness. 

Another solution would be to establish by legislative fiat a 

reranszdrr a finding b i  guilty . . . may b e  modi by an# iesser ra t s  rhtoh 
indicates t h a t  the rrronszdsrativn is  not oppowd b y  the numbey a t  bates  
reqilired lor that finding. . . ." H.R. 273, 89th Gang., 1at Sess. 6 19 11965).  
(Amended portion italicized by the a u t h o r )  This amendment wi l l  not aid 
the hung j u r y  problem. BL It relates only to changing B verdict af guilty 
to m e  of not guilty. But  what sbovi a verdict of not guil ts  to guilty? What 
t h i s  pmpo%ed amendment really does is to give omeial sanetian t o  the pro- 
cedure contained in the U S  Dep't of A m y  pamphlets mentmned in nates 
27, 29 8upra. I t  should also be noted tha t  a spffific i n ~ l u ~ i m  of the guilty 
to not guilty Situation would infer tha t  the majority YEW in the Kmh 
case would prevail I" the n m  guilty t o  guilty ease. But  tha t  IE the precise 
mea where most problems arise. Therefore, the proposed amendment in 
fact solves nothing because I t  adapts only half of the Brorman view, 2nd 
not the half which mlvee the  majority of prablemr. 

"Upon the mnsent of the aeeuaed, his eouniel, and the convening BU- 
Chanty, pending iegmla tm before C o w m ~  would authorize the convening 
of a genera1 or Special court.martmi mnslstlng Of 0"iY B law officer. Ac- 
cordingly. such a system IS a step in the direction of abahtion of the p r y  
system. If  such ieglslation bemmes law, and such L oovrt IS held, there 
will  be no hung ]uries piosrible there See H.R 273, 39th Gang.. 1st  Sess. 
$5  2, 3, 18 (1966). 

'"See U C I J  arts. 61-53; 1961 I C M ,  parae. 73-76. See s l io  note 39 
supra and ~ceampanying  text; United States V. Trotter, 16 U.S.C.I .A.  218, 
36 C.M.R. 190 11965); United States \.. Terry. 15 C.S.C.M.A. 221, 36 C.M.R. 
193 (1965).  
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mandatory minimum sentence for e c e ~ ~  offense under the Code, 
with the proviso that if the court could not agree to impose a sen- 
tence, the mandatory minimum would automatically accrue upon 
convietion. If, however. the theory of sentencing persons convicted 
of crimes is to punish them commensurate with the crime they 
committed, in reistian to any special factors surrounding the of- 
fender himself, all with a view toward possibly rehabilitatine the 
offender, then social policy could really justify only a few manda- 
tory minimum sentences. Therefore, only in the most heinous 
offenses-such 8s those currently carrying a mandatory minimum 
under the Code-would Social palicy justify such legislation. 

Accordingly. maintenance of the jury as to sentences, coupled 
with the idea of mandatary minimum sentences for only the most 
serious of offenses and the assumption of the basic "right of free 
men to disagree," Seems to provide no way to avoid deadlock in 
most sentencing matters. 

Perhaps some help could be gained in the mandatory minimum 
sentence area itself. however. Although not traditionally done, 
and certainly not legally required:' there is much to be said for 
the requirement that  the findings of the court should be estab- 
lished by the same percentage of votes as that  percentage required 
to establish the mandatory minimum sentence. This is now done 
in article 106 offenses, BS it operates in conjunction with article 
52(a)(1). However, for article 118(1) and (4) offenses. there 
would h nothing logically wrong with requiring conviction by a 
minimum of three-fourths of the members of the court. To carry 
this proposition to its logical extension, i t  should be noted that in 
an article 118(1) or (4)  offense where the conviction waa based 
on only a three-fourths vote, the punishment should be limited 
by law ta life imprisonment, for the possibility of deadlock arises 
when the punishment which may be imposed (the death penalty) 
requires B higher wrcentage of votes than that required to con- 
vict. If, on the other hand, the decision of the court were unani- 
mous aa to  guilt of an article 118(1) or (4)  offense, then the 
matter should be submitted to the court for its detennination of 
whether to  impose either life impnsonment or the death penalty. 

As a further extension of this proposition, if the court had 
determined the verdict by the same number of votes BS that 
required to impose the mandatory mimmum sentence, why make 
the court go through the pro forma exercise of votinp? Why not __ 

See note 38 6apra and ~eeornpanying text  
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allow the law officer to impose the mandatory sentence in acwrd- 
m c e  with the law, without referring the matter back to the 
court? This could be easily done in article 106 cases, and in non- 
capital article 118(1) and (4) cmes which a re  either referred to 
the court as non-capital or which become so because the convic- 
tion was carried by a percentage of the court which was at least 
three-fourths but not unanimous. Since in these cases the court 
would have no discretion as to the sentence, the law officer should 
be allowed to impose the sentence required by law and thus avoid 
the Dossibility of a deadlock on that issue. 

However, as suggested above, in the article 118(1) and (4) case 
where the president of the court announced that the verdict was 
reached by a unanimous decision of the court, the court would still 
retain some degree of discretion in the matter because their vote 
was by an amount sufficient to impose the maximum punishment. 
I n  that case, the court should be allowed to  vote to determine 
which of the two possible mandatory sentences i t  wishes to 
impose. 

I t  should be noted that in addition to changing the procedure 
to  that  suggested, another change would also have M be made. 
Currently, courts announce their verdicts in the form prescribed 
by appendix 8b of the Manual. That form requires announcement 
of a unanimous decision, only where such decisions are required 
by law (article 106 cases). All other cases will be announced as 
only being agreed to by the required two-thirds. In order for the 
above procedure to  be effective, the law officer would have t o  
know whether the concurrence of the court was unanimous or 
less than that, Accordingly, the procedures with regard ta artic!e 
118(1) and ( 4 )  cases would have to be amended to require the 
president to announce whether the conviction was decided by B 

unanimous wur t ,  or if by some percentage less than unanimous 
but a t  least three-fourths, he would announce only the required 
pereenbge of three-?6urths. This announcement would tell the 
law officer exactly how to proeeed. 

There is a further refinement to  this system that must be 
included. In the article 118(1) and ( 4 )  cases which are decided 
by a unanimou court, it has been suggested that the w u r t  should 
retain its discretion and vote on  which of the two rnandatoly 
sentences i t  u~ould desire. &'hat if  the court became deadlocked 
in its deliberations? This could happen, either by simple disagree 
ment on which of the ha sentences to impose, or because a 
sufficient number of members refused to vote for  either one. In  

87 *oo e x s m  
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such a case, the deadlock would be announced to the law officer. 
who would then impose. rn a matter of I m ,  the mandatmy mini- 
mum sentence of life imprisonment In other words, the deadloek 
of the court would require the law officer to treat the verdict 
of the c o u r t  as if it i ~ w e  one vhich had been reached by only a 
three-fourths concurrence, which irould automatically require him 
to impose the mandatory minimum sentence 

As all of these procedures have no authorization under the 
Code. congressional amendments would be necessary to bring 
them into effect.85 

v. C o s C L u s I o s s  

In the situation of findings, deadlocks occur ~n courts-martial 
because of the method in which the court veta to  reballot. As 
Imp as a majority of the members, but simultaneously less than 
the number required for conviction, can force a reballot, the 
Imosaibiiity of a deadlock BXLSU. The only permanent solution t o  
this situation IS ta change the procedure by which the court votes 
to reballot. 

I n  the situation of sentences, deadlocks w u r  mainly k a m e  
of simple disagreement. For that,  there is no solution such as an 
amendment to the Code. A11 that can be done is to require the 
law officer properly to guide the court by adequate instructions 
relative to their deliberations. 

Deadlocks honever. also occur in the mandatory minimum 
sentence C B S ~  because of the possibility that conviction may be 
occasioned bv a Percentage of votes irhich 1s less than that 
percentage required for impmition of the mandatory minimum 
sentence. plus the fact that the courr is required to eoncur on 
the mandatory Sentence by the required higher pereentage of 
votes. The only permanent solution in this situation is to  change 
the procedures to require guilt t o  be determined by the Same 
percentage of votes u is required to imww the mandatary sen- 
tence in question, and then to let the law officer impose the 
required sentence as a matter of law ~n those cases where the 
court has not retained any discretion in the sentence to be 
imposed. 

In  the meantime, the hung jury is B court-martial dilemma. 

No such suggested legislation 18 eurrentlp pending. 
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The better solution is to attempt to have the court r w l v e  its 
dieagreement. This solution, however, is fraught with danger, 
because the law officer is prohibited from coercing a verdict or 
sentence by the instructions he gives. Under current law, it 
appears that  the outermost limit to which he can go is to  give 
an Allen-type charge, preferably before the count initially closes. 
In  addition, perhaps the addition of a form on both the findings 
and sentence work sheets, whereby the court could formally 
announe its d i s a g m e n t ,  might be of some aid. If ,  however, the 
court does become deadlocked, the law officer's only solution is to 
declare a mistrial. This is an undesirable solution to the problem 
because, among other things, it leads to additional trials, addi- 
tional expense, and does not resolve the uncertainty of the outcome 
of thecharges. 

Beyond th-an Allen-type charge, work sheets, and as a 
final resort, the declaration of a mistrial-the law officer is caught 
in the web of a system which allww court memben, and even 
calls it their right, to disagree. As long as disagreement is not 
only a faat of life but a "right of free men," it must be rmagnized 
that hung juries will occur. 

"[Tlhere is no such thing as a hung jury in the military?" 
Unfortunately, the old and troublesome problem still plaguas us. 





T H E  RIGHT AND DUTY OF T H E  LAW OFFICER 
TO COMMENT ON T H E  EVIDENCE * 

By Lieutenant Colonel Cecil L. Cutler" 
The author discusses the problem of a law oflicer eom- 
menting on the evideme. H e  points out the variety of 
forms commenting may take: the military praotiee; and 
several suggestions for the hw oflicer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
One may well pity the p o i  defendant charged with a criminal 

offense who, after telling his side of the matter to the jury, 
hears the following imtruction from the judge's charge to the 
jurors: 

And now I am going to teii you what  I think of t h e  defendant's testl. 
many. You may have noticed, Mr. Foreman and gentlemen, t ha t  he 
wiped his hmda during his testimony. I t  is P ra ther  curious thing, but  
that  is almost always am indication of lying. Why i t  Lihovld bo 80 we 
don't know, but  t ha t  i~ the fact. I think th s t  every single w r d  tha t  man 
said, exeept when he agreed with the Government's testimony, was a 
lie: 
As might be expected, this instruction given by a trial judge 

was found on appeal to be highly prejudicial despite 8 further 
instruetion by the judge that  his comment was only opinion 
and not binding on the court. 

I t  is  not likely that  .a law officer presiding a t  a general court- 
mart id  would make such a comment a part  of his instructions to 
the court. Being constantly aware that any comment upon the 
evidence made by them is subjeet to the closet scrutiny on appel- 
late levels, it is perhaps natural that, out of a superabundance 
of caution, law officers hesitate to make a practice of commenting 
upon theevidence. 

Increasingly, however. the Court of Militav Appeals has 
insisted that  law officers tailor their instructions tn fit the issues 

' T h e  views expremed are tho- of  the a ~ t h ~ r  and do not  neees8arily 
reorelent the views of The Jvdpe Advoeste Generai'a Sehml OT any ather 
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of their cases far "instructions correct in the abstract may be 
inadequate or misleading in the context of the specific issues 
of the ease." * Instrucbons should, therefore, "be swifically and 
precisely related to the issues marked aut by the allegatiom and 
the evidence." a Defining further what i t  mean8 by the tailoring 
of instructions, the Court, in United States 8 .  Smith,' stated the 
following: 

What 18 eonrempisted i s  the a f f imat iw aubmiiaien of the respective 
themes ,  both of the Government and of the accused on tr ial ,  ta the 
~riers  of fael,  with lucid guideposts, to the and tha t  they may knowledge. 
ably apply the iaw to the facts 86 they find them.' 

In order to present meaningful and properly tailored instruc- 
tiom i t  is usually n f f e s a t y  to advert to the "facts" of a c u e  
to a greater or laser degree, perhaps even to the extent of an 
expression of opinion on the weight and sufficiency of some of 
the evidence or testimony. If the law officer merely sums up or 
summarizes the evidence fairly for both sides such would not 
constitute per se commenting upan the evidence.' 

11. COMMENTING ON THE EVIDEliCE 

What, then, IS commenting u p n  the evidence? Black's Law 

The expression of  the judgment passed upon certain alleged facts by 
B person r h o  has applied his mind to them, and who while so comment 
mg aissumeb tha t  such aiiegatians of fact  are true. The -mition a i  B 
fact  IS not "Commenf.". 

From various case we can cull exmples.  I t  is comment if 
the judge calls the attention of the jury to parts of testimony 
he deems important and e x p r w e s  his opinion u p n  the facts.8 
I t  occurs when a judge instructs BS to the tendency, force, and 
comparative weight of conflicting testimony or comment4 as to 
the weight to be given the testimony of particular winesses, 
impeaching testimony, admissions, dying declarations, or other 

'United States Y .  Nickosan, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 340. 543, 35 C.M.R. 312, 316 

'United States Y. Nickoson, 8 ~ p a  note 2,  quoting from United States Y. 

Dietionaq, defines comment as 

(1965).  

163 U.S. 614 ( 1 B S O ;  Bannrster Y. Lute 21 Hawaii  222, 19lSA Am. & 
Eng. Ann. Cas. 1136 (1912). 

1 BLACK, LAW DICTIONARY 336 (4th 4. 1 S 5 1 ) ,  
'Sea United Stater Y. Yurdoek, 290 U.S. 389 (193s). 
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testimony: when he expressas his opinion on the veracity of a 
witness;'O or the failure of a party to produce a witness or 
evidence." It is comment if a jury is told that certain evidence 
is not conclusive '2 or that the evidence, or any par t  of it, if 
believed by the jury, is deeisive of the isasue.la I t  happens when a 
judge expresses an opinion u w n  the reasonable inferences which 
can be drawn from the evidence.Id I t  is comment for B judge or 
law officer to express his opinion of guilt of the accused.l6 

A judge or haw officer can comment upon the evidence by what 
he does not say, BS, for example, setting forth in a summarimtian 
of evidence only one side of the case but not the other." An 
inadvertent "Slip of the tongue" can be wmment.17 So ais0 i t  ia 
comment when any language or artifice is employed by the judge 
from which the jury may know that he gives more credence to 
one part of hhe testimony than to anobher." 

Comidering that  commenting u p n  the evidence is the expres- 
sion of an  opinion from the bench it could be said, albeit loosely, 
that  any ruling admitting evidence in effect admits i t  has some 
probative value. So also an interlocutory ruling by a law officer 
denying or granting a motion for a finding of not guilty made 
by the defeme indicates an  opinion that  the government has or 
has not presented substantial evidence which would tend to sup- 
port a finding of guilty.'Q 

The above examples indicate thst  the range of comment can 
take many f o r m  and aspects. Whether or not error arises from 
a comment upon the evidenee depends upon whether the particu- 
lar jurisdiction prohibits or permits comment. In  the latter case, 
the question is whether a eommenk materially encroached upon 

*See 253 Mieh. 33, 234 N.W. 157 11931); 53 AI. Jua. Trial 5 593 (1946). 
"Quereia V. United Stetes, 239 U.S. 466 (1933); Post Y.  United States, 

"New York Cent. & Hudvln River R.R. V. United States, 212 US. 431 

"Aetns Life Ins. Ca V. Ward, 140 U.S. 16 11391). 
"Stitt V. Auidekoper. 34 U.S. (17 W d l . )  334 (1373); Schuchhardt s. 

"See State V. Bddain,  178 N.C. 687, 1W S.E. 343 11919) (dictum). 
"See United S a t e  V. Murdoek, 290 U.S. 389 11938); United Sam V. 

20 C.M.R. 211 (1055); United State. 1. Andie, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 364, 3 C.M.R. 
114 11953). 

"See United Stale V. Nick-. 15 U.S.C.M.A. 340, 35 C.M.R. 312 

185 Fed. 1 15th Cir. 1905). 

11909). 

Allen.63U.S.  (1 Wdi.) 359 (1364).  

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i . ,  289 u s  486 119a3); united steten ". ~ i i i ~ ~ .  8 U.S.C.M.A. (M, 
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the freedom of the jury to determine the ultimate issue of inno- 
cence or guilt.aD The majority of the statez prohibit comment, but 
the federal courts follow the common law Nle which permits the 
praetiee.P' 

111. MILITARY PRACTICE 

With this background it i s  well to examine the military law 
coneenring commenting u p n  the evidence. The Manual provides 
the following: 

For example, he [the law otffeer] may, in an appropriate case, make a 
simple and orderly statement of the m u e ~  of fact ,  mmmoriz8 and c m -  
ment upon the evidence tha t  tends to support or deny such issues, and 
discuss the law applicable thereto. . . ." 

The Manual also sets forth the following limitations: 
In ~ummarrzing or commenting upon the evidence, the law officer 

should use the greatest caution to insure t ha t  his remarks do not extend 
beyond sn accurate, fair ,  and dispassionate statement of what  the evi- 
dence shows, both in behalf of the p r o m u t i o n  and defense. He ahauld 
not depart from the role of an impartial judge, or LdiiYme the role of I 
partisan advoeate. He should not assume 8 8  t rue the existence or non- 
existence of B material fact  in iuue  as to which the evidence is conflict. 
ing, as to which there is dispute, or which i s  not supported by the 
ewdenee, m d  he should make i t  elear that  th? members of the court  ale 
left free to exercise their independent judgment 88 to the fact.." 

I t  is readily apparent that  the Manual rule follows that of the 
federal courts in permitting the law officer to comment upon the 
evidence within certain limitations. The rule apparently is most 
adaptable to the court-martial milieu for m Chief Judge Quinn 
observed in the leading w e  of A d s :  

We are persuaded tha t  the Federal r u l e  i s  most likely to produce t ha t  
degree af cooperation between judge m d  Jury earentin1 to the deaired 
result of justice in the trial forum and tha t  i t  ahauld be made applicable 
to court-msrtlsi t n s i s .  We feel that  we are justifled in concluding tha t  
the difference between eompoaition of the fact-finding body in  the mili. 
t a ry  and civilian community gives added weight to the argument tha t  
little harm and much gwd can come from assist.nce by the law omcer 
In factual determinations by restrained comment on the evidence. . . .'( 
Prior to Andis, three service boards of review had o w i o n  

to review cases alleging improper comment. In  United States u, 
United States Y. Murdoak, 290 U.S. 389 (1938). 
See 53 AH. Sm. Trial. 5 584 (1945). 

" M A N U U  FOR COURTB-MAR~U., U N I ~ O  S m m ,  1951, P ~ B .  ISc (1 )  
'I Ibzd. 
'*United Stateli V. Andw. 1 U.S.C.M.A. 364, 381. 8 C.M.R. 164, 167 (1963).  
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Sarnuelson.ll a Coast Guard board of review- set aside findings 
of guilty of an offense of escape from confinement because the 
law officer instructed the court that  the m u s e d  had been “duly 
confined.” The board concluded that as a matter of law the court- 
martial was precluded from determining whether confinement 
was duly imposed. 

The law officer in United States v .  Wabhae told the court. 
when he denied a defense motion for a finding of not guilty. 
that  the evidence conclusively Bstablished the offense charged 
except for the identity of the perpetrator. This was determined 
to be prejudicial by an Air Force h a n d  of review despite the 
general cautionsly closing inStNd0nS that  the court should disre- 
gard any comment by the law officer which might seem to indicate 
an opinion of the guilt or innocence of the accused. 

Another Air Force board of review found that  a law officer’s 
commenb invaded the province of the court when he stated in 
connection with rl morning report that  “The offense of absence 
without leave was, of course, committed on 16 March 1962” and 
“all you really need is to know that he was sbsent without leave 
on 16 March 1952.” The error, however, was not prejudicial 
since the m u s e d  offered no evidence to refute the prima facie 
w e o f  the prosecution.#‘ 

The case of United States 9. Andisan presented the United 
Sbates Court of Mil i ts ly  Appeals with its first full confrontation 
of the issue of comment. In  that  ease the law officer made the 
foilowing comments on the evidence: (1) When defense counsel 
objected ta amendments offered by the trial munsel to change 
the dates of the alleged offenses, the law officer remarked that 
the evidence mtabiished that the incident mcurred on themnended 
dates: (2) the law officer stated th s t  there was sufficient evidence 
in the record to connect the accused with certain exhibibs offered 
in evidence; and (3) in denying e. motion for a finding of not 
m i l s  the law oficer stated that, although there was some conflict 
in the evidence, i t  was the duty of the mur t  to reconcile the eon- 
R i c k  and, if they are  not susceptible of a logical reconciliation, 
then i t  was to  find the m u s e d  not guilty This latter statement 
was interpreted by the defense as reversing the pwumpt ion  of 
innocence. 
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The Court determined that any error imputed to the eomments 
of the law officer was not prejudicial and did not mislead the 
court-martial particularly in view of the full and proper instrue- 
tions e'ven the court immediately prior to its delibenations. 

The Andis case afforded the Court the opportunity to expound 
upon the advantages of the federal mle permitting comment 
and to adopt it dong  with its limitations. The author of the 
opinion, Chief Judge Quinn, speaking for a unanimous court, 
remarked: 

We should add tha t  we not only adopt t h e  N i e  permitting comment 
but also the limitations engrafted on tha t  r u l e  by the Federal m u a ,  
Law officers should proceed siowly in utilizing the power here conferred. 
Comment on the evidence should only be given when i t  wiil clarify the 
nsuei,  assist the court in eliminating immaterial mattera, OT f m w  ~ t e  
attention upon the c n e i a i  paints of the case. The line between proper 
and improper comment e m  and mvat be narrowly d r a m ,  as the Federal 
eases eited supra make elear. The right to have the ultimate factual 
determination made by the court  i s  fundamental to the system of miii- 
tlry justice and any infringement upon tha t  r ight cannot be viewed 
lightly. Eaeh case must be tested separately. The exercise of the right 
and duty to comment must always rest in the sound discretion (if the law 
officer, and will depend on the p a ~ t i e ~ l a r  circumiitences of each ea-. I t  
is the primary obligation of the law officer to determine what he ought 
to say and whtre he ought t o  stop." 

Following the doctrine of Andis, suhequent m e s  reviewed by 
the Court of Military Appeals have been tested for specific preju- 
dice. Interestingly enough, in none of them WBS prejudicial e rmr  
found, although cautionary admonitions were expressed in some 

In the first case following Andis, United Statea u.  Smith," no 
error resulted from the law officer's discussing the outward mani- 
festations of fear ~n a cowardly conduct case particularly since 
the law officer instructed the court that it was not bound by 
any comment of the law officer. 

No preiudice resulted from B law officer's use of the word 
"gobbledygmk" ta end haggling over leading questions and pro- 
cedural difficultias, the Court of Military Appeals found in United 
States 8 .  Jacks0n.J' Here asain the Court cited ar curative of 
presumptive error the cautionary instructions to the courtmartial 
that the members must disregard any comment of the law officer 

mes. 

" i d .  a t  367-68. 8 C.M.R. ~t 187.58. 
" 3 U . S C . ~ , A . 2 5 , 1 1 C . M . R . 2 5 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .  
" S U S . C . M . A . ~ ~ S . ~ ~ C . D I . R  6 4 1 1 8 ~ 4 ) .  
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which would seem to indicate an opinion as to the merits of the 
case. 

In United States v .  Miller:' the law officer's instructions defin- 
ing a P r i m  facie case were attacked because they indicated the 
government's evidence was sufficient to warrant conviction and 
counterbalanced the presumption of innmenee. The Court of Mili- 
tary Appeals, however, found no prejudicial error in the state- 
ment, particularly since the iaw officer later gsve the court 
cautionary limitations upon that  comment. In  Miller, the Court 
of Military Appeals affirmed the federal rule concerning the right 
to comment even to the extent that  a law officer is permitted to 
expres an opinion on the guilt or innocence of the aeeused as 
long as he advises the court dearly and unequivwally that  his 
opinion is not binding.88 

During the coune of his instructions, the law officer, in United 
States II. Berry," advised the court that the accused had made a 
judicial confession of a s s s u l t  with a dangerous weapon but denied 
the intentions1 infliction of injury. The Court of Military Appeals 
determined that these remarks were substantially correct and 
added that, even if the law officer overstated the evidence, the 
m u s e d  was not prejudiced from an inference any reasonable 
penon could draw.from his testimony. Further, the trial court 
was clearly instructed to disregard any comment by the law 
officer indicating an opinion as to mused 's  guilt or innoeence. 
In a concurring opinion, however, Chief Judge Quinn expressed 
the following warning: 

Ordinarily there i s  no need for an expmanion of opinioh by  the law 
omecr, and . . , [citing Davia Y. united S t a t e  227 F.2d 588, 570 
11965l1: 

the exceptional eases which warrant the expression of such an 
opinion are limited to those in which the facts essential to the proof 
of guilt 8m virNslly undisputed. , . .(I 

In  United States 9. Dunnahoe 86 a law officefs comment on the 
aoeused's degree of intoxication a t  the time of the alleged offense 
was found to constitute harmless error  in view of the subsequent 
cautionary instructions. A "dip of the tongue" by the iaw officer 
in United Statea 9. Grays' also was harmless. There, the law 

"6 U.S.C.M.A. 495.20C.M.R.211 11865). 
"But this power lhould be exercised cPutimsIy pnd only in ereeptional 

"6  U.S.C.M.A. 638,ZO C.M.R. 354 (1966). 
" I d .  st 84S, 20 C.M.R. e t  365. 
" 6  U.S.C.M.A. 145, 21 C.M.R. 67 119661. 
" 9  U.S.C.M.A. 208, 25 C.M.R. 470 11958) (dicturnl. 

cas-. United .¶Utes Y .  Murdoek, 290 U.S. 388 (1933). 
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officer stated to a reluctant witness that evidence had already 
been rselved "to the effect that  you have received property 
which i s  known to have been stolen by the person charged." No 
prejudice resulted, according ta the Court of hlilitarp Appeals, 
since the defense had not denied the operative facts, contesting 
only the defense of mental responsibility of the m u s e d .  Further. 
the trial court  was given the standard cautionan' instructions. 

In a recent case resolved by the Court of Militan' Appeals. 
United States L.. Siekoson,3P the law officer refused to  give a 
requested defense instruction in full because it called i a r  a 
summation of defense eiidence only. The Court of hlilltary 
Appeals agreed that the law officer properly need not give one- 
sided instructions but demurred at  his added reason that he 
believed that it was improper for him to comment on the evidence, 
reierring t o  its line of decisions indorsing the The 
Court noted that if the l a w  officer sums up the evidence he 
cannot emphasize portions in iavor of one party and minimize 
those in favor of the other. 

IV. C o s C L u s I o r s  

As previously indicated. in all of the cases decided by the Court  
of Military Appeals no ermrs were found of such a magnitude 
as to  warrant reversal, particularly when cautionary instructions 
are given that advise the court-martial that i t  disregard any com- 
ment by the law officer which would seem M reflect an opinion 
as t o  the guilt or innmenee. It mould therefore appear that the 
discretion vested in the laic- officer will not be found to  have been 
abused unless the comment WVBS dearly and unmistakably preju- 
dicial, the taint of which could not be cured by cautionary 
instructions. 

If law officers are to perform in a manner analogous to federal 
judges, BS the Court of Mil i tary Appeals has indicated they 
should,'O law officers should be aware not only of their right to 
comment an the evidence, but in proper cases, their duty to do 
m 4 1  As the Court stated in Jackson: 

~ ~ ~ ~ C . S C . M . A . S ~ ~ . S ~ ~ . M . R . ~ I ~  ( 1 9 6 s ) .  
"But the ~ p l n i o n  added that '"there I S  no inevitable neeeaslty t o  state 

S t a h  V. stringer, i u 122, 11 CM.R.  112 (19641 
tpd States V. Andis, 2 364, 8 C.M.F. 164 119531 ; c i .  

budd Y .  Burrows, 81 U.S. 426 (1875) 
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The lail. officer is not L mere f ie rehead  in the CoUTtmom drams. He 
must d m e t  the t r i s l  %long paths of recognized prooedure in B manner 
reasonably caleuiated to bring an end to the hearing without prejudice 
to either party,  , , .I' 

It would appear, therefore, t ha t  law officers should bend their 
instructional efforts toward more meaningful treatment of the 
evidence to  the end that their instructions fit the law with the 
facts of the case, and justice will be 'better served thereby. As 
put by one writer: 

At the e l m  of  L eompiieated eale in n.hieh witbeSse8 hare contra. 
dicted o m  another,  evidence is in conflict, issues have been obscured and 
counsel have urged their  partisan i i e w ~  upon the court i t  i s  clear tha t  
an Impartial summition by the law officer in which he point3 out ineon- 
smteneies and contradictions, marshails the issues, advises the court of 
the pmbat iw valw of rarious kinds of evidence, i a  bound to be of 
asdstance.  

In these times when pnblic demand for  prompt and efficient military 
justice i s  w r y  atrong, a practice which expedites and asnirts the court 
in intelligently p d o m r n g  its funetiad is to he cultivated and m e  which 
impedes the court  is to be shunned. . , .*I 

The framework within which a law officer can safely operate 
and the limitatimp beyond which he should not go, as set forth, 
have been amply demonstrated in the cases cited. The following 
remarks of Chief Justice Hukhes in the Qaereia case aptly sum 
up this discretionary authority: 

In a tr iai  by jury in a Federal c a w t  the judge i s  not a. mere modera- 
t o r ,  but is the governor of  the tr iai  for the purpose of assuring it8 
proper eonduet and of determining questions of law. Herron V. Southern 
P. Co. 283 U.8. 91, 51 S Ct 383, 75 L ed. 857. in  charging the jury, the 
triai judge is not llmited t o  instructions of an abstract  sort. I t  is v i th in  
his province, whenever he thinks i t  necessary, to a m i d  the ju ry  in amv-  
ing a t  B j u t  e ~ n c l w i o n  by explaining and commenting on t k  evidence, 
by drawing their  attention to the parta of it wbieh he thinks important, 
and he may express hia ~ p i n i a n s  upon the facts,  provided he makes i t  
elkar to the jury  tha t  all matters of fact are submitted to their  
dererminatian. , . , 

This privilege of the judge to comment an the facta has i ts  inherent 
limitations. His discretion is not a rb i t ra Ip  and uncontrolled, but judicial, 
to be exercised in conformity with the standards governing the judicial 
office. In commenting upon testimony he map not assume the role of  B 
witnea8. He may mslyce and dissect the evidence but he may not either 
distort  or add to it. His privilege of comment in order to give appm- 
priate assistance to the jury  1s too important to be left  without s a f e  

"United States Y. Jackson, 3 U.S.C.M.A. 646, 652, 14 C.M.R. 64,  10 
(1934).  

Judge Advocate General's School). 
I s  Cam&, The Law Officer, Apni  1954, p. 2.3 (unpubiiahed thesis nt The 
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p a r d s  against abuses. The influence of the t r ia l  judge on the jury ''is 
neeessaniy and properly of great weight" and "hia lightest word 01 

intimation is received rich deference, and may prove controlling." This 
Caun has accordingly emphnaized the duty of the t r i s i  judge to u e  
great care that an expreasion of opinion on the evidence "should be 
given ab not t o  mislead. and especially that it would not b m e  sided;" 
that ''deductions and theories not warranted by the evidence ahouid be 
studioudy aroided.". , I d  

In summary, it might be said that  the law officer, in a pmper 
case, should not hesitate to comment upon the evidence when it 
appears necessary to assist the court to arnve at  a proper and 
just determination of the factual issues presented to it. He should 
consider it his duty to  insure that the court's attention is drawn 
to the determinative issues of B case and the members are given 
proper and'meaningful instructions to guide them. A little reflec- 
tion and camman sense can 'tell him when any expression of 
opinion would tend to mislead the court, overbalance one side 
against the other, or otherwise infricge upon the fact-finding 
province of the court. The line between proper and improper 
comment is narrowly drawn but, nevertheless, it  is distinguish- 
able. 

IQuereis V. United States, 288 U.S. 466, 169-70 (1835). 
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THE “MERE EVIDENCE” RULE IN 
SEARCH AND SEIZURE * 
By Major Thomas H. Davis‘. 

The entite field of search and seizure has received eon- 
siderable attention the lost few years. The author of this 
article discusses one aspect of this w e a :  the “mwe 
evidpnce” d e .  H e  presents a stady and application of 
the rule, ineluding an analy,ais of its background and 
development, and i ts  applicotion and limitation b y  the 
eou?.ts. 

I. INTRODUCTIOS 

To the average layman-and indeed to some lawyers-it would 
seem incredible to hear that  items seized during a lawful search 
should be inadmissible during a criminal trial because they were 
merely evidence that the accused committed the offense charged. 
Should a television judge make such a ruling upon the motion of 
one of the legendary TV defense counsel, the audience would 
immediately feel that the sc r ip t  writer’s literary license had 
been allowed to go too far.  Yet, such a rule, defined in different 
language by different authorities, is a well established rule of 
evidence. Essentiiilly, the rule is, that  during a search, items may 
not be seized from an individual “solely for use as evidence of 
crime.”l 

A cursory look at the rule, then, would lead one to believe 
it to be almost totally exclusionary of all evidence secured during 
a search of an individual’s effects. Aa ia to be expected with such 
a seemingly harsh exclusionan rule of evidence, its interpreta- 
tion by the court8 has made it more realistic and workable than 
literal implementation would demand. Since the rule is that an 
item may not be seized merely for its evidentiary value. courts 

’ Thm artiele was adapted from B thesis presented t o  The Judge Advocate 
General’s Sehml, U S  Army, Chnrlottewille, Yirglnia, while the ~ u t h o r  
was I member of the Fourteenth Career Course. The o~mmns and conclu. 
s i m s  pmsented are tho- of the author and do not necebvlrily reprp8ep.t 
the  views of The Sudce Advocate Gonerd’s School or any other govern- 
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have found many reasons why the particular item may be seized 
other than far its evidentiary value. As will be discussed later, 
fruits  of a crime, instrumentalities of a crime, contraband, and 
other elasses of items have been held seizable, regardless of the 
fact that they might also be evidence of an accused's guilt. 

Despite this judicial expansion of the rule prohibiting the 
seizure of mere evidence, problems still exist. The rule itself 
has been criticized, with some justificati0n.l There are also 
questions of how far the rule was actually intended to  extend and 
to what types of evidence it should apply. Answers to these 
problems can only be undertaken after considering the circum- 
stances under which the rule originated and developed. 

11. BACKGROCSD 

.4. O R I G I S  A X D  A P P A R E S T  ORIGiSAL 
I Y T E S D E D  KSE 

In 1886 the United States Supreme Court had before it a case 
involving goods which had allegedly been imported without the 
required custom duty having been paid.j An information had 
been filed to forfeit the property in question, and, at  the hearing, 
the government attorney offered certain invoices in evidence. 
These invoices has been obtained from the defendant by order of 
a district judge, parsuant to customs and revenue laws, which 
provided f a r  the cornpul~ory production of books and papers 
related to the alleged offense f a r  examination by the court. If 
they were not so produced. the allegations of the government 
attorney of what they contained would be confessed by the de- 
fendant. 

The Supreme Court equated forfeiture of goods to a criminal 
hearing and proceeded to an examination of the Fourth and 
Fifth Amendments of the L'nited States Constitution as they 
applied to the defendant's invoices. While no actual search and 
seizure was involved, the Court found that compulsory production 
of B man's private papers was equivalent to a search and seizure 
and that the Fourth Amendment was applicable. Having so de- 
cided, the Court undertook to determine whether the compulsory 
production in this case was reasonable within the meaning of 
that amendment. The Court noted same objects of reasonable 

' 8  WIDMORE, EVIDENCE, $5  218344b, 2264 (MeXaughtan ed. 1961); Corn. 

'Boyd V. Cnited Statea, 116 US. 616 (1886) 
merit, 31 YALE L. J. 618, 622 (1822). 
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seizure-stolen or forfeited goods, goods liable for  duty, entries 
in books required to be kept by law, contraband, and goods subject 
to attachment‘-and pointed out that  extorting from a person his 
private books and papers was dissimilar from any of these 
objects and was, consequently, unreasonable. 

The Court quoted at  length f m m  the English case of Entiek 8 .  

Carvington,l which condemned issuance of general search war- 
rants to seize private papers. Entiek, however, was more con- 
cerned with the sanctity of private papers than with whether 
seized items had other than evidentiary value, as can be seen 
from the following quotation: “Papers are the ownerk goods and 
chattels: they are  his dearest property: and are so f a r  fmm 
enduring a seizure, that they will hardly bear an inspection. . . .” 

The Supreme Court concluded that the compulsory production 
of the defendant’s invoices was unconstitutional in the following 

Breaking into I house and opening bxen and drawern are Eireumstanees 
of aggravation; hut any loreibie and eampulaory extortion of  B man’s 
own testimony 01 of his private papers t o  be used as evidence t o  convict 
h m  of enme or to forfelt  hia goods, is within the condemnatam of tha t  
[Enttck Y. Cadnglon] judgment. In this regard the Fourth and Fi f th  
Amendment. mn almoet into each other. 

language: 

And any c ~ m p u l s ( l ~ y  discovery by extorting the party’s oath, or com- 
pelling the praduetion of his private b o k s  and papers, to eonviet him of  
enme, or to forieit  his property, io contrary to the principles of P free 
government. . . . 
And we have been unable to perceive tha t  the seizure of a man’s Private 
bwks  and papers to be used in evidence against  him is substantially 
different from compelling him to be B witness against  himself. . . ./ 
I t  is considered important that  the actual language of Bozld 

be set out and be analyzed. because it is from this that  the rule 
against seizure of merely evidentiary material has evolved. It 
should be readily apparent that had no reference been made to 
the Fourth Amendment, a i d  had the holding been limited to the 
efffed of the compulsory production of the papers on the Fifth 
Amendment, the result would have been the same. The language 
quoted above makes it evident that  the Court recognized that  the 
constitutional protection which had been denied the defendant 

. . . .  
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wae his right against self-incrimination. In so holding, it was 
not necessan far the Court to determine whether i t  was reason- 
able to  seize an  individual's private papers, so perhaps the diffi- 
culties which have developed can be traced back to the author- 
judge's use of a search and seizure method in the solution of 
a self-incrimination problem. While i t  is true that under his 
approach, the Fourth and Fifth Amendments do tend to overlap, 
such an approach appears to be mere dicta in view of the actual 
basis for the decision of the case. 

Nevertheless, giving full credit to all that was said in Boyd 
regarding the reasonabieness of the "search and seizure" there 
involved, it would seem that the case could only be authority far 
the proposition that when property seized is of such a nature that 
its production in evidence would amount to a denial of its owner's 
right against self-incrimination, then, and only then, should the 
seizure be considered unreasonable and the material excluded. 
Necessarily, the type of property prohibited under such a rule 
would be limited to  such items as diaries, incriminating letters. 
and other personally prepared writings or objects of an incrim- 
inating nature. I t  would seem that there was no intent by the 
Court in Boyd to carry the seizure limitation any further. I t  will 
be seen, however, that  the language in Boyd has been found to 
stand for much more. 

B D E V E L O P M E N T  AKD E X P A M S I O K  BY 
JUDICIAL ACTI0.V 

Within two years after Boyd, the special protection afforded 
private books and papers was re-emphasized;' however, in some 
circles, Boyd's binding effect as to searches and seizures was felt 
to be minimal.s In 1904 the question of the seizure of private 
papers was again before the Supreme Court in a case where a 
police raid pursuant to a warrant for gambling paraphernalia 
produced policy slips and also private papers showing the 
accused's knowledge about the policy slips.'o The Court limited 
Boyd to its facts,  swing that if self-incrimination was not 

'See In the Matter of the Pae. Ry. Comm'n, 32 Fed. 241 1C.C.N.D. Cal. 
1887). 

#Sea State V. Atkinaon, 40 S.C 868. 18 S.E. 1021 (1894).  which strted, 
in eREt, that Boyd, whrie furnishing sn able diaeuaaion of the right againat 
u r n a m a b l e  search and i e m r e ,  was only authority far the fact that an 
accused cannot be compelled to testi ly against himself in violation of the 
Fifth Amendment- 

" A d a m  Y .  New Yark, 192 U.S. 685 (1904). 
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involved, papers could be seized during a search for instruments 
of a crime. I t  thus appeared that the Court u~ould be reluctant 
to extend Boyd and that the ease would retain its importance in 
a rather limited area. 

Such a conclusion was not dispelled by Wilson 9. United States" 
which held corporate books to be without the protection of the 
Fourth and Fifth Amendments, even though material therein 
might have incriminated the corporate officers. The Court rea- 
soned that corporate books s e r e  not the property of the corporate 
officers: therefore, requiring the officers to produce the books 
would not involve a seach or seizure of them or their property. 
While the officen could not be required to testify about the books 
or their contents, the production of the books was not found to 
be within the protection of the self-incrimination prohibition. 

A change of direction on the part  of the Court soon became 
evident, however, and subsequent decisions indicated an intent 
to look closely before finding a questionable search and seizure 
of books and papers to be reasonable. Both Weeks v .  Z'nited 
States12 and Sileerthornc Lumber Co. D. United S t n t d 8  resulted 
in the exclusion of confiscated books and papers. In both cases 
the Court found that the papers had been acquired during an 
illegal search and based on this illegality found the seizures un- 
reasonable. While the Court had not yet adopted a "mere evidence" 
rule as such, items which were merely evidentiary were being 
singled out and accorded special attention.!' 

In 1921 the issue was squarely presented to the Court in Goirled 
v .  Gaited States." Certain private papers and contracts were 
seized under warrant and another paper was secretly seized by 
a government agent who had been an invitee of the defendant. 
The papers and contracts were used during the trial to establish 
that the defendant was involved in a conspiracy to defraud the 
government. The Court again intertwined the protections. of the 
Fourth and Fifth Amendments, as in Boyd, and set out for the 
first time what is known as the mere evidence rule. The Court's 
iang'uage was as follows: 

Although *arch warrants have , , . been used m many eases ever 
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since the adoption of the Constitution. . . . It is clear that .  a t  common 
law and ai/ the ieauit of the Boyd and Weeks Cases, . . . the) may not 
be used as a means of gaining aecenn to a man's home or ofice and 
papers solely for the purpaae of making search to secnre evidence t o  he 
used againit him in B criminai or penal proceedings, hut tha t  they may 
be resorted to m i y  when a primary right to such search and seimre 
may he fovnd m the interest which the public or the complainant may 
h a w  in the property to be seized, or in the right to the possession of i t ,  
~r when a vsiid exercise of the poilee power renders poiiession of the 
property by the accused uniawfui and provides tha t  I t  may be 
taken. . . .I' 

Having found the seizures to be unreasonable because of the 
purpose far which the papers were seized (mere evidence), the 
Court went on to say that to permit their use in evidence would 
compel the defendant to become a witness against himself." The 
Court then, using Boyd as a cornerstone, established what has 
became a strict exclusionary rule of law, where, despite the Court's 
language to the contrary, none had existed before. 

There is a wide gulf between a rule which prohibits a procedure 
deliberately executed far the seizure of self-incriminatory papers. 
a s  in Boyd, and one which prohibits seizure, during an  authorized 
seaiiii, of physical property evidencing guilt which does not fall 
within the categoties established by Gouied. Perhaps, however, as 
will be indicated later, the Court did not intend the decision to be 
as fa r  reaching as some hare interpreted it. Shortly after Goaled, 
for example, the Court had the opportunity to extend the pro- 
tection of the mere evldence rule to corporate books and papers 
and declined to do so.LB The Court held that corporations have no 
immunity under the Fourth and Fifth Amendments and that 
the corporate officer has no right to object to  the production of 
corporate books which might incriminate him. 

The lower federal courts were quick to follow and apply the 
Gouled rule,'s however. these cases also involved private papers, 
not other types of mere evidentiary items. 

In  1927 a significant exception to the private papers protection 
was established in Y o , , a n  e. Cnited Stntes.90 While, as long 
ago as Boyd. it was accepted that instrumentalities of a crime 

' I  I d .  a t y 9 .  
'I  See td a t  311. 
'I See Essgee Cu. of China v, United States,  262 U.S. :SI (19231 
"See United Stater Y. Kirschenblatt, 16 F.2d 202 (2d Clr. 19261; I n  re 

Number 19: Front Sf., 5 F.2d 282 ( Id  Cir. 1 9 2 4 ) ;  United States v Snow. 
9 F.2d 978 (D. Maar. 19261. 

*'276 U.S 192 (19271. 
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could be seized, the Supreme Court now made it clear in certain 
instances private papers could be such instrumentalities, and thus 
seizable, despite the mere evidence rule. In Mnrron, federal officers 
armed with a search warrant for liquor raided a speakeasy. The 
bartender, who was plying his trade a t  the time, was arrested 
and a ledger containing inventories of liquors, receipts, and 
expenses, including gifts to police, was seized, in addition to 
utility bills which connected the defendant to the premises of 
the speakeasy. Holding the search lawful as incident to an arrest, 
the Court permitted seizure of the various pritmte papers. The 
ledger was said to be pari of the equipment used to  commit the 
offense of maintaining a public nuisance and the bills were con- 
venient, if not necessav, for  keeping the business accounts and 
were so closely related to the business that they could be con- 
sidered as having been used to carry it on. Thus, an avenue fo r  
the admission of private papers of evidentiary value was opened 
by the Supreme Court when the papers could be logically con- 
nected to the perpetration of an offense. 

Shortly thereafter, two cases were decided by the Court, which 
some felt had almost devitalized M o r ~ o n .  The first, Go-Enrt 
Intpartzng Co. 8. United Statas,ll involved the seizure of a liquor 
wholesaler's gapers a t  the time of his arrest. The papers were 
of the same nature a s  those in Morion, and, based on Mnwon, 
the lower court sustained the seizure.$# The Supreme Court re- 
versed, but distinguished Marvon. I t  held that in Go-Bnrt there 
was a general exploratory search which was not the case in 
Mriwon. Therefore, the search was unreasonable ab initio, and 
it was unnecessary to consider the reasonableness of the seizure. 
There was no effofl by the Court to discredit the philosophy that 
evidentiary papers were seizable if instruments of a crime, as- 
suming that there was a Iavful  search. The next year the Court 
followed the Go-Emt reasoning in Cnitcd S t a t m  v. Lrfkoi i  iti.ls 
Again a general exploratory search was found. and the seized 
papers were held inadmissible because the search itself was un- 
reasonable. There was also dicta to the effect that  the papers seized, 
although intended to be used to solicit liquor orders, were them- 
selves not criminal instrumentalities and therefore inadmissible. 
While Go-Enrt and L r f k o w i t i  may have added some confusion 
to the application of the M m v o n  holding, they f a r  from devitalized 

"282U.S. 341 (1931) 
'I See United Stales V. Gowin, 40 F.2d 593 ( 2 6  Clr  1930), r d d  m h  nom. 

""85 U.S. 412 (1932). 
Go.Bsrt  Importine Co. Y. United States,  282 C.S. 344 (1931). 
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it. The real effect, particularly B? a result of the Lelkouitr dicta, 
was to set up a hazy middleground, with items which are obvious 
instruments of a crime on one side and items which have no 
relatian ta the perpetration of a crime on the other. As will be 
seen later. that middleground has been a perplexing area for the 
courts 

Lr iko iu t i  apparently represented the ultimate in the Supreme 
Court's endeavor ta restrict the admissibility of merely evidentiary 
material. Until 1912 there were no significant decisions in the 
mere evidence field. In that year Dabis L.. United  States2' and 

Cmtrd  Stnteszs showed that, while the Court still recog- 
nized the rule against seizure of merely evidentiary material, its 
application in a given case would be limited by the various excep- 
tions. In the Dni i s  case the defendant was arrested for selling 
gasoline without obtaining the required customer gas coupons, 
and, during a subsequent search, made legal by the defendant's 
consent. a quantity of unauthorized gasoline coupons was seized. 
In holdinp the seizure to  be valid, the Court found the coupons 
to be the property of the government; therefore, the defendant's 
nronpful possession of the coupons was similar to possessing 
contraband material. The dissenting opinion also recognized that 
public ]ia]iers are subject to seizure and objected only to the 
legality of the search. Z a p  involved the seizure of a check during 
an audit of the defendant's books pursuant to the provisions of 
a government contract to which the defendant was a party. The 
check had been used by the defendant in a scheme to defraud the 
government and was incriminating evidence of his complicity. 
The Court found the check to be the means of committing a felony 
and ploperly subject to seimre. Subsequent Supreme Court cases 
further established that 'X~a~ron's permissive use of evidentiary 
material was to he the accepted pattern, rather than the restric- 
tive theories of Go-Enit and Lefkowttr .  In Hnrris  t .  United 
Stc8ti.s 26 during a search in connection with a mail fraud arrest, 
draft  classification and registration cards were seized. Not only 
did the Court deternine that the cards were seizable a s  contra- 
band and as items being used to commit the felony of wrongful 
po~session of government property, but the Court approved the 
search itself, which was more extensive than searches condemned 

" 3 2 8  U.S. 582 (1Y46) .  
"328 U.S. 624 (19161, rru'd on other ~ r o u d s  on rehoonri,  330 U.S. 800 

"331 U.S 145 ( 1 9 4 7 )  
(19471.  
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in Go-Bart and Lefkowitz. The Court emphasized it was the rea- 
sonableness of the search, rather than its extent, which deter- 
mined its legality. United States v ,  Rablnowitzz7 also recognized 
the existence of the mere evidence rule but permitted the seizure of 
postage stamps with forged overlays during a lawful arrest and 
accompanying search. The stamps, being utilized in the perpetra- 
tion of a crime (selling forged postage stamps), were subject to 
seizure and thus were specifically distinguished from evidentiary 
materials. 

In 1960 the case of the notorious Russian spy, Rudolf I. Abel, 
reached the Supreme Court.28 It,  too, involved the propriety of 
the seizure.of certain personal papers and effects pursuant to an 
Immigration Department administrative arrest. False birth certifi- 
cates, a graph paper with a coded message, a bank book in a false 
name, a vaccination certificate in a false name, a hollowed out 
pencil, and a cipher pad were all found to be properly seizable as 
instrumentalities for the commission of espionage and admissible 
&s an exception to the mere evidence rule. 

Thus, i t  would appear, that  although United States v .  Boyd 
may, a t  one time, have been extended beyond its original intent, 
the Supreme Court has withdrawn that  extension to within the 
bounds of the original intent. The limiting action by the Court, 
rather than being a pronouncement to that  effect, has been in 
the form of finding exceptions to the rule as it was extended. 

C. INTERPRETATIONS OF A N D  APPARENT DIFFICULTIES 
IN APPLYING THE EXCEPTIONS TO THE MERE 

EVIDENCE RULE 
1. Inst,.umentality of a Crime. 
As indicated above, the most frequently used reason for  seizing 

and admitting otherwise mere evidentiary material is that  the 
material is also the instrumentality of 8 crime.28 However, whether 
an item is being used ta effect a crime is necessarily a value 
judgment, and reasonable minds will differ in making this 
judgment. As stated in United States ZI. Brengle,BO there is a 
"somewhat difficult and delicate problem of deciding whether 
the articles and documents herein seized fall into the eategoly 
of . . . 'things used to carry on the criminal enteemrise' . . . or 

'' 399 US. 56 11950). 
" A h 1  V. United Stat-, 362 U.S. 211 (1960) .  

"29  F. S w p .  190 (W.D. V b  1939). 
Se, e.&, Marran Y. United States, 271 U.S. 192 ( 1 9 2 7 )  
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whether such articles and documents are mare properly . . . 
'papers , . , solely for use as evidence of crime of which respondents 
were accused or suspected' . , , As is to be expected, litigation 
on this point has been heavy and the guidelines a re  somewhat 
""Clear. 

So problem generally is encountered in such items as burglary 
tools,32 which would clearly be criminal instrumentalities. Haw- 
ever, items of clothing, personal records only incidental to the 
criminal operation. records kept by a defendant as a mere con- 
venience to  his criminal operation, and other items such as these 
hare caused considerably mare difficulty. 

The Prohibition Era  was a fertile period for cases involving 
the question of whether an item was an instrumentality of the 
crime or mere evidence. The sellers of illicit alcohol of necessity 
maintained ex tenwe  records of their operations, and, if admis- 
sible, these records provided compelling evidence of guilt. From 
the earliest cases i t  became evident that there would be sub- 
stantially different results by the courts as to the use of seized 
evidentiary matter.aa 

One of the most significant cases espousing the strict exclu- 
sionary view was Cnited States v .  Kirschenblatt.s4 The defendant 
was arrested for a liquor violation and incident to that arrest 
the premises were searched, rewlting in the seizure of inerimi- 
nating papers. Justice Hand emphasized that,  under the circum- 
stances, only fruits and tools of a crime and contraband may be 
seized. In determining whether documents used incidentally to 
the criminal operation could be considered as tools of the crime, 
he concluded that merely because a document at one time was 
connected with the criminal operation did not make i t  a seizable 
item per se. Ta so hold, he felt, would p e n t  a general search 
through everything a person awned. 

It thus appears that the mere evidence rule was being used 
as a vehicle to prevent exploratory searches. I t  would seem that  

"Id. at  191. 
"'See A r w m  V. Bannon, 346 F.2d 458 i6th Cir. 19651 (by ~mplieatian).  
"Campwe Donegan Y.  United States, 287 Fed. 641 (Pd Cir. 19221, c e i t .  

dmud,  260 0 . S .  751 i1923).  wtth In ?e Number In1 Front St., 5 F.2d 282 
(2d Clr. 18241. In Donsgon letter3 and telegrams. which the defendant had 
lllegaliy obtained from the amee of the Prohihition Director, inquiring as 
to the authenticity of fraudulent l iquor permits presented by the defendant, 
were held to be inPhuments of the crime of mnsplnng ?a violate the Pro- 
hibition Act. In 191 Fvonl St. reeardr and papers concerning defendant's 
i l l i c i t  liquor operation were held to be evidence of crime, hut not ~n ~ns tru-  
ment thereof. 

16 F.2d 202 (2d Cir 1 8 2 6 ) .  
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the Same end could be more logically obtained through an enforce- 
ment of the requirements of particularity of description in wac- 
rants and judicial control of the extent of searches incident to an 
arrest. I t  is significant to note that  the Kirschenhlatt decision was 
rendered before the Supreme Court decided Marron D. United 
States,R6 f a r  Justice Hand noted that  Mwron was pending review 
from another circuit, but he emressly refused ta follow it. Marron, 
however, did not subsequently overrule Kirsehenhlntt, because of 
the different fact situations, and the reasoning of Klrsehenhlatt 
remained a persuasive force in the field of criminal instrumen. 
ta l i t ie~.3~ 

Other courts preferred to enlarge the meaning of criminal in- 
strumentalities, as was suggested in Mawon. Thus, in  Foley v .  
Gnited States3' it  was held that  books of unfilled liquor orders; 
ledgers of customers' accounts; stock books showing liquors 
ordered, received, delivered, and on hand: invoices: price lists; 
a typewriter: and an adding machine were all instrumentalities of 
the crime of conspiring to violate the Sational Prohibition Act. 
Although the opinion recognized Go-Bart and Lefkozvitn, they 
were distinguished as involving forcible exploratory searches. 
I t  was soon recognized, then, that  neither of these cases limited 
the scope of criminal instrumentalities subject to seizure under 
the theory of Marron. 

The cases arising out of Prohibition violations thus became the 
framework upon which subsequent criminal instrumentality cases 
were decided. As indicated, there were no clear guidelines t o  
follow, and, a s  %'a8 to  be expected, the cases continued to be 
somewhat conflicting in result. 
One of the more consistent areas in which the seizure of evi- 

dentiary material was sanctioned was in the area of national 
security and w&r effort. As early as 1919, the Supreme Court had 
approved the wartime seizure of socialist pamphlets urging citi- 
zens to oppose the dr~xft .3~ In  H a y u o o d  u.  United States 88 files of 
correspondence, newspapers, and pamphlets seized at  the office 
of the Industrial Workers of the World were held to be tool3 

Unrted States, 67 F.2d 543 (6th Cir. 19331, where 
, receipts, eorreapondence, and recorda were seised 

and used 8s proof of consprracy to violate the National Prohibition Ab. 
The court held the i t e m  were not means of committing the offense. but 
were merely evidence of defendant's complicity. 
,'E4 F.2d 1 ( i t h  Clr . ) ,  o w t .  denied. 239 U.S. 762 (1933) 

's26S Fed. 796 (7L Cir. 1 9 2 0 ) ,  S e d .  denzed,  256 U.S. 689 (1921). 
See Schenck V. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1913). 
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by which the defendants were interfering with the United States 
war effort, and, as such, they were seizable as implements of a 
felo"y.'o 

Anather area in which the results are relatively consistent i s  
where there is a great volume of different materials indiscrim- 
inately seized I t  is predictable that such seizures will be held 
to be the result of an unlawful exploratory search or that  the 
items seized will not be considered instrumentalities of crime." 
The real basis behind such holdings appears to be the abhorrence 
courts have for  general exploratory searches and the fear that  
the admission of evidence obtained in a mass seizure would be 
an inritation to exploratory searches. However, merely because 
the items seized may constitute the totality of the defendant's 
business records would not, in all eases, make the seizure too 
broad. if all the records .we themselves a vital factor in the 
criminal enterprise, and if  it appears that the seizure was not 
an indiscriminate taking of everything present a t  the time of 
the search.49 

There h a w  been novel uses of the instrumentality exception. 
For example, in Cnited States i.. G u i d d 3  a pair of the defendant's 
shoes was seized. and the heels matched prints left a t  the scene 
of the robbery by one of the perpetrators. In sustaining the 
seizure, the court found that  the wearing of shoes would facilitate 
a robber in his escape and that the shoes were thus instrumentali- 
ties of the crime. In Stotr z .  Chinn" the victim af a statutory 
rape related to police that her assailant had given her beer and 

"Far other eases i n w i v i n g  nstianai iecurity or the war effort, bee .4b4 
Y United States, 362 U.S. 217 11960) ierpionsge); United States Y. Beat, 
76 F. Supp. 867 (D. Mans. 1948). W d ,  184 F 2 d  131 (1st Cir.  1950). c e l l .  
d m w d .  340 U.S. 839 119613 (8pproving the seizure of drnfta of German 
popaganda broadcast% written by the defendant and af correspondence b e  
tween the defendant and German officials concerning his employment by 
Germany! Ithe defendant had allegedly been broadcasting propaganda for 
Germany dur ing  World W a r  11, and the doevrnenta were considered a rneana 
in hie commiiiion of the offense of treaaon) , United State8 V. Bell, 48 F .  
Supp 986 (S.D. Cal. 19431, r d d  on other prounda. 159 F.2d 247 19th Clr. 
1841) (appravmg 8eizuie of sededltiom letters, daeurnente, pamphieta, and 
booklets1 

"See Stanford Y .  Texas, 319 C S. 476 l1966): Krernen Y .  United States, 
8 6 3  US. 346 (19673; Cnrted Srstei V. Thornson. 113 F.2d 643 (7th Cir 
1940): United Stat- v Lerner, 100 F .  Supp. 766 (N.D. C d  1961). 

See Leahy Y.  United Staten, 272 F.2d 487 (9th Cir.  1959), ceyt .  gmnled, 
263 C.S. 810 11960). petition io? cmL, dismissed, 364 U.S. 945 (1961); 
United Stafes V. Lindenfeid, 142 F.2d 829 l2d Ck), oert. dcnied, 323 U.S. 
161 11944) 

'j 251 F Id 1 (7th Or.!, c w t .  dented. 35s U.S. 960 (1868).  
*/ 231 Ore 259. 313 P.2d 392 (1962) .  
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had taken her picture before the offense occurred. Incident to 
the defendant's arrest. police seized a camera, empty beer bottles, 
and a bed sheet from the defendant's room. All items were held 
to be implements of the crime. 

On the other hand the court in Mowiaon u.  United States'& was 
less permissive in its interpretation of what constitutes an instru- 
ment of a crime. Police had entered the defendant's home to 
arrest him for  an act of sexual perversion on a ten or eleven 
year old boy. The boy led the officers to B bedroom and pointed 
out a handkerchief which he said had been used by the defendant 
and which bore same tangible evidence of the offense. The court 
held that  the handkerchief was merely evidentialy material, and 
not seizable a s  an instrument or means by which the crime was 
committed. 

While the instrumentality exception will expeetedly remain the 
most frequently used method far  approving the seizure of evi- 
dentiary items, the determination of whether an item is properly 
an instrument of crime will continue t o w  made on a case-by-case 
basis." 

2. Fruit8 of a Cri,mme. 
A well accepted type of seizable evidentiary material is the 

fruit of a crime. The fact that  the victim of a larceny has a greater 
proprietary right to the stolen goods than the thief has long been 

"262 F.2d 449 (D.C. Cir. 1968). 
" F o r  exampig of c a s u  holding euidentmy matter  to be eriminsi inifru- 

mentalities, are United S t a b  Y.  Ovens, 346 F.2d 829 (7th Cir.  1965) (bmka 
and d i p  of paper vied to obtam nareotim) ; United States Y. Sigsl. 341 F.2d 
831 (Sd Cir. 1965) (numbem d i p s ) ;  Grilio V. United States, 388 F.2d 211 
(Int  Cir. 1864), ewt.  dented sub. nom., Gorin V. United States ,  879 U.S. 
911 (1965) (papar  which show& division of money among eanspiratora); 
United State8 V. Boyatte, 299 F.2d 92 (4th Cir.),  o w l .  denied sub. nom., 
Mooring V. United States, 369 U.S. 844 (1962) (guest checks used by pmsti- 
t u b  to record earnings) ;  Johnson V. United Stetea, 293 F.2d 639 (D.C. 
Ca. 1961). c w t .  denied, 575 U.S. 888 (1963) (another's emdit c a r d ) ;  
Bennett V. United States, 146 F.2d 270 (4th Cir.) ,  ccvt. denied, 323 U.S. 
188 (1944) (ration   tam pi); B m l  Y. Hudspeth, 126 F 2 d  585 (10th Cir. 
1942) (papers, eirculwa, a d w r t i i m g  matter)  ; Smith Y. United States, 1M 
F.2d 778 (D.C. o r .  1989) (numbera siipa); Landau V. United States At- 
torney, 82 F.2d 285 (Id Gr.1 ,  c e ~ l .  dented, 296 U.S. 666 (1936) ( p i p e i s ) ,  
United Sutei Y. Pslkr. 4 3  F.2d 911 (2d Cir. 1930) (baoka and papers) 
For exampies of cyea holding e w d e n t m y  matter  not to be criminal instru- 
mantaliUea yce Woo Lai Chun Y. United States, 274 F.2d 708 (9th Cir. 1960) 
( l e t t en )  ; Freeman V. United Statea. 160 F.2d 72 (9th Cn. 1947) (stock 
m m d  h k ,  .ales d i p s  and i n ~ d w  used to violate price eeiimga) ; Taka. 
h s d i  Y .  United Sa-, 143 F.2d 116 (9th Cir. 19441 (letters and m p e r a )  ; 
Hmeyevt t  Y. United statel, 277 Fed. 939 (4th Cir. 1921) (check8 used t o  

pay for m i e n  Boodi). 
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unquestioned, and the seizure of such goods, for return to the 
owner, is reasonable. From the beginning of B o y d ' ~  exclusionary 
doctrine. these items have been considered to be reasonably 
seizable, and, having been reasonably seized, there could be no 
objection under the Fourth Amendment to their introduction in 
evidence.4r 

\Thile stolen property can readily be seen to be the fruits of a 
crime, there have been more subtle uses of this exception. For 
example, in Metthews C .  Correa. I *  the defendant was arrested for 
concealing merchandise and property from her trustee in bank- 
ruptcy. An incidental search resulted in the Seizure of address 
books and an account book concerning her business activities. In 
answer to defendant's claim that the seized items were mere e n -  
dence of the offense for which the arrest had been made, the court 
held that they were the fruits of another crime of withholding 
from the trustee documents relating to the affairs of B bankrupt.'8 

Because of the very nature of fruits of a crime, there has been 
less litigation in appellate courts in this field than in the field of 
instrumentalities. I t  1s clear, however, that the government must 
establish clearly that the seized item was, indeed, the fruit  of 
a crime.lQ 

3. Contiaband. 
.4nother type of s emble  evidentiary matter is contraband. 

Like fruits of a crime, there is a greater possessory right in some- 
one other than the defendant, in this case the government. In 
addition t o  the more commonly expected items of contraband 
such as narcotics and counterfdlf RiBHey, gambling paraphernalia 
and number slips have also been held to be cantrab$)id." A rather 
unuwal application of the contraband exception occurred in 
Cnited States v. .VcDnn~l,"~ where District Judge Holtzoff, in 
holding the seizure of a towel which had been involved in a 

ited States, 255 U S .  298,  309 11921) : Boyd V. United .'See G0"led V. U" 
States. 118 US. 616. 623 (1886). 

"135 F.2d 534 (2d Cir 19431.  
"Another m e  of this exception is f a m i  

261 F.2d 948 (2d Cir. 1958),  w7t. denied, 
marked bill, reaeived by the defendant f o r  
to be the fruit of the crime. 

$'See In re Ginsburp, 147 F 2d 749 (2d Cir.  
bLSee Merderoaian v L'nited Statel. 337 

IS164 F .  Suoi 
denied, 380 U.S O"* ,ToLC' 

I in L'nitr 

the sale 
360 U.S. 

1945). 
F 2 d  759 

d States Y .  Dornbiut, 
912 (1859),  where a 

of narcotics was held 

(1st Cli. 18841. c r i t .  
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murder to be reasonable, implied tha t  the towel was contraband. 
The opinion does not indicate how the towel had been used. 

4. Repzrired Records. 
The Boyd opinion also noted that entries in books required to be 

kept by law weFe objects of a repsonable seizure.bs This has 
commonly become known as the required records exception and 
is widely accepted. The theory behind the exception is that  when 
records of a business are required to be kept by a governmental 
reguiation or law, then these records are not private records, 
but are quasi-public records to which the Fourth Amendment 
is not applicable.5' 

5. Items Seized From the Person. 
Another theory by which purely evidentiary matter has been 

held seizable is that  any relevant items seized from the person 
of an  accused upon his arrest are admissible. Basis for such a 
broad exception to the rule cannot be found in Boyd or Gouled, 
but as iang ago as 1911 such a conclusion had been recognized by 
some courts, as is exemplified by the folloning language: 

From time immem~rial m ofleer making B lawful arrest on a criminal 
ehaige has taken into his podsession the instrvments of the crime and 
such other articles as may reasonably be of use as evidence on the trial. 
A bloodstained . . . garment , , , [is] thus seized . . . on the perron or 
the premises of the alleged criminal, and no m e  disputea the propriety 
of such ~eimre.b' 

The proponents of this theory f r egkn t ly  rely on the Irish 
case of Dillon c. O'Brien," which permitted the seizure of certain 
papers in the possession of the defendant a t  the time of his ar- 
rest. I n  distinguishing the case from 'Entiek v .  Carrington,6' 
to this ianguage, however, one must refer to other language in 
the opinion which indicates that  such evidentiary property must 
also have been believed to have been used to commit the offense. 
In any event, the papers involved could have been considered 
instruments of crime, and this was probably the real basis of 
the decision. 

See Boyd V. United States, 116 U.S. 616. 623, 624 (1686). 
See United State8 V. Kempe, 58 F. Supp. 905 (L.D.  Iowa),  redd on other 

waunds, 151 F.2d 680 (8th Cir. 1945) : United State  V. Cianey, 276 F.2d 
617, 630 (7th Cir. 1960) (altematwe haldingl, mv'd on other grounds, 366 
U.S. 312 (1961).  

"llnitrd State V. Mills, 185 Fed. 318, 319 (C.C.S.D. N.Y.), appeol dis-  
111). . 1687).  
, 95 Eng. Rep. 807 (K.B. 1 7 6 5 ) .  

missid; 2% U.S. 549 ( l i  
20 L. R. Ir. 300 (Ex 

'I 19 Haw St.  Tr. 1029 
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Regardless of the basis fo r  the theory, in Weeks U. United 
S t o f d B  the Supreme Court recognized the right "to search the 
person of the accused when legally arrested to  discover and seize 
the fruits or r r i d m e i s  of crime."&) Khile the statement in Weeks 
was dicta, the seizure of mere evidence, occurring at  the time 
of arrest, was expressly approved by lower courts in Bronne D. 
L'niLed Stolesdn and Sny~rs u.  Uniled Slates." 

The Supreme Court, in dealing with a case involving contraband 
liquor, may have suggested a limitation on the authority t o  seize 
mere evidence incident ta arrest  when it  stated "when a man 
i s  lepaily arrested for m offense, whatever is found upon his 
person or in his control which it is unlawful for him to have, and 
which may be used to prove the offense, may be seized and held 
as evidence In the prase cut lo^."^^ Regardless of this caveat, If it 
was one, some courts continued to cite with approval the practice 
of seizinn mere proofs of guilt from an accused upon his arrest.6a 
It is noted that in most cases employing such language its use 
was dictum since the evidence seized was either an  instrumen- 
talitl-, contraband, or the fruit  of a crime. 

Whether the arrest  exception is a meritorious one is af eonsider- 
able doubt. Despite the Supreme Court's language of implied 
approval in Weeks, no ca8e has been found in which the Court 
has approved the seizure of merely evidentiary matter as being 
incident to a lawful arrest. While the doctrine has never been 
expressly disapproved. the Court  has always sought one of the 
previously described exceptions (instrumentality, fruit  of crime, 
etc.) as a basis for admissibility. There should be a recognized 
difference between the authority to search an accused incident to 
an arrest, which is clearly reasonable, and the authority, within 
the mere evidence rule, to s e m  items of purely evidentiary value 
found during the search. It is suggested that the Court's use of 
the words "or evidences of crime" 64 in Weeks WBS not intended 
to mean mere evidence, as used in the mere evidence rule. h'one- 
theless, a few court8 continue to approve the seizure of seemingly 

I. 232 U.S. 383 (1914). 
"Id.  at 392. (Emphasis ~upplicd.) For similar langrage, eee A d a m  Y .  

New York, 192 U 9. 585 (1904). 
** 290 Fed. 870 16th Cir. 1923)  
" 2  F.2d 146 19th Clr. 19241 
"Carroll Y .  United Staten, 267 U.S. 132, 16s (1925).  ( E m p h m a  supplicdl. 
"Entabrook V. United S t a t e ,  28 F.2d 160 (8th Cir. 1928); Furlong V. 

United Stam. 10 F 2d 492 (8th Or. 19281, 
See Weeks Y. United States, 282 U.S. 383, 392 (1914). 
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evidentiary items as being incident to a lawful arrest.65 It is 
noted, however, that  frequently these courts seem more cognizant 
of the rule against unreasonable searches than of the rule against 
mere evidence. 

6. Private Papers. 
A unique new exception to the mere evidence rule has been 

suggested by the New Jersey Supreme Court in State II. Bisaecia.M 
In effect, the opinion states that  the rule applies only to an in- 
dividual's private papers and that  tangibles other than papers and 
documents may be seized for  their evidentiary value alone. 

Pursuant to a warrant, poiicd had seized a pair of the defen- 
dant's shoes, which bore a distinctive heel print, identical to one 
made by a robber fleeing the scene of the crime. The court re-ex- 
amined Boyd for  the meaning which should be given to its 
language concerning the interplay between the Fourth and 
Fif th  Amendments It concluded that  what Boyd denounced was 
a search among private papers, and it was further noted that  
the United States Supreme Court had never held that  the doctrine 
of Boyd applied to tangibles other than private papers. A search 
for  other tangibles and their seizure would not involve rummaging 
through an individual's private files and would not' expose their 
intimacies and confidences. This was the evil felt to concern the 
author of Boyd, and the prevention of that  evil prompted the con- 
clusion that  the seizure involved was unreasonable. In  Bisaeeia the 
Court found nothing unreasonable about searching for  a pair of 

,shoes in order to match them with a culprit's footprint, and 
stated that  "the Fourth Amendment contemplates that  things 
may be seized for their inculpatom value alone and that  a 
search to that  end is valid, so long as it is not otherwise unreason- 
able . . . ."#' 

There is considerable merit in the approach taken in Bisacci,  
and its acceptance would do away with such socially undesirable 
results a s  those in LaRue v .  State,' where a murder suspect's 

U H a ~  s. United S t a h ,  544 P.2d 58 18th Cir. 18651 (rp~mvina the 
e isuie  of a suit of clothes, a brief c m ,  and 8 carbon mpy of L car rental 
w m e n t ,  d i  of which connected the accused with 8 robberyl i M o m  7.  
United St.t*r, 141 F.2d 28 1D.C. C ~ P . ) ,  0 4 .  dsnisd, 524 U.S. 875 (18451 
lappmving the seizur+ incident to D homicide ~rrent ,  of the accused's b l o d y  
clothing. a battle of liquor, m d  a newuapaper eontrining s report of t h e  

" 46 NJ. €44,215 A.2d IS5 (1965). 
**Id .  at 519.215 A.2d Bt 193. " 149 Tu. Crirn. 588,191 SW.2d 570 11846) 
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bloody clothing was held merely evidentiary and not legally 
sellable. However. there is some doubt that  this approach has 
actually been within the intent of the United States Supreme 
Court as it has developed the pule. LVhile it is true that the 
Supreme Court has never disapproved the seizure of any tangible 
item other than private papers because of the mere evidence 
rule, it is also true that,  when they have approved the seizure of 
such items, they have done so within the framework of the regular 
exceptions of the mere evidence rule.h9 I t  appears, therefore, 
that  a t  least until now, the United States Supreme Court has 
not recognized that private papers alone are subject to protection 
if merely evidentialy in nature. 

I. Applieabiiitv t o  State  Proceedings. 
Two other recent state court decisions a re  worthy of note as 

possibly indicative of future use of the rule against seizure of 
mere evidence. People v.  Cam011 lo involved the seizure, pursuant 
to a search warrant, of a quantity of 20 gauge shotgun shells 
during a homicide investigation in which the lethal weapon was 
a 20 gauge shotgun. The Tew York statute. upon which the 
warrant was based, permitted search and seizure of property 
which constituted evidence of crime or tended to show that a 
particular person eammitted a crime. In holding that the statute 
was within the state police power and that the seizure of mere 
evidence was lawful, the opinion expressed the view that the 
United States Supreme Court had departed from the principle 
of Gouled as an inflexible rule. The A b e l  case was used to illustrate 
this conclusion. Since the G o d s d  mere evidence, rule was con- 
sidered as not binding as to  the seizure, the opinion proceeded to 
determine whether the search was reasonable under the Fourth 
Amendment. The answer was in the affirmative. 

A similar conclusion was reached by the California Supreme 
Court in People s. T h a y e ~ . ~ '  The case involved the seizure of a 
physician's business recards and their subsequent introduction in 
a criminal trial fo r  fraudulent claims against the state. I t  is sig- 
nificant that  the opinion was written by Chief Justice Trapor ,  a 
highly respected and forward looking judicial officer. He begins 
by noting that the mere evidence rule has been frequently eriti- 
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cized and suggests that  the rule was originally based on now 
inapplicable and outmoded property concepts that the sovereign 
may seize only those items which it was unlawful to possess or 
which were wrongfully obtained. The modern rationale for  re- 
stricting searches and seizures has become individual protection 
rather than property concepts, It is implied, therefore, that  the 
concept behind the rule is no longer a valid one. The author con- 
cludes that  the mere evidence rule has never been treated by the 
United States Supreme Court as a fundamental constitutional 
standard and, consequently, that  it  should not be enforceable 
against the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. In this 
connection the Chief Justice reasons that  although the Supreme 
Court has used language linking the mere evidence rule to  the 
Fourth and Fifth Amendments, what the Court was really doing 
was invoking its federal rule-making authority. The opinion indi- 
cates that, until M a p p  v. Ohio" and Malloy 1;. Hogan?' there was 
no need for  the Supreme Court to be more specific about the 
precise grounds it was using to suppress mere evidence. Since 
these cases have put the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amend- 
ments on an equal footing regarding the reasonableness of searches 
and seizures, it  is now necessary to decide whether it was a con- 
stitutional basis or a rule-making basis upon which the Supreme 
Court relied in establishing the mere evidence rule. If the former, 
states are bound to apply the rule because of the Fourteenth 
Amendment; if the latter, then the mere evidence rule is not applic- 
able to state courts. Chief Justice Traynor concluded the latter 
to be the proper interpretation. In  response to this conclusion 
it must be noted that  the Supreme Court has never mentioned 
its federal rule-making power in connection with the mere evi- 
dence rule and has always bottomed the ruie on constitutional 
grounds. 

The written opinion in Thayer also suggests that  while the 
Supreme Court has never formally repudiated the mere evidence 
rule, it  has nearly distinguished it out of existence by the instru- 
mentality exception. Zap v .  United States" is cited as authority 
for the devitalization of the rule. The conclusion is made that  
the mere evidence rule "is often cited but no longer a~pl ied."~5 
While results in the more recent Supreme Court cases seem to 
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support such a conclusion, i t  wiil be indicated later that  the 
methods used by the Court to reach these results do not of fe r  the 
Same support It IS finally worth noting that in Thnyrr, Chief 
Justice Traynor found the questioned books to be instrumtntal 
in the commission of the crime and admissible as an exception 
to the mere evidence rule. 

A thoupht-provoking situation can be envisioned, if, during a 
lawful search. the law enforcement agent observes a merely evi- 
dentiary document, and, without taking i t ,  mentally retains certain 
incriminatinp. information contained therein. There would have 
been no I,hysical seizure of mere evidence, yet a question would 
arise whether the officer should be permitted to testify to what 
he saw or to use the information to develop other non-mere 
evidence far use a t  the defendant's trial. 

That the fruit of the poison tree doctrine applies to the unlaw- 
ful seizure of mere evidence seems clear.76 Unreasonable searches 
and unreasonable seizures are not distinguishable m this regard 
and if the results of an unreasonable search "shall not be used 
a t  all," then the same rule obviously applies to the r e s u h  of 
an unreasonable seizure. I t  yould still need to be resolved, how- 
ever. whether the visual observation of information and its mental 
retention is m fact a seizure. Unless It can be classified as a seizure, 
there has been no iirimaw illegality by the police, and absent such 
pl'imarg illegalitv, there can be no exploitation thereof by the 
police. This exploitation by the police of the primary illegal search 
or seizure is what IS forbidden by the fruit  of the poisonous tree 
doctrine 72 

In  similar situations involving the question af whether there 
was an unlawful search, it has been held that "a search implies 
some er~iloratory inrestigation. I t  is not a search to observe that 
which is open and patent . . . ."79 I t  could be forcefully argued 
that the same rule should apply to seizures and that mere abserva- 
tion of an object does not amount to its seizure. I t  would follow 
that the police could make any use they want to of evidence so 
obtained because it was not obtained by a seizure a t  all, much less 
an unreasonable one. 

"See Silverrhome Lumber Co. Y. United States,  261 U.S. a86 (1820) 
- l d , a t 3 9 2  
 see S o n g  Sun L Cmcd States, 371 C S. 471, 481-88 (1863).  
"Smith Y United States, 2 F.2d 715, 716 (4th Cir. 1924). The same 

reasoning was "sed I" Cnifed Stnten v Strieklnnd, 62 F Supp. 468 (W.D.  
S.C 18451. 
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I t  would seem more reasonable, however, and more within 
the true meaning of the Fourth Amendment and the mere evidence 
rule itself, to  conclude that  information obtained by visual inspec- 
tion was seized. To permit testimony of what a doeument ean- 
tained. while refusing admission of the document itself, appears 
to be an unwarranted evasion of the evidentiary rule. If this ex- 
clusionary result appears harsh, it would seem preferable to re- 
examine the rule itself, as suggested later, rather than to evade 
it while paying lip service to it. 

111. MILITARY APPLICATION 

As long ago a s  1963, the United States Court of Military 
Appeals was squarely faced with the problem of applying the 
mere evidence rule to an otherwise lawful search and seizure.80 The 
Court finnly recognized that  mere evidentiary materials could 
never be made the subject of a lawful search, and, not unlike 
courts in civilian jurisdictions, observed that  "the doctrine's 
boundary lines are  not clear, but a m  shadowy, indistinct, and 
elusive indeed."a' The item seized was the accused's diary, and 
the Court found the diary to be the accused's means of preserv- 
ing the records of his black marketing activities. even thouprh it 
was not in the customary business form. As such, it was a part 
of his unlawful undertaking and subject to seizure as an in- 
strumentality of the crime. The Court, then, quickly adopted the 
instrumentality theory of Marion in its approach to evidentiary 
items. 

The following year the Court again faced and clearly recognized 
the application of the mere evidence rule. In United States 1). 

Mnweili , 'z  checks which the accused had written on a depleted 
bank account were considered seizable as instrumentalities of the 
offense of larceny by cheek. In United States v, DeLeo," scraps 
of paper, apparently used to assist in the forgery of signatures to 
stolen traveler's checks, were held seizable as instrumentalities. 

In United States 2. Hzooins.B' the Court. for  the first time, 
found a seized item to be mere evidence, and not an instrumen- 
tality of any offense. However, the accused was held to have no 
standing to object to the seizure since he had previously disposed 
of the questioned item, 
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By this time, the existence and applicability of the rule against 
the seizure of merely evidentiary items was well established in 
the military rules of evidence. As with the civilian cases, excep- 
tions were recognized, and as in the civilian jurisdictions, i t  soon 
became apparent that there would be increasing difficulty in con- 
cluding what was and what was not an  instmmentality of crime.8E 
One mieht have believed, in light of the early cases just discussed, 
that the Court had adopted a liberal outlook and that the exclu- 
sionary result of the mere exidenee rule would be infrequently 
invoked. At first this seemed to be the case; however, this view 
is less certain due to the Court's decision m Cnited States u 
Vierm8' The accused w a s  suspected of forging a particular name 
on checks, and a lawful search of the accused produced an adver- 
tising card bearing that same name. The majority of the Court 
found the card ta be mere evidence and not subject to a lawful 
seizure. However. in light of the earlier Court decisions, and in 
line with numerous federal decisions, it would have been quite rea- 
sonable to conclude that the card had no other possible use, with 
the false name on it, than to serve as a method of identification 
during the cashing of forged checks, and, therefore, was an  in- 
strumentality. This. indeed, was Chief Judge Quinn's minority 
view. The fact  that the evidence in the case failed to show that 
the accused used the card to cash the particular checks for which 
he w a  charged should not be an impediment to the card's seizure; 
for, instrumentalities of any crime may be seized. Under the cir- 
cumstances, the card would seem to have na reason fa r  being, 
except to be used as an Instrumentality for cashing forged checks 
bearing the name thereon. 
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Vierra establishes that  in military law, as we have seen in 
civilian law. there are no predictable norms or guidelines to  look 
to in deciding whether an item is an instrumentality. That the 
Court had not completely reversed its earlier outlook was evi- 
denced by United States 2.. Ross.BS a case decided earlier in the 
same year as Vierra. Incident to an apprehension for  unlawfully 
selling service promotion examinations, copies of examinations, a 
photo copying machine, and other items pertinent to  the senice-  
wide examination were seized. That these items were considered 
instrumentalities was apparently so obvious that  the Court did 
not feel required to comment. 

A final and very significant case in the criminal instrumentali- 
ties area is United States v. Simps0n.8~ Not only did it reaffirm 
the Court's earlier holdings that  such items as checks and blank 
cheekbooks, when shown to be relevant, could be instruments vf 
the crime of larceny by check and related crimes, but it ais0 
contained language which may give an insight into the Court's 
future  consideration of mere evidence problems. In  addition to  
the checks and checkbook, other papers were seized when the 
accused was apprehended. For the purpose of the decision. the 
Court assumed them to be mere evidence, but refused to find 
general prejudice in advance of such a requirement by the United 
States Supreme Court. In  a search for  specific prejudice. the 
Court could find none, and, despite the use of mereiy evidentiary 
material, the conviction was sustained. Of equal interest is the 
language the Court employed in discussing the "startling, if not 
absurd'@' results that  might fallow if a too mechanical application 
of the mere evidence rule resulted in the exclusion of reasonably 
admissible evidence. The opinion concluded this point by saying 
"the limit to which appellate defense counsel would have us push 
the distinction between evidence and the instrumentality or fruit 
of 8 crime indicates the need for  serious rethinking of the doc- 
trine and its operation,"" 

In addition to recognizing criminal instrumentalities as being 
an exception to exeiusion as mere evidence, the Court of Military 
Appeals has slso approved the seizure of evidentialy matter which 

"13U.S .C .M.A.432 .32C.M.R.432  (1883) 
6- it  U.S.C.I.A. is, 34 c.nm 464 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .  

I d .  at  21, 34 C.M.R. af 467. 
'I Ibid.  
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was contrahand,"l required records?' and fruits of a crime.s' 
The mare unique exceptions which have been applied in civilian 
courts hare apparently not been urged upon or accepted by the 
Court. I t  would appear, a t  least, that the exception permitting 
seizure of evidentiary material from an .accused's person a t  the 
time of his arrest or apprehension has no validity in the militars. 
In Simjisa,i?s the Items the Court  assumed ta he mere evidence 
were seized from the accused'a person when he was apprehended. 
Had the C o u r t  fe!t the ai'reqt exception valid, such disposition 
would seem t o  hnvp been preferable and less controversial than 
to  apply the dortrine of specific prejudice. As discussed earlier, 
the a ~ r e s r  exception i s  of shadowy validity, and it appears that 
the Court IS fallowing sound reawn in refusing Its aiiplicntion. 

Hilitarv laii appears to have adopted the standard civilian 
applicstion of the mere evidence rule and, in so doing. has 
inherited the problems as well as the benefits of tha t  rule. While, 
on the one hand, we may c p e c t  judicial disapproval of the seizure 
of self-incriminatoty mere evidence. on the other hand, u'e may 
also expect iudicial disapproval of the seizure of items considered 

ble ~n some circles si The inherent difficulty in identi- 
timentality of crime w1l1 piague the military lawyer. 
civilian counterpart, unless and until a decision of 

law establishes B more definitive method of identification. 

I V ,  COSCLCSIONS AND RECOhIMESDATIONS 

Theoretieally, the meye evidence rule has the Same stature that 
it did after its original suggestion in B o y d ,  its proclamation in 
Gorilrd. and its interpretation immediately thereafter. As has 
been seen. however. it5 exclusionary vigor has been saplied by 

ch cml,loy exceptions in such a manner as to permit 
m midence of a great number of otherwise inad- 

l e i  This should not be considered to  he surprising 
"Uiiiwd Sfircs , Bolling, 10 U.S C.M.A 81, P i  C.M R. 156 (19581 

i / l a l C " L , C 3 ,  
' lUn i t rd  S ~ a t e i  Y .  Sel l?is,  12 E,SC M A. 2fi2, 30 C M R. 262 (19611 

! L P I Z Y ~ ~  o f  u n i t  fuiid b a k r  f i am custodian) 
" Ciwfrd S ~ s l r r  C. U I P W .  15 LI.S.C.>l A. 419. 3 i  C.M R. 421 i lYf i31 !stolen 

p m p f l f j >  
' 1 1 3 D S C M A  1E 3 4 C . I R  461 (1YG1) 
" l S e  CM 401811, W ~ l l c r ,  28 C.XR.  484 (1958).  n U d .  11  U . S C . M A .  295, 

19 c Dl R 111 l l 9 f i l l ) .  where, although the hoard of  review nmrmed the 
:uni,e:~on h ~ c a u r e  of  the srcured's consent to the "$8  of the seized evidence. 
81 concluded that, 111 a 'ape ease, the sccused'n blood-stained shorts and 
trovserr were mere evidence and not s r m b l e .  
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because it is only reasonable that  such evidentiary items as a 
murder suspect's bloody clothing should be admissible against 
him at  his trial. But in an endeavor to balance reason with the 
rules of evidence, courts have been forced, upon occasion, to 
engage in a game of legal fiction. The more legal fiction a system 
of law is forced to employ, it is submitted, the les8 effective that  
system is. Consequently, within the framework of the legal sys- 
tem, we should strive to mold and interpret our rules of law to 
conform with the rules of reason. While there are bound to be 
confiicts when different judges attempt to interpret nile9 of evi- 
dence, if those rules are reasonable, the conflicts will be mini- 
mized. 

One method of operating within the evidentiary confines of the 
mere evidence rule is, in effect, to  call the nile a dead letter and 
to decide each case solely on the basis of its particular facts. This 
appears, substantially, to have been the approach of the New 
Yark and California courts in CarrolP' and Thayrr.eg Whether the 
mere evidence rule is a dead letter or not remains to be seen. 
Militating against such a conclusion is the fact that  the United 
States Supreme Court cases of Abel and Z a p ,  cited in support of 
this conclusion, meticulously applied the mere evidence rule and 
its instrumentality exception.sQ Authority for  a conclusion that  
the Yule has never been treated as a fundamental constitutional 
standard hap not been found. It appears, to the contraly, that, 
since its inception, it has been considered to be based on the con- 
stitutional requirements of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. 
The fact that  the original rationale of the mere evidence rule may 
have been a property concept does not seem to  be an adequate rea- 
son, in itself, to discount the ml& present vitality. Although pro- 
tection of individual rights from police wrong-doing, rather than 
property concepts, seems to be the current basis for  enforcing 
protection against unreasonable search and seizure, it  ran well 
be argued that the implementation of the mere evidence rule does 
protect personal rights, and always has. Such an argument can 
be fortified when one notices the strong reliance by courts upon 
the Fifth Amendment in their justification and application of the 
mere evidence rule. 

An approach. other than disregarding the rule. would be to 
re-examine its bans and to determine i f ,  in its interpretation, 

"38 Mise.2d 630, 238 N.Y.S.2d 640 (Sup. C t  1961). 
"'40R P.2d 108.41 Cd Rptr, 780 (1963). 
*a Srr notps 25.28 BUP'CI and ncrompanyinp text. 
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courts may have broadened it unintentionally. Such reevaluation 
mal- not only result in a rule of evidence which can be more uni- 
formly and predictably applied. but could eliminate those cases in 
which the fact situations lend themselves to  an evasion of the rule. 

AS previously discussed, Boyd, when objectively viewed. ap- 
pears to prohibit the seizure of property of such a nature that 
its production in evidence would amount to a denial of its owner% 
right against self-incrimination. I t  is not a logical extension of this 
reasoning to hold that any and ail merely evidentiary material 1s 

of such a nature that its production would be self-incriminating 
towards its owner, Yet, this I S  what Gouled is said to stand for. 
In G o d e d ,  houever. p$icate papers were in issue, and, despite 
the seemingly a l l  inclusive language of the opinion, the facts did 
not necessitate such a radical departure from Boyd. Whether the 
Court was conaciousll- intending to increase the scope of mere 
evidence to non-self-incriminating items cannot be ascertained uith 
definiteness because the Court was not required to form such an 
intent to reach its conclusion. 

Regardless of the Court's intent in Gouled, If the rule against 
mere evidence is to be re-evaluated, it should be done in the 
light of reason and of its practical application over the years. 
To do so compels the c o n c l u ~ m n  that. first. as a matter of per- 
sonal rights protection, there should be a rule of evidence pro- 
hibiting the seizure of an individual's private possessions, which 
when introduced in evidence against him, would amount solely to 
self-incrimination and, second. it is both unreasonable and largely 
unenforceable to have a rule of evidence which prohibits the 
seizure of nil mere evidence except that  which may qualify as an 
instrument or fruit of crime. contraband. or a r equmd record. 
These exceptions, mentioned in Boyd,  should be considered merely 
as examples of articles which are not solely self-incriminatory and 
not as the onlF types of evidence which may be seized. Since the 
Fifth Amendment's protection against self-incrimination played 
such a dominant role in the formulation af the mere evidence 
rule, it IS considered appropriate that  its dominance be retained 
In the application of the rule. Thus, It is suggested that only 
those items be protected from seizure which are prib-ate and 
self-incriminatory in nature and which are not indicative of 
guilt in any manner other than that they are self-incriminatory. 
Subject to seizure, then, would be all the presently recognized 
exceptions and, in addition, such items as bloody clothing, material 
to assist In identification such as shoes and non-criminal m t r u -  

126 *co l l S l B  
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ments bearing fingerprints, and many items used incident ta, but 
not as instlvmentalities of, a crime. Still excludable would be 
most personally prepared books and papers, letters, diaries, and 
other purely self-incriminating items. I t  is felt that  the mere 
evidence rule, so applied, would be workable and reasonable and 
would provide those constitutional safeguards for  which it was 
originally intended. 
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strable that the Court of Military Appeals has looked to federal 
court cases for puidance in the application of the exelusionan. 
iule to CBEIS arising in the armed forces.5 The Court of Military 
Appeals has vieired the >lanual rule as derived from the federal 
rule:' therefore, it is likely that the Court would modify the 
Manual rule t o  conform to a constitutionally based federal rule 
should the Supreme Court modify the federal rule.' I t  1s con- 
cluded, therefore, that should the federal courts give standinp to  
an accused t o  object to the admissibility of evidence on the pround 
of an illegal search of another's propertr ,  the Court of Military 
Appeals xould do likewise, notwithstanding the fact  tha t  the 
>lanual provision provides for inadmissibility only in the event 
of an unlawful search of the accused's property The purpose of 
this aiticle IS to inquire into the federal rule as it relates to 
standing to object. 

I1 THE EKCLL'SIOSARY RCLE 

A .  ORIGIXS 

Before looking into the question of "Who has Standing to 
Invoke the Rule." part 111, i i i f ra .  i t  is worthwhile lookina into 
the exclusionary rule itself. The rationale for the rule has a close 
logical relation to the rationale for the standing requirement. 

At common law there are man)- instances when a court would 
deny itself credible evidence because the production of the evidence 
would, under the circumstances, do a disservice to Some public 
policy deemed to be of ereater importance to society than the 
production of truth in B particular trial. Far example. confidential 
communications between husband and wife would not be heard 
so tha t  married persons would be able freely to communicate with 
each other. Fulther, confidential communications between attorney 
and client w r e  protected so tha t  the client's right to counsel 
could be enjoyed. 

Nevertheless. it seems that with respect to evidence procured in 
an illeeal search the court would not demive itself of the evidence 

' S e e  Ivebb, .Mditary Sra,ehrs and Se>riiria-Tha D c i d i i p m m t  o i  e C o r -  
shtutionol R i g h t .  26 M I L  L. R n  1 (19641.  
'Cnited States v Dupree, 1 U S.C M A .  865. 5 C M.R 93 (1952). 
,This  k clearly not a neceirarg ~ m ~ l u i l ~ n  fa r  other nan-con3fltutlonall) 

baled eanfliets between federal rules and the Manual. The Court's adherence 
Lo the  Xlanual ~ 1 %  f a r  corroboration of confessions, after the federal rule 
was modified so tha t  ~f n.as Incommtent. IS B dear example of the Court's 
freedom nn the area. See United States ,. Smith. 13 U.S.C.MA, 105. 32 
C.M R 105 (1962) 
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in the interest of protecting "the right of the people to be 
secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, against un- 
reasonable searches and seizures ''I 

an illegal search was stated m Co,nmonimalth c. Dana? 
The rule respecting the admi 

When papers 810 offered in evidence, thezeavrt c m  take no notice h o v  
they w e ~ e  obtained, whether larfully 01. unlawfully; nor would they 
form a collateral i s m e  t o  determine tha t  question. . . .I0 

The rule was relied on by the Supreme Court in Adams C. Sew 
Yorkl' in 1904. I t  was a rule designed for the use of a trial 
judge in the midst of a trial on the merits of a ease. 

Some authors'* trace the demise of this rule to Boyd v. L'nited 
States .L3 In a sense, Boyd did start a line of cases that later clashed 
with the rule of A d a m  In Boyd a lower court had ordered the 
production of Boyd's private books and papers. I t  did so under 
the authority of a statute" which provided fo r  the government 
attorney to move the court for papers in the possession of a 
claimant's when in his opinion such papers will tend to prove 
the government's allegatians. Should the claimant fail to pra- 
duce the papers, the government's allegations were to be taken 
as confessed. 

The government argued that  this procedure did not violate the 
Fifth Amendment because, in an in rem proceeding for a for- 
feiture, the parties are not required by the Act of 1874 to testify 
against themselves since the suit is not against them, but against 
the property. The Court disposed af this Fif th  dmendment argu- 
ment as follows: 

It begs the question a t  issue. A witness, as well as a party,  in protected 
by the i a r f r o m  bemg compelled to giie elideme tha t  tends to erlmmate 
him, or to subject his property to forfeiture. . . . Greenl. Ev. $ 8  451- 
453. Blit, a6 befare raid, although the owner of goods, naught to be for- 
feited by B proceeding m rem, is not the nominal party,  he 1s neverthe. 
lesa the subatantid party t o  the suit ;  . . . he 1% entitled to all the 
pnnieges  which appertain to a person who i s  prosecuted for a far- 
feitvre of his property by reaaan of  committing a er~mmal offenre.'. 

' U. S .  CONST. amend. IV. 
' 4 3  Yasa. (2 Met.) 328 ( 1 8 4 1 ) .  
"Id .a t337 .  

192 U.S. 585 11804) 

"Boyd Y. United St; 
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This could have disposed of the case. but the Court went on to 
answer the government's second argument that the proceedine did 
not violate the Fourth Amendment because the court order to 
produce mas not a search. The Court concluded that the private 
books and paiiers were not s emble  items. Conimanveolth 7 . .  Dann 
was distinguished on the pround that in that case the items seized 
were imiilements of narnhline which were unlawful to possess I t  
noted the relationship hetween the Faurlh and Fifth Amendments 
in that the condemned unienaonnble searches iiere almost always 
made for  the puriioie of compellinp a man to give evidence against 

en the court  oiders a man to produce otherwise 
hooks and papers for use against himself, the 

nt to a search and violates the Fourth Amend- 

The evil Boyd struck down was that of a court compelling a man 
to be a witness aaainst himself. The result would hare been 
different had the papers been obtained in an actual search." The 
Couit in A d o m s  distinguished Boyd on the ground that in that  
case a court had issued an order to produce private books and 
papers. whereas in the C R S ~  before i t  the papers were found in the 
execution of a search 

The next look a t  a coui+'s duty with respect to a man's private 
books and papers was taken in W w k s  r .  L'nited Stntes.19 However, 
ahereaa in Boyd the court had itself ordered production of the 
paper?. in W e e k s  no such direct action was involved In W i i k s  
the papers nere obtained in a search. Before trial the owner had 
applied to the cour t  f o r  their return on the ground that they had 
been illegally seized. The court determined the search to be illegal 
but refused to r e t u n  the papers On trial they were offered against 
him, whereuixm his objection to  their admission in evidence was 
denied. The Supreme Court assumed that the trial court'% refusal 
to hold the evidence Inadmissible was based on its improper re- 
l i s n ~ e  an Adorns. The C o u r t  said. however. that  Adnms was not 
authority fo r  refusing to return illegally seized property when 
application was made fo r  it before trial. I t  held 

ment 

tha t  having made a ieasonshle application fo r  their return, which VBJ 
hesid and psssed upon h i  the court. there was In\o!red in the order re. 
fusing the application B denial of the eonsrmtional r ight of the -e. 

In  holding them [the letters] and permitting their  use upon 
e chink prejudicial e n o r  was committed . .Im 

See GRELIISAF,  EVIDENCE B 4691 n. 2 (16th ed. 18991 
232 U S .  383 (1914) 

'*id. 81 398 
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In Weeks,  as  in Boyd.  the Court found that a lower court 
breached its duty, but in Weeks the Court bottomed that duty 
solely on the Fourth Amendment. The Court said: 

The effect of the 4th Amendment i s  v1 put the eour~s of the United 
States and Federal afficiaii. m the exercise of their  power and authonty,  
under limitations and restraints as to the exercise of  such power and 
authority, and to forerer secure the people, t h e n  persons, houses, papers 
and effects, againht ail unreasonable searches and ~ e m r e s  under the 
guise of law. This protection reaches ail alike, whether accused of crime 
or not, and the duty of giving ~t force snd eRect i s  abhgatory upon ail 
intrusted under our Federal ayrtem with the enforcement of the laws. 
The tendency of those who execute the eriminsi laws of the country to 
obtain eonvietiom by means of unlawful Beizum . , , should find no 
sanetion in the 1udgments of the eourtb. which are charged a t  ail tlmes 
with the support of the Constitution, and to which people of sl i  eondi. 
t m s  h a w  a right to appeal f a r ' t h e  maintenance of such fundamental  
r ights.# '  

. . .  
The ease in the anpeet in r,hich we are dealing with i t  in~olvea  the 

right of the court in a criminal prosecution 10 retain for t he  purpmes 
of ekidenee . . . [papers die%aily aeized] , . . . If  letters and priiate 
document? can thvs be seized and heid and "sed in widence againat a 
citizen aecvied of an offense, the protection of the 4th Amendment, . . . 
1s af no ,due, . . . To sanction such proceedings uouid he to affirm by 
judicial decision B manifeat neglect, if not an open defiance, of the pro. 
hlblfions of the Constitution, intended #or the protection of the people 
against  such unauthorized 

After Weeks the ultimate demise of Adam8 and the concomitant 
erystalization of an exclusionan rule \\..as to come more quickly. 
The requirement that there be a pretrial application was relaxed 
in Goukd 8 .  L'nited Stntrs , l l  a t  least when the defendant was not 
aware of the government's possession of the papers. The Court 
put the A d a m  rule in better perspective saying: 

While this i s  B rule of  great practical importance, Yet, a f te r  all, it i s  
d y  B rule of procedure, and therefore if is not 0 be applied 88 B hard. 
and.fast farmvla LO eiery case regardless of i t s  special circumstances. 
We think, rather,  tha t  if is a rule to he used to secure the ends of  judice 
vnder the circumstances presented by each case; and where, in the 
progress of B tr ial ,  kt becomes probable tha t  there has been an uncansti- 
tvtionai seizure of papera, i t  i s  the duts  of the tr ial  court  to entertain 
an objection to their  admission on a motion fe r  their exclusion, and to 
consider and decide the question as then presented, even where P motion 
to return the papers may have been denied before trial. A d e  of prae- 
tiee must not be allowed for any teehnieai leason to prwai i  Over a 
canatitutianal right.', 

'*id. at 381.92. 
'1 id. at 393-94. 
" 2 5 6  U.S. 298 (1921). 

I d .  at 312-13. 
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Finall>. in Ag?ieiio v. rn f t ed  Statrs*' where. although he knew of 
the government's possession of the seized narcotics, the accused 
did not seek its return before trial, the Court overruled its own 
Judgment in Adnms.95 

B. RATIOSALE 

Though the e x d u s i m a ~  rule w a s  thus established, the under- 
lying rationale of the rule was not clear. Was the evidence ex- 
cluded because its use would violate the Fifth Amendment? The 
Court  in Gaitled and A ~ n e l l o ,  reasoning from B o y d ,  held that it 
would. Was the evidence excluded because to use it would violate 
the Fourth Amendment? The Coue ~n W e e k s  and S i l re r thomP 
said it would. Was W e e k s  really based on a Fourth Amendment 
duty not to use the evidence or on a duty to return the seized prop- 
erty? Early l o w r  court cases leaned toward the latter r i e x 2 '  FVas 
the rule an essential ingredient of the Fourth .Amendment pro- 
tection or merely a judicially created rule? W e e k s  seemed t o  take 
the former view but ri7oijZ8 indicated the latter. \Vas the rule 
really an additional remedy to repair an injury ta one whose 
house was searched. or a device to enforce future obedience to 
the mandate of the Fourth Amendment? Wolf viewed it as the 
former. 

The answers to  ttiese questions bear a vital relationship to the 
question, ' T h o  has Standing to Invoke the Rule?" If one views 
the rule as based on the Fifth Amendment right against self-in- 
crimination, the benefit of the rule may be restricted to  the person 
from whom the incriminating evidence was obtained. The exclu- 
sion of the evidence would essentially prevent this man from 

" 2 6 9  U S  20 (19261. 
" S a  concluded Judge Cardona in People V. Defore, 212 3 Y 13, 160 N.E. 

685 (1926). 
"Silverthrone Lumber Ca. Y .  Cmted Stater, 251 U.S. 365 (19201. This 

is the czse which gave blrth to the "fruit of  the p o x a n  tree" doctrine. The 
defendant, being B corporation. *SI not protected by the Fifth Amendment. 
Hale Y ,  Henkel, 201 U.S. 43 (1906). An unlawful search had produced eer- 
b i n  paperr. Copies were made and the ariginsls returned. On the basis of 
the copies B subpoena duces tecum ~ 8 %  iaaued t o  produce the originals. JIr 
Justice Holmes speaking for the Court held the subpoena inralid a i  having 
been based an the knowledge gained in the ~Ilegal search. "The eaaence of 
a prorirron forbidding the acgumifion of evidence in B certain way is that 
not merely eiidence ID acquired rhsll not be used before the court .  but that 
it shaii not be used at  sil." Siiwrthorne Lumber Co. ,, United States, 5d?m" 
at  392. 
Cannallp V. JIedalie, 58 F.2d 629 (2d Cir. 1932)  

Is W a i f s .  Colorado, 338 C.8. 25 (1949). 
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being incriminated by the illegally obtained evidence. If one can- 
wives of Weeks as based upon the duty to  return the illegally 
seized property, the benefit of the rule may be restricted to the 
person from whom the evidence was illegally obtained. If one 
v i e w  the rule as designed to provide an  additional remedy for 
the wrong done in obtaining the property, the benefit of the mle 
may be restricted to the person wronged. 

To restrict standing to  one entitled to the return of the p r o p  
erty is today clearly untenable.*g Indeed, i t  should have been 
untenable from the start  in view of the fact that  the item sup- 
pressed in Agxello was contraband narcotics which no one had 
a right to have returned. 

To restrict standing to one wronged by the illegal search, on the 
ground that the rule is a remedy as was indicated in Wolf,  ~ e e m s  
to be untenable in view af the clear statement in Elkins v .  United 
Statesao that  

The rule is calculated to prevent, not repair. Itl pntpose IS to deter-to 
compel respect for the eonatitutional guaranty in the only effectively 
available way-by removing the incentive to disregard it. . . .? 
The still troublesome question is whether standing may be 

restricted to  a defendant who was searched an the grounds that 
only as to him would the use of such evidence be a violation of 
the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. This ques- 
tion seemed to have been answered in the negative in M a p p  9. 
Ohio.3' Wolf 9. Colorado8s had held that although the Fourth 
Amendment protection was available through the Fourteenth 
Amendment against state action, the exclusionary rule was not an 
essential ingredient of the Amendment. Twining v .  New Jersey?' 
and Adamson u .  Californiaas had held tha t  the Fifth Amendment 
right against self-incrimination was not available through the 

"See Tmpiano V. United States, 834 U.S. 699 (1948); United States V.  

8 .  as4 u s. 206 i166n!. 
Jeffera, 342 U S  48 (1961) 

,~ I ~~ 

'I Id.  at 217. These remarks are directed at such remedies, more of a ei\,il 
nature, as are designed ta compensate one for an injury. However, the word 
"remedy" can and 18 frequently vaed to refer to society's remedy, e g., 
punishinz the mliceman for his .mons, desiened to orevent future violations 
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Fourteenth Amendment as a protection against state action. In 
M n p p  the Court was asked to overturn so much of Waif as had 
held that the exclusionary rule was not such an essential ingredient 
of the right against unreasonable searches and seizures that the 
Fourteenth Amendment required its application in state courts. 
The majority of the Court did just that. Four Justices, Chief 
Justice Xarren ,  Justices Clark, Douglas and Brennan, viewed the 
ex~ lu~mnary  rule as an essential part of’the Fourth Amendment. 
These Justices did not express the view that the Fourth Amend- 
ment needed the help of the Fifth Amendment in order to justify 
the exclusionary rule. To do so would seem to require the Justices 
to go a step further and hold that at  least so much of the Fifth 
Amendment as was needed to sustain the exclusionary ruie also 
was applicable through the Fourteenth Amendment to state action. 
This might hare required a reconsideration of Twining and 
Adnnson. Xr. Justice Black, however. did feel required to explain 
that he w a s  still not persuaded that the Fourth .4mendment stand- 
ing alone would be enough to bar t h i  introduction of evidence but 
that, when considered together with the Fifth Amendment ban 
against compelled self-incrimination, exclusion is required. Justice 
Black did not here express the view that the Fifth Amendment 
protection was applicable to the states but, of course, he had 
dissented in Twining. 

Another reason for believing that the other four Justices in 
the majority viewed the exclusionary mle as applying against 
state action without the help of the Fifth Amendment is that  three 
of them had previously expressed the view that the Fifth .4mend- 
rnent is applicable to state action. In Cohan 2’. X t ~ l e y , ~ o  Chief 
Justice Warren, and Justices Douglas and Brennan, in addition 
to Justice Black, all in dissent, expressed. that  view. I t  would 
seem, therefore, that since these four believed the Fifth Amend- 
ment applicable to state action, if they all believed the exclusionary 
rule needed the help of the Fifth,  that  view could have been 
expressed in the main M a p p  opinion. That would have left Mr. 
Justice Clark to concur on the ground that although the Fifth 
Amendment did not apply through the Fourteenth Amendment 
to state action, the exclu~ionaw rule as embodied in the Fourth 
Amendment alone did not need the help of the Fifth Amendment. 

Whatever confidence one may have felt, on the basis of M a p p  
that the exclusionary rule relied solely on the Fourth Amendment, 

“S66U.S.  117 (19611. 
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was severely shaken in Malloy v .  Hogan." In Malloy the Court 
reconsidered Twining and held that the Fifth Amendment right 
against compulsory self-incrimination was also protected against 
the states by the Fourteenth Amendment. As part  of its argument 
to this conclusion the Court utilized Mapp to fortify its conclusion, 
saying: 

Mspp held that the Fifth Amendment privilege against seif.inerimina. 
tion implemented the Fourth Amendment in such eases, and that the two 
marantees of peismai security conjoined in the Fourteenth Amendment 
t o  make the exciueioniry rule obligatory upon the States. . . ." 
Such a holding is hard to find in Mopp. Indeed, the author of 

Mapp opinion, Jlr. Justice Clark, joined in the dissent in Mallog 
saying, 

[Nlothing m Mspp supports the statement, ante, p. 8, that the Fifth 
Amendment was part of the baain for extending the exclusionary N i e  
to the States. . , .I' 
One further case sheds some light on whether there is really 

any necessary connection between the exclusionary N I ~  and the 
Fifth Amendment. In  Linkletter V .  Walker the question raised 
was whether Mapp was to be given retrospective effect, Were state 
court convictions before Mapp to be overturned on the ground that 
the state court did not use the exclusionary rule to exclude eri- 
dence obtained in an illegal search? Seven members of the Supreme 
Court held that Mapp was not to be given retrospeetive applica- 
tion. Justices Black and Douglas dissented. The two opinions seem 
to view the exolusionary rule quite differently. The majority 
seemed not to view the rule as concerned with a defendant's right 
to a fair  trial," whereas the dissent viewed it  as one of the "trial 
protections guaranteed by the Constitution.'' The Court consid- 
ered that the determination to apply or not to apply a decision 
retrospectively turned on "the prior history of the rule in question. 
its purpose and effect, and whether retrospective operation will 
further or retard its operation.''a Reeounting the  histbry of the 
rule the Court found that consistent with that history: 

Mlapp had as ita prime pulp~lie the enforcement of the Fourth Amend- 
ment through the inclusion of the exelusianary rule within ita righta. 

This, It was found, w ~ l i  the only effective deterrant to lawlcns pdiec 
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action. Indeed, all of the cases since Wolf ~ q u i r i n g  the e ~ ~ l u s m n  of 
illegal evidence ha,e been bawd on the necessity for an effective deter- 
rent to Illegal pullce action. . . .? 

Considering this purpose the Court went on to conclude: 
We cannot 38) tha t  this pnrpase would be advanced h i  making the rule 
retrorpeefiue. The miaeonduet of the police prior to hlapp has already 
occurred and will not be corrected by releasing the p ~ i i o n e r s  in- 
ialred.  . . . Finally, the ruptured priiaey af the victims' hampa and 
effects cannot he restored. R e p d t i m  comer too late." 

The opinion's implication that the exclusionary rule is not re- 
lated to a defendant's right to a fa i r  trial, thus, not related to the 
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, was clearly 
,perceived by the dissent. Soting that the Court's basic reason for  
not giving M n p p  retrospective effect was the deterrent purpose of 
the exclusionary rule, lfr. Justice Black said, 

The inference I gather from these repeated statements IS tha t  the m l e  
not B rlght or p r n ~ l e g e  accorded to defendants charged with crime 

hut IP a sori of B pvnmhment against officers in order ta keep them from 
d e p r w n g  people of  their  can%titutional right-. . . ." 

Further on he alludes to "the undoubted implication of today's 
opinion that the rule is not a safeguard for  defendants." (' Knaw- 
ing Mr. Justice Black's reliance on the Fifth .4mendment to give 
the exclusionam rule force, his distaste fa r  this implication is 
understandable. If the exclusionary rule were a Fifth Amendment 
right guaranteeing an accused a fa i r  trial under an accusatorial 
system,'n then a retrospective application of the exclusionary rule 
in state courts would hare been necessary Indeed, the majority 
would have so applied it. 

C. SCMMARY 

M'hile the rationale for the exclusionary rule is not yet crystal 
clear. the followmg seems to sum up the Supreme Court position. 

The Fourth Amendment right of the people to be secure 
against unreasonable searches imposes B correlative duty upon the 
courts to exclude the fruits af such a search. This duty exists not- 
withstanding the fact  that the legislature may provide criminal 

" I d .  at 636-87. 
Id.  nt 637 

: : I d  at 649 
lbid 

"See id. a t  639. 
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penalties to deter such unlawful invasions,'Q and notwithstanding 
the fact that  the executive has a duty to deter such unlawful 
a ~ t s . ~ O  It would seem that this duty is in a sense founded on the 
fact that  the right against unreasonable search is a constitutional 
right of all the people. The legislature cannot deprive a person of 
it. Surely the executive cannot either. Hopefully, they would not 
tv. The public love of liberty w u l d  prevent any attempt. It would 
spur both branches of the government to make the protection real. 
But if i t  does not, if the legislature, the executive and the majority 
are indifferent to this right, the right is not lost because the 
judiciary's duty to protect constitutional rights remains. This i t  
does in the form of refusing to give effect to unconstitutional 
acts." 

The exercise of the duty of the courts is not to make reparation 
to a defendant whose privacy has been invaded but to prevent 
future invasions of others' right to privacy. Their purpose is to 
deter by denying the incentive to carry aut unconstitutional 
searches. One incentive is the use of the fruits of the search as 
evidence in a trial. Thus, this incentive is removed by excluding 
the evidence from trial. 

The right to be f-ee from unreasonable search is the right of 
all the people. The courts' correlative duty to uphold that right 
is a duty to all the people. If the right of privacy of anyone i s  
violated and the government seeks t o  use the evidence obtained 
against anyone, the courts' duty ta exclude the evidence logically 
remains the same-to deter such invasions by removing the in- 
centive. 

Why if this analysis is correct, should a particular defendant 
have to show tha t  his Fourth Amendment right to privacy was 
violated in order to have standing to call upon a court to do its 
duty and exclude the evidence? Should he not have standing to 
ask the court to exclude evidence illegally obtained from another? 
I t  is submitted that an  answer to this question is not to be found 
by inquiry into a defendant's rights to a fair  trial such as his 
Fifth Amendment right not to be required to incriminate himself. 

See generally, Taft,  Protecting the Publie f rom M a p p  Y. Ohio Without 
Amendm0 the Conatitution, 50 A.B A.J. 816 I l 8 6 0 ,  

For an excellent auggeaban ior independent r e ~ i e w  boards reaponnible 
to the executive, SR Burger, Who Will Watch the Watchman, 14 A M  U L. 
REV. 1 11864). 

SR, generslly, Pound, Judmal Rraiew' I t s  Role m Intorgoaernmrnlal 
Reiaftoni, 50 GEO. L. J. 663 (1962):  Fahy, Judird  Review of Ezerutive 
Action, 50 CEO. L. J. 708 11862). 
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The rule is not a right or pririlepe accorded to a defendant 
charged with crime.'* I t  is not a right against self-incrimination. 
a right to a fair  trial. a means of repairing the injury done or a 
means of obtaining return of his propertv. The answer, if there 
is one, is to be found by inquiry into the courts' limitations on 
whom it  will permit to litigate constitutional questions. This in- 
quiry is treated in part  11'. infra, after a discussion of the stand- 
ing requirement? as they hare developed with respect to unlaw- 
ful searches and seizures under the confused state of the law as 
to  the rationale for the exclusionav rule. 

111. WHO HAS STASDISG TO ISVOKE THE RULE?  

A. T H E  LAW' BEFORE J O S E S  1' I ' S ITED STATES 

Although the exclusionary rule had begun its development in 
1914 in W e e k s .  or perhaps m early as 1886 in Boyd.  even ar late 
as 1942 the Supreme Court had not been called upon to decide who 
had standing to invoke the rule. The development of Iimita- 
tions on standing took place in the lower courts. In 1942 in Gold- 
stein L. L'nited the Supreme Court  restricted standing 
to complain of Federal Communications Act violations to the 
parties to the telephone conversation illepaliy intercepted and 
divulged. In  so dainp. the C o u r t  alluded to the lower court's limita- 
tion on standing to complain of Fourth Amendment violations. 

While this court  has never been called upan t o  decide the point. the fed- 
eral courts I" numerou~ C B J ~ J ,  and with unanimity, have denied i tand- 
m g  t o  m e  not the i i c t im a i  the unconififutimsl rearch and seizure to 
a b l e r  t o  the m:roduetian m evidence of tha t  a h x h  VBI seized." 

I t  is not difficult to understand haw the early lower court  cases 
could thus limit standmp. The rationale for the exclusionary rule 
was not clear. The cour t s  tended, as seems the normal approach. 
to look to the particular litigant's rights conceiving its duty in 
relation thereto. rather than looking to its O I I ~  duty in the first 
instance and performing that du ty  If a court  takes the latter ap- 
proach, its duty need not be conceived of as exercised for the bene- 

. ..... e~ V. Waiher, 381 C S 618 (19631 ib) implication). 
.s. 114 ( i e 4 2 1 .  

121. iFoatnote omitred.) The three members dinaentinr. Chief " I d .  sl 
Justice Stone, and Juliticeb Frankfurter nnd Jlurphi,  thought this rerfric- 
t ion appeamd inconaintent with the policy basis fa r  the rile. They sa.d.  ' I t  
k evident tha t  to allow the Government to use eviderce obtained in violatian 
of rhe Fourth Amendment against partlea not w i t m i  a f  rhe u n c ~ n s i i f ~ t i a n a l  
aeareh and m m r e  IS ro a i i w  the Government to prodl by Its wrong and 
b reduce ~n laipe meallre the proteelion of the .4rnendment." Id a t  127 n 4 .  
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fit of the iitigant's rights, although he may incidentally benefit 
from it. 

The case of Xaycood  c. United States 66 i s  an interesting ex- 
ample. The defendants were the officers of the "Industrial Work- 
ers of the World," a corporate organization which printed various 
pamphlets which many thought were treasonous. The Department 
of Justice raided a number of offices in various cities. The raids 
were unconstitutionally made. The evidence obtained was ad- 
mitted in evidence over objections. The court looked to  the parties' 
rights. I t  determined that the rights under the Fifth Amend- 
ment were nitnesses' rights and since the parties were not com- 
I  elled to be witnesses, their rights were not violated. Boyd was 
read as merely protecting one from having a congressional law 
convert a refusal to produce books and papers into a confession 
of the prosecution's allegations. The court viewed Weeks as rest- 
ing on the fact that the property should have been returned to 
its owner. Here the defendant sought to suppress the use of evi- 
dence though he had no right to its return because the property 
"had never been in his possession and was not taken from his 
person or home or piace of business."s' The organization was not 
on trial and the seizure of its property did not violate defendants' 
rights. Such a narrow reading of Weeks was not uncommon.67 

In Remnus v .  Cnited Stntrs.58 citing Haywood, the court clearly 
set forth the proposition. 

If this search warrant was ~llegal,  and the search and semre eonati. 
tuted an i n ~ a i i o n  of John Gehrum's conititvfianni nghfr ,  i t  certainly 
eouid not affect the emsf i tu t imsl  rights of the other defendants, the 
p n w c )  of whose homes was not inrsded, nor eould they be heard to 
complain tha t  the constitutional r ights of Gehrvm had been forcibly and 
uniaufuliy 3iolated. . . . 

This evidence WBS excluded by the court, . . , upon the theory tha t  in 
the obtaining of this eiidenee Gehmm's canstitutianal r ights had been 
Invaded, and for tha t  reason he was entitled to the return of the prop- 
erty,  and eavid not be compelled to produce it 8 s  wldence against  
himself.'* 

The court looked to the litigants' rights and found that none other 
than one Gehrum had a right to regain the property, nor, as to the 

"268 Fed. 795 (7th Cir. 1920). 
= I d .  at 804. 
"See, e.#., Connolly V. Madaiie, 58 F.2d 629 (2d C i r .  18321. Even the 

reverend Judge Learned Hand wewed the exclusionary rule as a earollsry 
of m e ' s  right t o  rewin  pohsesian of property. '* 291 Fed 501 (6th Cir.  1928). 
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others, could the evidence be self-incriminating. Only Gehmm, 
whose premises were searched and \Those property was seized 
had a Fifth Amendment right against self-incnmination. 

Cases like these abounded in the lower courts, and, the Supreme 
Court apparently approving them in Goldstein,6o the case of 
McDonald c. L'nited States 61 came as B surprise. XcDonald and 
Washington were co-defendants. McDonald had rented a room. 
At the time of the unlawful search, 1Vashlngton was in the room 
with him. The Court held that the evidence illegally obtained 
should not have been used a t  trial, and that its use was preju- 
dicial to both McDonald and Washington The Court  without 
citation. said: 

E\en though we ariume. without deciding. tha t  Washington, who >\as a 
p e s t  of >IeDonald. had no right a i  privacy tha t  %as broken when the 
officer3 searched >IcDonals? room without a warrant. we think tha t  the 
denial of >leDonald'r motion was error tha t  was prejudicial to U'ash- 
ingron 8.3 well. , , , I f  the papert )  had been returned t o  JIcDonald, It 
would not have been available f o r  use a t  the m a l .  . . .I" 

The case could have been read as yivinF standing to one against 
whom illegally obtained evidence was used without an inquiry into 
whether his rights of privacy were violated. Hawever. it was 
read mom narron.1~ merely to confer standing on one co-defend- 
ant to seek a benefit from the fact that  the other had been im- 
properly denied his motion for the return of his 

The Court, in LTnited Stotrs  F .  J e f f e r ~ . ~ '  extended standing 
further to one who had no interest in the premises searched. The 
lower courts were unclear on the point. One case $6 had held that 
ownership of the seized property was enough to confer standing 
to complain of the illegal search of another's premises In Jrf i rrs  
the premises searched were rented by the defendant's aunts. He 
had their permission to use the premises. but, of course. not for 
storing narcotics. He was not on the premises when the illegal 
search occurred, nor were his aunts He had been there Some time 
m the past and had hidden Some narcotics He made a timely mo- 
tion to suppress the narcotics, claiming ownership of it. His mo- 
tion was denied. The Court of Appeals reversed." The gorern- 
ment appealed 

" S e e  note 63 8 u p r v  and accompanginq text 
'I 333; L' S 451 (19181 
I" I d .  at  456 

- 3 4 2  V S 48 ( 1 9 5 1 )  
"See Pielow v United States. 8 F.2d 482 (9th C i r  19251 
" S e e  Jefferi I Enired States,  187 F.2d 498 (D C. C.r. 18GO) o V d .  342 

u.s 48 (19il) 
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In  the lower court the government argued that  a search is 
illegal only as to the person whose right to privacy is invaded. 
Thus, one not an owner or in possession of the premises had no 
right that  was violated on which to base standing. The Court of 
Appeals rejected this concept. It viewed the question of the 
illegality of the search a s  separate from the question of standing. 
The majority concluded that  ownership af the property seized 
gave standing to challenge the.legality of a search of another's 
premises. 

saying: 
The Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals decision 

The Government arguer, however, tha t  the search did not invade re- 
spondent's p r i \aes  and tha t  he. therefore, iaeked the neceisary standing 
to suppress the evidence seized. The significant act ,  it  says, is the seizure 
of the goods of the respondent without P w a n s n t .  We do not believe the 
events are so easily iwlable. Rather they are bound together by m e  
sole purpose-to locate and 6&e the narcotics of respondent. The search 
and seiwre are, therefore, incapable of being untied. To hold tha t  this 
aeareh and seizure were lawful as to the respondent would permit B 
quibbling distinction to orertvrn B p~ine ip le  which WBQ designed to pro- 
tect B fundamental r ight.  The respondent unquestionably had standing 
to object to the seizure without B warrant  or arrest unless the contra- 
band nature of the narcotics seised precluded his assertion, far purposes 
of the exelunionan rule, a i  a property interest therein."' 

JeBers made it clear that  a defendant had standing to complain 
of the violation of another's hame though he was not himself 
on the premises. This is consistent with the deterrent purpose of 
the exclusionary rule. Yet the Court's allusion to the fact that  
the search and seizuE were bound together for one sole pur~ose-  
to locate and seize the narcotics of the respondent- preserves, in 
a sense, the Goldstein limitation of standing to "victims" of the 
search and seizure.18 

The other leg of the case was whether one could claim standing 
on the basis of ownership of contraband narcotics even though 
under the law no property rights could exist therein.'Q This ques- 
tion was disposed of on the basis of Tmpiano  v ,  United States 10 

which held that  it was error to  refuse a motion to suppress even 
though, since the evidence was contraband, the movant had no 
right to have it returned to them. Tmpiano and Jeffers made it 

"United Staten V. Jeffern, 342 U.S. 48, 52 (1951). 

*' Int .  Rev. Code of 1939, ch. 2 ,  5 3116, 53 Stat.  362. 
"534 U.S. 698 (19481, 

See note 54 supra and accompanying text. 
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clearly untenable to assert that the exclusionary rule was a corol- 
lary to one's right to regain his property. 

I t  was also clear after Je.ffers that one had standing to complain 
of a search if he had either an interest in the premises searched 
OT an interest in the property seized. However, the nature of 
the interest one needed u-as not clear. 

The requisite interest in the premises was said to he that of a 
"lessee 01 licensee."'l Possibly "dominion" would suffice.12 or 
perhaps ''ownership in or right to possession of the premises" 
mas necessar~ . '~  On the other hand, however, standing was 
denied to mere "guests" and "invites.".' The requisite interest in 
the property seized was said to be its ownership or a proprietary 
or possessory interest.75 

Both of these tests were difficult to apply. The determination 
of the requisite interest in the premises took the codrts into the 
m a s  of subtle property law distinctions obviously unrelated to the 
deterrent purpose of the exclusionary mle. The requisite interest 
in the property seized was perilous to assert. The property seized 
was to be used against the defendant because his connection with 
it was logically relevant to prove his crime. By asserting a claim 
to the property the defendant had t o  hear the risk that he was 
thus establishing that necessary connection. These two aspects 
of the standing problems were dealt with in Jonas v. CnLted 
States.-6 

B. J O S E S  V .  C X I T E D  STATES 

In this most significant case the defendant was charged with 
having purchased, sold. dispensed. and distributed narcotics. At 
the time of the search he was in the apartment. I t  was not his 
apartment but that of a friend. This friend was not in the apart- 
ment when the search \vas conducted. He had given Jones per- 

"Ses. 9.8. ,  United Staler v De Bounl. 32 F.2d 902 (D. Mans. 1529).  
"See. e g ,  Stesber Y. United States, 198 F Id  615, 617 (10th C i r  1 9 5 2 ) ;  

MeMiilan V. United States, 26 F 2d 68, 60 (8th Cir. 1828) 
"See. e.g., Jeflers Y .  Cnited Staten, 187 F Id 498, 501 (DC. Cir. l 9 5 @ r ,  

offd.342 U.S .48  (1951).  
See, e.g. ,  Gmkm I United Stater, 21s F.2d 47, 48 (D.C. Cir.  19%,  

Gibson Y. United Staten,  149 F.2d 381, 384 (D.C. Clr.  19451 i In re Narierta, 
125 F.2d 924 (Zd Cir. 1942). 

is See w., United States V. Chieppa. 241 P2d 685 ( P d  Cir. 1967!, Vnited 
States Y. Friedman, 168 F .  SYpp. 786 (D.N.I.  1958). 

" 3 6 2  U.S 267 (ISM). 
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mission to use the apartment and had loaned him a key for  this 
purpose. 

The government challenged Jones’ standing to move for  the 
suppression of the narcotics seized in the search on the grounds 
that  he alleged neither (1) an interest in the apaltment greater 
than that  of an “invitee or guest” nor (2) ownership of the seized 
articles. 

The Court held that Jones had sufficient interest in the premises 
to challenge the search. I t  said: 

I t  is unneeessaw and ill-advised to import into the law surrounding the 
eonstifvtianal r ight  to be free from unre8mnahie search and seisurea 
subtie distinctions [ a i  the common law of private property], . . , 

. . No just interest of the Government in the effective and vigomus 
enforcement of the criminal iaw will be hampered by recognizing t ha t  
anyone legitimately on premises where a search ~ e e u r s  may challenge its 
legality by way of a motion to ~uppre99, when its f m i t s  m e  proposed to 
be used against  him. . , .? 

This leg of the opinion, as f a r  as it granted standing to complain 
of a search an the basis of the defendant’s legitimate presence on 
the premises searched, helps to avoid the unnecessary confusion 
caused by importing subtle property law distinctions into the 
law an search and seizure. In a sense, however, it  does not go 
as f a r  as Jeflers which had gkanted standing to one not even on 
the premises. Of course, to claim standing on the basis of Jeffers 
one had to claim an interest in the property seized. 

The Court in Jones, dealing with the government’s second 
ground for challenging defendant’s standing-that he had not 
alleged the requisite interest in the property-sought to resolve 
the problem defendants had of choosing one h a m  of a dilemma. 
This dilemma had been described by Judge Learned Hand in 
Connoily F. Medalie.‘n He said: 

Men mag xmce a t  admitting that  they were the omern. or in pmicssion, 
of contraband property:  may wish a t  once to secure the remedies of a 
possession, and avoid the peril of the part; but equivoention will not 
aerve. If they come a i  victims, they must take on that  rob, with enovgh 
detail to east  them withhont question. The petitionera a t  bat shrank from 
that  predicament; but they were obliged to choose one h a m  of the 
dilemma.” 

Some said that  the dilemma was unconstitutional in that it eom- 

“Id .  a t  286.67, 
‘I 58 F.2d 629 ( Id  Cir. 1932). 

I d .  at 630. 
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pelied a defendant t o  incriminate himself.80 In cnlted States 7 . .  

Priedmme' it was urged that the fact that  the government 
charged a man with possession af the seized article estopped it 
from denying possession. The district court rejected this "ingeni- 
ous" argument. In Jones, the Supreme Court did not find the 
argument so "ingenious." but thought the government's argument 
to the contrary rather ingenious "eleganta juris." The Court said: 

The same element in this prosemtian which has caused B dilemma, l e . ,  
tha t  poisession horh ~ o n i i c f s  and confers standing. ellminates any neces- 
si ty fo r  B prelimmars showing of  an Interest ~n the p r e m ~ e s  =arched or 
the propert) relied, which IS ,rdinarily required uhen atanding is 
challenged. . . . 

. [Tlo hold to the contrary,  tha t  is, to hold tha t  peiilioner'3 failure 
to acknowledge i n t e r e ~ t  I" the ~ ~ C O I I C I  or the premise8 preiented hir 
attack "pan the search, a d d  be to permit the Government to h a w  the 
advantage of contradictory position% as a basis for coniietion. Pet>- 
tioner'r convietian Roar from his posseision of the narcotics a t  the t ime 
of the search. Yet the fruits bf that search, upnil which eonvietion de. 
pends. were admitted in evidence on the ground tha t  petitioner did not 
have poriession of rhe narcotics ai  tha t  time. The p r m c ~ t i o n  here thus 
subjected the defendant t o  the penalties meted out t o  m e  in lawless pos- 
sewon r h h  refusing him the remedies designed for m e  in tha t  situa- 
tion. If IS not eonionant with the amenifiei, to put it mildly, of the 

. 

adrmnistratlon of ~rirninal ~ust ice  B 88nclmn such squarely o n t r a -  
dictor) assertions of pouer by the Gmernment.  The poswssion on the 
basis of which petitioner 15 t o  be and ?as convicted suffices to give him 
atanding. . , .Is 

The potential for growth in the law of standing inherent in 
Jonis  is great. Is seems to hare set up a new basis for standing 
which cuts across considerations of interests in premises searched 
or property seized. At least one charged with unlawful possession 
of contraband need not allege an interest in the premises or the 
contraband. I t  goes even further, far Jones was not charged with 
unlawful possession, 8s such. Conviction, however, flowed from 
his PomeSsion of the narcotics. Could not such a rationale confer 
standing whenever the government seeks to use the evidence 
against a defendant? The fruit  of the search is almost always 
offered by the government on the basis of same logical connection 
with the defendant. Could that connection not confer standing? 

In trying to determine to whom Jones could extend standing 
to object, cognizance must be taken of Mr.  Justice Frankfurter's 
mtroductory language. He did feel that  eases like Jones presented 
a special problem, but speaking of the standing requirement gen- 
eraiiy, he said: 
'I See Edwards,  Shnding  to Suppress (InieoJanobly Sezrrd Ewdinrr, 47 

Nw. U. L. REV. 471, 486-88 (1952).  
'I 166 F. Supp. 786 ( D . S . J .  1958).  
pJones Y .  United States, 362 U.S. 257, 263-64 (19601. 
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In order to qualify 88 a "person aggrieved by an uniauiv l  search and 
~ i z u r e "  m e  must have been B victim of B search 01 seizure, one against  
whom the ieareh was directed, a8 dmlmgunhed from o m  r h o  elsims 
prejudice only through the use of evidence gathered as a consequence af 
a search or seimre directed a t  mmeone else. Rule 41(e) applies t h e  
generai principle tha t  B party will not be heard to claim a constitu. 
tional protection uniere he "belongs to the cia86 fa r  whose sake the eon. 
stitutionai protection 18 given? , , . The restrictions upon search and 
s e i z u ~ e  were obi,iausly designed for pmteebon against  official invasion 
of priuaey and the security of property. They are not exclusionary pro- 
visions against  the admission of kinda of evidence deemed inherently 
unreliable or prejudicial. The exclusion in federal  tr ials of eridence 
otherwise competent but gathered by federal  officials in violation of the 
Four th  Amendment 1s a means fo i  making effective the pmteetion of 

Ordinarily, then, it 1s entirely proper to require of one who seeks to 
challenge the legality of a search as the basis for suppressing relevant 
evidence tha t  he aiiege, and if the allegation be diaputed tha t  he estab 
iish, tha t  he himseil m s  the victim of an invasion of privacy. But  prase- 
cution8 like thi3 m e  have presented B apeciai problem. . . ./' 
By this language the Court  indicated it was not making a 

complete break with the past; it  was not doing away with a 
standing requirement. Yet, this language carries the  distinct im- 
piication that  standing to complain is based on the broad con- 
siderations of who should be permitted to litigate constitutional 
questions. 

priuaey. 

C. THE LAW AFTER JONES V .  EYITED STATES 

Consideration of the cases after Jones is complicated by the 
fact that  the courts do not often isolate the b d i s  on which 
standing is held to exist. The various bases frequently overlap 
in a particular case. There is ample confusion and much of it 
is caused by the lack of a consistent application of the rationale 
for  the exclusionary rule. 

1. The Requisite Interest in the Premises Searched. 
To the degree that  Jones extended standing to "guests" it did 

so only a s  f a r  as they were "iawfuliy on the premises." Jones was 
on the premises a t  the time of the search. What if one were 
a guest but not on the premises during the search? In B u r p  u ,  
United States:' a prosecution based on possession of narcotics, 
the defendant was a "house guest" of a Miss Wright. Both were 

" I d .  at 261. 
" 8 3 3  F.2d 210 (9th Cir. 1964). 
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arrested while away from the premises. There was evidence that 
Miss Kright gave her consent to the search. The opinion does 
not indicate whether defendant claimed any interest in the 
propertr seized. The "house guest" was granted standinc to 
object to the fruit  of the search. I t  could he argued that the case 1s 

explainable as a narcotics po~ses~ ion  prosecution: however. the 
eaurt did not utilize that rationale. The court went even further to 
hold that though Miss Wright's consent could authorize the 
search of her property. she could not Eiue such consent as would 
legalize the search af her "house guest." The court analogized 
from Gnitrd S t a t e s  F .  where it was held that a land- 
lord's consent to  the search of a tenant's apartment was insuffi- 
cient t o  legitimize the search The logical fallacy inherent in treat- 
ing the question of standing to litigate the legality of B search 
as the same question as the legality of the search was corrected on 
rehearing.80 I t  was concluded that,  although the "hause guest" had 
standing to complain of the search. the normal tenant's consent 
was suficient to legalize the search. The case was a step beyond 
loaes. 

Walker v. Pepparsack$' was not a narcotics possession ease so 
perhaps it is a clearer extension of Jones. The charge was armed 
robbery of watches. The defendant had actually been living in 
the apartment for a time as a guest, but he was not an the 
premises during the search. There was no indication he claimed 
a possessory interest in the staien watches. The c o u r t  believed 
that <ones and Jeflers nhen read together granted standing- 
Jonas gave Standing to "guests" and Jeffers  to one off the prem- 
ises. The court could have found that Jones did not require an 
interest in the premises searched or a claim to possession of the 
item seized if possession w.as a basis for conviction. and thus ex- 
tend the "possession convicts'' aspect of Jones. As written it must 
be taken as extending the "interest in the premises" aspect of 
Jones. 

The Jones case has also had an impact on the question of who 
has standing to complain about a search of a corporation's prem- 
ises. In Heiizel 2.. Cnittd States,h8 standing was granted to a Sole 
stockholder-president who worked in the office of the better 
part of the, day and prepared most the hooks and papers 
seized. The charge was mail fraud. The defendant was not a t  
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the office nhen  i t  was searched. The court thought that  same of 
the language in Jones could not he carried too far.  For instance, 
while this defendant m s  the "victim" of the search in the 
sense that he was the one against whom the search was directed, 
in the language af Jones .  if that language were used as the sole 
test. it would deny standing to a husband to complain of the 
search of his home which was "directed against" his wife. Further. 
if Jones were restricted to one "legitimateiy on the premises," 
it would not cover this defendant. Yet, comparing their respective 
interests in the searched premises, this defendant has B greater 
claim to standing than Jones had. On this basis standing was 
granted. The court  added the caveat that this does not extend 
standing t o  all employees. 

Another employee was granted standing in Foster Z. United 
S tn tm-9  The charge w a s  unha-ful possession of an adding ma- 
chine stolen from an interstate shipment. The premises searched 
was a tarern managed by the defendant's wife. The defendant 
was not there during the search and made no claim to the prop- 
erty. He was deemed to hare had sufficient interest In the premises 
to confer standing. .4ctually, the opinion is not clear. The court 
mentioned, but without emphasis, that  the charge w a s  unlawful 
possession of stolen goods. The case-might very well be treated 
as having based standing an the "possession convicts" aspect of 
Jories. 

According to Jones the interests in the premises searched must 
be a t  least a. laivful interest, i . e . ,  "laiufuily on the premises." What 
if the premises searched is a stolen vehicle? The court in Simpson 
v ,  United Statas 90 granted standing to an autc thief. The gov- 
ernment challenged standing on the ground the defendant did not 
own the vehicle. The c o u r t  rather humorously, rejected this, 
saying: 

Federal officers could search ears at r i l l  and. of a11 defendants prose. 
euted for automobile theft. only those a h o  actually owned the automD- 
biles could raise Fovrth Amendment objections successfully. . . 

Though the court did find that the defendant had claimed a posses- 
sory interest in the vehicle, its remarks are as apt without it. In 
an  additional opinion denying a request fo r  a rehearing, the court 
also emphasized the nature of the prosecution as one in which 
possession convicts as another basis for standing. 

/" 261 F.2d 310 18th Cir. 1960). 
'"46 F.Zd291 (10th Cir. 19651. 

I d .  at 294. But see  Williams V. United States, 323 F.2d 90 (10th C x  
196S1,  c w t .  denied. 376 U.S 906 (1964) 
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2. The R e g m i t e  Interest ;it the Property Se ized .  
The Jones  case did not purport to lessen the interest one need 

have in the property seized in order to challenge the search and 
seizure. A P O S S ~ S S O ~ ~  interest would suffice.82 

3. Standing as n Vzetim of (I Seoreh. 
The Court I" Jonra alluded to the fact that  in order to have 

ntandine t o  complain of a search and seizure one must have 
been B "nctim"--one against whom a search and seizure is 
directed as distinguished from one who claims prejudice from the 
use of evidence gathered in a search directed at  sameone else It 
is doubtful that this was intended t o  express a n e r  limitaiton on. 
or a new extension of. the law concerning standing. Rather. it was 
probably considered merely as an abstraction of the results of 
prior cases. As a lirnltation It could deny standing to the owner 
of a house when the search was directed a t  another member of 
the family or a. visitor; or as an extension it could confer standing 
on an employee to  complain of a search of corporate premises 
directed a t  him.93 Sonetheless. this language in Jonps  has been 
used a t  least as part of some courts' rationale for confernng 
standing where otherwise i t  might not hare been granted. 

In Wion L .  Cnitrd States,g4 the defendant was charged with 
causing explosives to be sent through the mails, The defendant's 
house was searched. In addition, his Son's automobile was searched 
an the streets not far away. Incriminating widence was taken 
from his house nnd his S O ~ S  automobile. The defendant was 
granted standing to challenge the search of the automobile on 
the ground that the search ''ivas directed a t  The search 
was held to be legal on the basis of the son's consent. 

In Gnited States ez rei. Cof f ry  1.. Fay,* standing was granted 
to challenge the search of the person of another. Coffey had been 
convicted of the burglary of some diamonds. The key evidence 
ivas the stolen diamonds. Coffey and one DeNarmand were 
arrested while out driving in Coffey's car. Each was searched on 
the sidewalk following the arrest. The diamonds were found in 
the possession of DeNormand. Coffey objected to the admission 
of the diamonds. The state challenged his standing an the ground 

*"See e _ _  cited note 76 supra. 
sa  See note 88 mpro  and aceompan)ing text 
"*325 F.2d 420 (10th Cir. 1863) 

I d .  st 423. 
'844 F.2d 625 (2d Clr. 1065). 
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that the diamonds were not taken from his premises or his 
person. The court, relying on the language in Jones, concluded: 

We hold that under these e i r c u m ~ t a n e e ~  the search which brought the 
stolen jewels to light UBS "directed against" Coffey as well  81 
DeNormsnd." 
4. Standing in Prosecutions in which Possession Convicts. 
Jones purports to confer standing an a defendant without a 

showing of an interest in the premises searched or the property 
seized, if conviction of the offense would flow from a showing 
of possession of the seized property, that  is to say if "possession 
convicts." This aspect of the Jones  case seems to have the greatest 
potential for extending standing ta defendants. If the prosecution 
is one based on possession of narcotics, clearly Jones  eontrols.8~ 
But in a narcotics prosecution the defendant may be convicted as 
an aider and abettar without proof that  he had the seized nar- 
cotics an his person or premises. Should standing be granted to 
such a defendant to chalienge the unlawful search of the perpetra- 
tor?  Such a case w a s  Plaiola v ,  United States.O3 The charge was 
bringing fifty-eight pounds af marijuana into the United States, 
and concealing it and facilitating its transportation. The mari- 
Juana was not taken from the defendant's person or premises, 
nor was he in the vehicle from which it was taken. The court 
recognized his standing on the ground that  defendant mas charged 
with bringing the narcotics into the country and it was used 
against him at  trial. The case surely goes a step beyond Jones 
by granting standing to one when it is not his possession that  con- 
Yicts. Of course, when trying a man on the theory of aiding and 
abetting. the charge on its face is the same as it  would be if the 
prosecution theory were based on defendant's possession. I t  is 
not clear just  how f a r  the case goes in view of Bible v .  Cnitad 
States,'oo from the same circuit. In BLble the defendant was 
charged as a principal in the same type of offense. Thus, the charge 
itself did not purport to depend on defendant's possession. The 
narcotics were seized from a confederate's ear which had come 
across the border. The court declined to pass on whether defendant 
had standing because, even assuming he had standing, the search 
was patently legal.1ol 

Jones has been thought by some to extend beyond narcotics 

" I d .  at 628-29. 
"Cantrerss 7 .  United States, 291 F.2d 6 3  (Bbh Cir. 1961): Bourge V. 

"'291 F . l d 5 6  (9th Car. 1961). 
'On 314 F 2d 106 (9th Cir. 1963). 
, ( 'See id. at 107, 

United States, 286 F.2d 124 (5th Cir. 1960). 
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cases when the r h a r p  itself al!eeed unlawful P O S E ~ S E ~ O ~ .  For 
instance, in F o r t e ,  2 ' .  Z',otrd Sta!is.'o* a defendant charged xvith 

the bare c h a r s  of unlaafui possession. For exami,le. in l 'n i ted  
Stntes 7 ,  K a n i g s b m g . " @  the charge \vas unlanful possession of 
goods stolen from interstate commerce. The coii 

Wha t  appellrrfs m e  real'! waling defimfeii. and di 
the! a e r e  caliph[ colci ~r the garnge ri:fh the rro!en 
IP poweri:on of the elaf:%s and therefore they do 
either a right t o  be or the p r e r i s e i  or t o  the clarbes. ippellantr point 
t o  then  mdwtn e ~ t  fo r  p o ~ m s i o n  of mere".and:se sto!en in interitate 
c a m ~ e r c e  a <  br i ig i rg  them, u i fh i r  the _!e of Sarei Y. Vnited 
Stater.  

In  Sone:. by s:stute, proof of p n n s e s m n  was enough t o  c a m l e t .  The 
c o n t r d m g  lax of th:s appea! hsr no sue!? provision or mtimalmn. Poi- 
s e s s m  is o?Jy one element o t  the crime charged. The theft ,  inferefafe 
camrerce knouledge of the their  and the jalue of the stolen clothes all 
were matters of p ~ o o f  by the Government. . . ?"' 

This case read Jonts as narrowlk- as possible. I t  would restrict 
J o n e s  to narcotics cases and \would not extend i t  even to cases 
where unlawful possession was charged. Others. however. go 
beyond both narcotics cases and cases where unlawful ~ossession 
is charged. S m p s o n  1 .  Cmted Stntisloh granted standing to a 
defendant charged with transporting a stolen vehicle over State 
lines. The rehrcle was searched well after his arrest, so the search 

cident to the arrest. The government contended that 

. 310 (8th C l r .  1960)  
see note 89 sicp,.o ana acc"mpar.jlng text. 
345 F 2d 2% ( 2 d  C.r 19651.  
I d .  sf 263 (Waterman, J.. dlsrennngl.  
336 F.2d 814 (3d Cir 1, (071.  denied.  379 U.S 933 119621. 

346 F 2c 291 (10th Or.  1965) .  

AGO d 118 152 
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without a claim of right of ownership defendant had no standing 
to complain. The court noted that the defendant claimed a posses- 
sory interest in the vehicle,laQ but, independent of that  basis, he 
had standing because: 

Paaiesrion was the baris of the pmecut ian  in Jones and p~ase i i i on  i s  
the basis far the camictian in the instant case, . . .? 

Though there was no statutory provision making pmsession 
enough to convict, the court did not take the narrow Konigsbrrg 
approach. but conaidered the fact that if the j u r y  believed that the 
defendant was in possession of the stolen vehicle, it was lepally 
entitled to infer his knmvledge of the theft and transliortatian of 
the vehicle. An equally iiberai approach was taken in Cni t rd  
States er ? e l .  C o f q  L. Fny.)I1 Coffey had been convicted of the 
burglary of diamonds. They were found in the possession af a 
confederate during a search of his person. Coffey was heid to have 
standing in part  because the search was directed a t  him 
but, in addition, the court noted that the jury vras told that in 
assessing Coffey's guilt, i t  might weigh his physical proximity ta 
lhe stolen jewels a t  the time of his arrest. This tended to sugaest 
that under the circumstances Coffer himae!f might hare been found 
to have been in sufficient P O S S ~ S S ~ O ~  BS to seriously inculpate him. 
Going further than S h p c o n  the court concluded: 

[Wle  hold tha t  the State may not ~ r r e b t ,  iesreh,  and prosecute B de- 
fendant on ihe theor) tha t  he IS in p o ~ s e r i i o n  af stolen propert), and 
then abieet tha t  the property was aetvaiiy found on the person of B 
companion when the defendant a w e s  La preuent the use a i  the propercy 
a i  eiidence against him. . , .I* 
One more iioint should be noted about the Jones  ' ' P O S S ~ S S ~ O ~  

convicts" rationale. The possession which convicts should, it seems, 
be possession a t  the time of the search. 

Petitioner's eonvietion flown from his p ~ ~ s e s s i o n  of tha t  narcotics at the 
t ime o/ ti88 search. Yet the frvitr  of tha t  search, , , , were admitted in 
eiidenee on the ground tha t  pDtitianer did not h a w  por iesmn of the 
nareoties a t  t l h t  tme.I ' '  [Emphasis added.] 

Imagine a case where defendant i s  charged with the illegal impor- 
tation of narcotics. Proof that he was in possession of the narcotics 

"'See note SO supra and ~cearnpanymg text. 
"oSirnplon P. United States,  346 F.2d 281, 285 110th Cir. 1965).  I t  rhauld 

be noted tha t  the COY* extended the " p ~ 8 s e s m n  eanvieta" rationale t o  the 
premnm searched not the pmperty seized. 

F.2d 625 ( 2 d  Cir.  1965). 
note 87 m p r n  and ~ c e a m p a n j l n g  text. 
ted States e x  mi. Caffey V. Fay, 344 F.2d 626, 628 (2d Ci r .  1866). 
es Y United S t a t e ,  362 U.S. 257,  263 11860). 
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is sufficient for conviction if unexplained. Proof of his possess~on 
at  any time a-ould be sufficient. Thus it is not necessary for the 
offense that possession be proved by evidence that he was in 
i m s e s s m  a t  t h e  time of the search. In a prosecution where the 
proof possession is not the fact that the accused was in posses- 
sion a t  the time of the search. while it may be said generally that 
the iirosecution 1s one in which "possession convicts." J o v r s  would 
not be aiipiicable because it cannot be said that ''possess10n 
at the time of the search" convicts. This is important in under- 
stand1nn IV0,2y szin 1.. Cnztrd Stntrs,lls 

In this "Chinese ~ i a i z i e "  one Hom Way steered the police t o  
Jonnie Toy who led them to Xr,  Tee ii ho directed them ta X o n g  
Sun Only To? and J\-ong Sun were tried together for a narcotics 
offense. hIr. Yee tuined narcotics over to the police which were 
admitted in evidence a t  the trial against both Toy and !Tong Sun 
The Court heid that the initial visit to Toy constituted an illegal 
invasion of his premises and that I t  "tairlted" the narcotics 
obtained from 3lr. Yee The narcotics were therefore inadmis- 
sible against Tar.  They were. hoa-mer, admissible against !Tong 
Sun and were used to corroborate his confession that he had 
piyen JIr. Pee the narcotics. The Court  explained this as follows: 

The Court added 111 B footnote that this case nas unlike Joiira 
who WAS on the premises a t  the time o f  the search. 

One could argue that Wirrig Sun o\erruled mi) 8 i k n f ' o  the 
' '~~osses8ion convms" dbimt of J o i ~ s .  The arpument would be 
that in both cases the charre !%as one under which "possession 

e evidence nas admitted against 
the footnote distinguished the 

cases on the giound that in Joiics he 5 x 8 s  on the premises searched 
nhile tf'ong Sun was not. Therefore. in order to have standing 
one must hare been 1awfuli~- on the iiremises. that  is to say. to 
hare stsndinp one must hare the requisite Interest in the premises 
searched Such an argument \rould be mistaken Though the 

X"3il u s  471 11963,. 
''I I d .  BL 991.02 
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purport of the footnote reference to Jones is obscure, it  was prob- 
ably meant to point up the fact that in Jones possession of the 
narcotics was inferred from Jones' presence on the premises at 
the time the narcotics v e r e  found on the premises. Thus, in Jones 
the possession from which conviction flowed was possession a t  the 
time of the search, whereas in Wong  Sun the possession which 
convicts was possession a t  some earlier time when he had given 
the narcotics to MT, Yee. This earlier possession was proved by 
Wong Sun's confession. The use a t  the trial of the narcotics 
obtained from Mr. Yee w a s  merely to corroborate the confession. 
Thus. it  cannot be said that  Won0 Sun overrules the ''PosseSsion 
convicts" aspect of Jones, although it does restrict that  aspect to 
"possession a t  the time of search convicts." 

5. Standing Under MeDonald c. Unlted States. 
In McDonald a ea-defendant's case was reversed on the ground 

that  the denial of McDonald's motion to suppress enabled the 
evidence to be introduced against the eo-defendant to his preju- 
dice. In order f a r  a defendant to acquire standing under 
McDonald, it  appears that  the "victim" of the search must have 
moved to suppress the evidence,l" possibly in the same 
trial.118 If this occurs, it is not necessary that  the "victim" appeal 
his conviction. The co-defendant may claim prejudice on appeal."' 

The fact that  Jones had restated the view that standing was 
far "victims" of searches as distinguished from those who 
claimed prejudice from the use of evidence gathered in a search 
directed at  others, could have been considered as a rejection of 
McDonald, particularly since J m e s  extended standing to one 
lawfully on the premises. In McDonald, his co-defendant, \Vashinp- 
ton, was lawfully on McDonald's premises. Such an approach was 
not taken in Hair G, Cnited States.Lzo The court considered that  
McDonald  provided a co-defendant a derivative standing. 

it was urged that  MeDonald !vas 
overruled. In  Wong Szm evidence was held to be inadmissible 
against one defendant but admissible against his co-defendant. 
This on its face seemed contrary to McDonald. 

Likewise, after Wong 

nited States Y. Chleppa, 241 F 2 d  636 (2d C m  1917). 
m a d a  Y. United States, 319 F.2d 793 (6th Clr. 1963). The ''vie. 

e lanzv .  United States, 334 F.2d 738 (IstCir.  1964).  

"'See note 116 litpro. and aeeompangmg text.  
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Tn-o approaches have been taken to explain W o n g  S i m  In 
L'nitrd Sta tes  z Sei standing \<-as denied a defendant to 
complain of the illepal search of a co-defendant whose trial had 
been severed. The court  relied an W o n g  Sun to deny standing to 
one whose ~ ~ ~ h t e  were not  violated in the search or seizure. How. 
ever. the court did not consider tliat MeDonold  8 8 s  overruled by 
Il'oizg Smi. MrDaiiaid did not apply because no one in the instant 
case nho  had standinp t o  m o w  for summssion had done so This 
approach suppests that  it mas the ahsence of Xr Yee as co-defend- 
ant  with standine to sul,press that denied Karin Sun etandinn to 
complain It i i l ~ t ~  cuppests that to have derivative standing under 
MeDonnld  to an aupellant whose co-defendant did not appeal. 
been obtained f i n m  the "wctim" of the search: that one cannot 
claim prejodice from eridence which as to his eo-defendant is 
merely the frui t  of the po i~on  tree. 

A somenhat different rien of Wong Sun was taken in R o a m  
r i i i v ~  1.nitrd S!ntis.'?3 The court  extended standing under 
McDonald to an appellant whose co-defendant did not appeal. 
The co-defendant's motion t o  suppress had been denied whereupon 
he pleaded puiity. The co-defendant nas  the "tictim" of the search. 
The goveinment claimed ll 'ong Sttn overruled .Mi,Dannld com- 
pleteli. The c o u r t  rlisarieed. b e l w i w  that the reason K o n g  Sun 
did not hnre standing was that the narcotics offered in evidence 
v e r e  obtained from ZIr Pee. who did not m o ~ e  to suppress the 
etidence and who could not complain anyway because he pave 
u11 the nnicotics roiuntarill Thus. there was no impropriety 
t0iuai.d >It Yep 

search in which the admitted evidence u-as obtained. That the 
on is inconsistent with the deterrent purpose of the ex- 

. i t ?  rule as it nliplies to the "fruit of the poisoned tree" 
:ai .  In  such cases: 

TI> den\  t h e  drri int ibe stnn,lmg concept vould i n i i s  law enforcement 
nf t o  he a l icfim of unla~vful procedure in 
be Imncd from him ta can,irt others. The 
P al!aned t o  go free %4thout indictment in 

\Yhiie denial of an eytension of derivative standing in "fruit of 
the iioisaned t i& cases m a l  be rieir-ed as inconsistent with the 
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deterrent purposes of the rule, the very concept of "derivative 
standing" can be viewed as inconsistent with the deterrent pur- 
pose of the exclusionary rule. The concurring judge in Rosen- 
cmnz did not %'ant to  rely on the concept of derivative standing, 
depending as it does on the existence of a ca-defendant victim. 
He said: 

[ I l t  seems to me tha t  the real basil of the exeluiionary rule IS i ts  effect 
as a police de te rxnt .  and the r u l e  should be fashioned to deter the 
accomplishment of whatever purpose the police were improperly atternpt- 
ing to farther.  I beliere, aeeordinglg tha t  the present defendanb'  r ight3 
m e  not ~ i m p l g  dependent on Amorello's [ the owner of  the trvek tha t  
was searched], as Washington's were said to depend on McDonald, but 
.we broader. and stem from their  ow? status as parties against  whom 
the search w a i  dmeted .  Surely, in stopping .4marello's truck, the inter-  
e-rs of the police were n o t  limited 10 the driver,  but were directed 
against all those. whether their  identities *,ere known or not, s h o  might 
be engaged ~n the operation of the still. . . .I"' 

One might go even a step further if the rationale of the rule 
focuses on the court's duty to deter violations of the constitution. 
rather than focusing on defendant's rights and conclude tha t  the 
courts should exclude such unconstitutionally obtained evidence 
on request of anyone against whom it is used. Such a result a-ould 
seem to follow logically unless there is good reasan t o  restrict 
standing to those nhase Fourth Amendment riahts were vio- 
lated. 

IV. STASDING TO LITIGATE CONSTITUTIONAL 
QUESTIONS 

In the J O ~ L P P  m e  it was reasoned that the requirement that  one 
be a victim of a search in order to suppress its fruits stems from 
the 

genela1 pmeip lr  fhrf h party WIII not be h e n d  to clam a ,anit i tu- 
tianal protection ni i l e~s  he "belongn to the d a i ?  for whore sake the eon- 
rtitutlonal protection 1 3  gnen." N w  Yoyk ex rel. Hareh Y. Reardon, 
204 U.S. 152, 160."" 

In S e i ?  Yojh  e* , e / .  Hntch i.. Ren,do,i.lZ1 Hatch was challeng- 
ing the \aliditr of a certain stamp t a r  statute. The Court held that 
the statute as applied to him %as constitutional. He then sought 
to assert that i t  would be unconstitutional as aiiidied to others, 

"'Rosencranz V. United States,  334 F 2d 738, 741 1 s t  C n  1964) (Aldrlch, 
J., conearring).  

"'Joner \'. Unlted States,  362 U.S 287, 261 (1960). 
"'204 U 5. 162 (1907) 
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and. if unconstitutional as to them, i t  was void altogether. Mr. 
Justice Holmes pointed out that the Court  would not speculate 
on how the statute would be applied but would wait until someone 
who W.E within the class protected by the particular constitutional 
provision set up that protection to challenge the statute. 

In a case decided just a month before Jones ,  the Court  discussed 
these principles applicable to the litigation of constitutional ques- 
tions. In llnited States  T. RainePi  the government appealed a 
district court decision that the prorismns of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1957, authorizing the Attorney General to bring suit to enjoin 
state officials from discriminating against Segroes seeking to 
register to rote. were unconstitutional. The district court  decided 
the statute would allow the United States to enjoin purely private 
action to deprive cltizens of the right to m t e  on account of their 
color: thus, i t  was unconstitutional and vmd and so there was 
no basis to enjoin the official action. The Supreme Court  held that 
the district court  should not hare gone into the question of 
whether the statute would be unconstitutional if applied to another 
but should hare restricted itself to the case before it because of 
the rules it has set down for litigating constitutional questions. 
The Court  said: 

The 'er? foundations oi  che p m e r  of the federal courts to declare 
h e f i  of Congress umonsiifntional her in the p o w r  and dut) o i  those 
c o u m  t o  decide cases a v d  cont rowrs~ei  properly before them. Tnli was 
made patent ~n the first ease here expressing tha t  pa>,iar "the gra ies t  
and most delicate dufg tha t  fhlr Canit  1s called on t o  perform.'' liar. 
b u r g ,  Madison. 1 Cranch 137, 177-120. Thlr Court. as i s  the caje v l t h  

prmdiefion to pronounce any statute exher 
Stater. w i d .  because Irreconcilable with the 

i s  called upon to ivdge the legal n g h f i  a i  
l i t i g s m  in a'tval eantraieriier In the exercme a i  tha t  iurlsdlcfion. It 
13 bound by ruo rules, to which It has rigidly adhered. one. neber t o  
anticipate B quearian of conrtltufional l a w  in adiance of the necessity 
of deciding ~ t .  the other neier to formulate a rule of coni t l tu fmal  law 
broader than  15 required by the preclae facts to n.hich It 15 t o  be 
applied." Liverpool, New Yark and Philadelphia S S. Ca. % .  C o r n i s -  
smnerd oi Em~grafmn.  113 U.S. 33, 39. Kmdred to these d e s  1s the rule 
tha t  o m  to whom appiicafion a i  a statute LS cmsf l fu t iona l  will r.ot be 
heard t o  attack rhe statute on rhe ground tha t  zmpliedlg it might also be 
faken as appiylng t o  other persons or  othel imauon.; I" u-hlch Its  
application might be unconstitutional . . In Barrows v. Jackson, 346 
K S .  249, thia Court mieloped vaiions resson~ io r  the rule. Very s~gnlfi-  
cant LI rhe lncontraierrlble propmltian tha t  ~f "would Indeed be underir- 
=ble far this Cavrt ro conrlder every eoncenable s l fnatm which might 
pomibl) arise ~n the application o i  complex and comprehensive leglala- 

1*1 362 US. 17 ,19601 
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tian." Id., a t  266.  The delicate power of pmnouncing an Act of Congress 
Ynem&titutionaI is not to be exercised w t h  reference to hwothetieal  
cases thus imsgined. The Court  further pointed to the fact  tha t  B 
limiting eonatmetian could be given to the statute by the court  re~pons i .  
ble for i t s  conatmetion if an application of doubtful constitutionality 
were in fact  correctly presented. We  might add tha t  application of this 
rule frees the Court  not only from unnecessary pronouncement on eon- 
stitutional mues, but aim from premature interpretations of statutei  in 
areas where their  eonstitvtional application might be cloudy. 

The Dietriet Court relied on, and appellees urge here, ceytain eases 
which are said to be ineansistefit with this mle and with Its  ciosely 
related corollary tha t  B l i t igant may only assert  his o w n  eonatitutionai 
r ights or immunities. In many of their  applications. these are not prin- 
eiplei ordained by the Con8titutmn. but eonntitvte rather "rulels] of 
practice," Barrows v. Jaekaan, supra, a t  257, albeit weighty mea;  hence 
inme exceptions to them where there are weighty countervailing policies 
hare  been and are recognmd. For example, where, ar P rervit  Of the 
w r y  litigation in question, the constitutional r ights of m e  not a par ty  
would be impaired, and where he has no effectire way to p ~ e i e m e  them 
himself, the court may consider there n g h t s  as before i t .  . . ."' 

The standing requirements set aut in Hatch li. Reardon and 
Raines are as a general rule applicable to eases where the litigant 
asks the court to overturn a statute which is constitutional as 
applied to him. However, even in such a ease there are exceptions. 
When the court's action itself will impair the rights of third 
persons not parties to the law suit, and where the third persons 
have no effective way to preserve their rights, the court will per- 
mit the party to the suit t o  assert their rights as a reason f a r  
not applying the statute.130 

If the foregoing analysis of the rationale for the exclusionary 
rule is correct, i t  nould seem that standing to object is not 
restricted by the Hatch L'. Reardon doctrine, but fits within the 
exception to it. If the exclusionary rule is a duty of the courts 
arising out of the Fourth Amendment right of all the people, and 
designed to prevent future violations of their rights, rather than 
to repair the damage already done to a person's rights, either 
the defendant's or anyone's, then the only theory on which 
the court excludes is that  to admit the fruit  of the search would 
encourage violations of others' rights. This is equally true 
whether the litigant is the victim 02-  not. 

If i t  is correct that  the exclusionary rule is not a r u l e  for 
the protection of a defendant, a s  a defendant, and is not for 
reparation to the victim of the search, then, whenever a defendant- 
victim seeks to invoke the rule he may be said to be assertini  

"'Id. a t  20-22. (Footnote omitted.) 
In* Spe Id. a t  22. 
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the rights of others-all the people--to be free from unreasonable 
cearch and seizure, and his standing to invoke the rule based on 
the fact that  the court's action to admit the evidence would impair 
the constitutional rights of others. Add to this the fact that  it 
has already been determined by the Supreme Court that  the people 
have no other effective remedy to protect their and it 
would seem to fit standing to invoke the exclusionam rule within 
hoth of the requirements of the exception to  the Hatch %. Reardon 
doctrine. 

The leading case regarding this exception and its rationale is 
Barrows 1-1. Jacirsm'82 A restrictive covenant was entered into 
by owners of residential real estate Los Angles, California. The 
covenant provided that none of the signer? would permit the p r o p  
erty to be used or acquired by non-Caucasians. One of the parties 
breached the covenant by selling to non-Caucasians. The vendor 
was promptly sued f a r  damages. The Court noted that: 

To cample rerpondent to respond in damages would be for the State to 
pnnish her for her failure to perfarm her covenant to continue to dis- 
criminate against  nom-Caucasians in the use of her property. The result 
of tha t  sanction by the atate would be to encoumge the use of restrictive 
e m e n m f ~ .  To tha t  extent,  the State would Pet to put i ts  sanction behind 
the covenants. If  the a t a t e  may thns punish respondent for her failure 
to carry out her eovensnt, she is coerced to continue to uee her property 
in a discriminatory manner. which in easenee IS the purpose of the 
eovenant. . . . 

The next qnestian to emerge is whether the state action deprives any- 
one of rights protected by the Conetitotion. If  a state court awards 
damages for breaeh of B restrictive eavenant, a prospective seller of 
restricted land *dl either refuse to sell to non-Caucasians or else ail1 
require nom-Caucasians to pay B higher price to meet the damages which 
the seller may incur. Solely because of their  race, mn:Caueaaanr Uill 
be unable to purchase, o m ,  and enjoy property on the @me terms BP 
Caucasians. Denial of this r ight by state action deprives such nan- 
Caucasians, umdentified but identinable, of equal protection of the laws 
in ridation of the Fourteenth Amendment. . . .1" 
The Court, pointing out that no such injured party was before 

the Court claiming a denial of his constitutional rights, addressed 
itself to whether the present respondent had standing to a s s d  
the invasion of the rights of others in this case. 

Ordmarily,  m e  may not claim standing in this Court to vindicate the 
constitutional r ights to same third party.  , , , The requirement of 
standing IS often used ta describe the constitutional limitstions on the  
jurisdiction of  this Court ta ''caws'' and "cmtrOYerSieS." , , . A p m  

SR Mapp Y. Ohio, 367 U.S. 843 (1961). 

Id.  ~t 254. 
-"346 U.S. 249 (18631. 
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from the j u n e d i d m d  requirement, this Court has developed a eomple. 
mentary rule of aelf.restraint for its o m  gorernane~ (not a1u.a~~ 
clearly distinguished f rom the constitutional limitation) which ordinarily 
precludes a person from challenging the constitutianality of state action 
by invoking the rights a t  others. , . , The eummm thread underlying 
both requirements is tha t  B perion cannot challenge the eonitirutionnlity 
of B statute unless he i h o a s  tha t  he himrelf ii injured in i ts  operation. 
This pmeip le  has no application t o  the instant case ~n which reapondent 
has been rued for damages tatalrng E11.600, and in which a. j u d p e n t  
against respondent would constitute B direct, pocketbook m i m y  t o  her. 

other cases in vhich the Court has held tha t  even 
I1  suffer a direct rvbstintial  injury from application 

of a statute,  he canmat challenxe i ts  eonmtutionali ty unlesi he can &how 
he ia  r i th in  the clsss uhose eonrtitutionsl r ights are allegedly in. 
fringed. . . . One r e ~ m n  for this wlmg 13 tha t  the state Court, s h e n  
actually faced Kith the quemion. might marrariy eonitrue the atatute to 
oblirerate the obiectlans'le feature,  or i t  might deciare the uneanilltu- 
tianal p~avisions separable. . . . I t  would indeed be vndeairsble fa r  this 
Court to eanrider every caneewsble Situation which might posaihly arise. 
in the application of complex and comprehensive legislation. , . . 

This i s  B salutary d e ,  the validity af which we affirm. But  in the 
Lnstant ease, we are faced with a unique situation in ahrch  it i s  the 
action of the fitate a o u i t  which might result in a denial of constitutional 
h g h f i  and in which if would be difficult if not impainrble fa r  the per. 
sons uhaae l ights are asserted to present their  grievance before any 
cuuif. Cnder the peculiar cireumsfance~ of this ease, w e  belieie the 
reaims rh ich  underlie our mle d e w i n g  atanding to raise another's 
r ights,  which is ani) a rule of practice, a x  outweighted by the need to 
protect the fundamental  rights ah ieh  would be denied by permitting the 
damages action t o  he mamtamed. . . :" 
In Ba~roitis there are three important points which gave the 

defendant standing to aasert another's constitutional riphts 8s a 
reason for the court  not to award damages. These points bear 
a striking analogy to the criminaLease where the defendant asserts 
others' Fourth Amendment rights as a reason for the court  not 
to admit evidence. 

The defendant in Bnrroics stood to lose a substantial amount 
of mom? just  as a criminal defendant stands to lose his liberty. 
This "stake" in the outcome is a guarantee. of a truly adversaly 
proceeding. The lower court's action in awarding damages would 
encourage infringement of the constitutional rights of prospeetire 
Negro purchases Just as the admission of unconstitutionally 
obtained evidence would encourage infringement af others' Fourth 
Amendment rights in the future. 

In Bai?oti's the Court concluded that the prospective Negro pur- 
'- I d .  at 256-67. (Foohlates omitted.) 
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chaser had no wvay of preserving his right against such cour t  
action, just as the prmliectire victim has no n a y  of presen-ing 
his right against the court ' s  action. 

There is a difference be twen Blrr~oics and the criminal case 
where the excIusion of unconstitutional evidence is sought. In 

's standing U B L  Eranted to prevent the invasion of the 
f a minorit>- not to  be unreasonably discriminated a p m t  

on the basis of race. In the criminal ease, if standing is granted 
rationale, I t  nmuld be to p r a e n t  the inLasian of 

ght against unreasonable search. I t  would seem 
that the difference should not affect the result unless the people's 
ngh t  is of less importance than the minority's right. They are 
equally northy of protection. In fact, to the extent that it is 
unsympathetic minorities whose right to privacy is most vulner- 
able, the equality of value of the two rights is more apparent.'35 
This difference should not have a bearing on the question of when 
standing will be granted 

v. coscLl-sIo6 
Standing to exelude evidence obtained in an unconstitutional 

seaich has generally been restricted to the victim of the search 
This restriction has been based on various misconceptions as to 
the rationale for the e d u s i o n a r y  rule. 

The rationale fo r  the exclusionary rule is still not unanimously 
accepted or  clearly discernible. I t  seems that a majority of the 
Court r i e w  it as a product af the Fourth Amendment alone 
unaided b y  the Fifth Arnendnient. 

Though the Court U S U B I I J  denies a litigant standing to assert 
the constitutional rights of others as a basis for the Court's 
action. It recognizes an exception The Court will grant such 
standing when the Court's action itself will tend to impair the 
rights of others and these others have no effective way of vindi- 
cating their riphts. 

I t  is believed that if the Court follows the logic of the exclu- 
sionary rule and the logic of the standing exception, it will apply 
that exception to the case of B criminal defendant x h o  asserts 
the unconstituaonal search of another as a basis for excluding 
the fruit  of thesearch. because to  fail to do so will tend to en- 
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courage violations of the Fourth Amendment and the people 
have no effective way of vindicating their rights. 

Should the Supreme Court take this step, the Court of Military 
Appeals will follow its lead, despite the Manual fo r  Courts- 
Martial.‘s6 

“.On the weation of standing _e Sedler, Standing to Assert Constitu. 
tional Jua Tertii in the S~prenna Cowt. I 1  YALI L. J. 599 (1962). 
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BOOK REVIEW 

OPINION O F  THE COURT. By William Woolfolk. New York: 
Doubleday & Co., 1966. Pp 196. 

In the period following World B a r  11, the American novel has 
been effectively employed as a vehicle to examine social, legal, and 
governmental problems and the institutions which deal with 
them. This movement represents a return to the social novel,‘ as 
distinguished from the romantic or historical novel. The United 
Nations,* the United States Senate? and the Presidency4 have 
all been used as settings to examine the operation of these insti- 
tutions as wel l  as Some of the current issues facing them. Other 
contemporary problems such as foreign palicy,l race relations,@ the 
ethics of defense counsel? and the role of the militarys hare  been 
discussed in less distinctive contexts. 

With the growing influence of the United States Supreme 
Court in recent years, it was only natural to expect that  an 
exhaustive novel abaut the Court would appear. One hoped that  
such a novel would analyze the Court‘s operation and decision- 
making process against the background of a gmd story as Allen 
Drury had done in Advise and Consent. FTilliam Woolfolk has 
attempted to write this long-awaited novel about the Supreme 
Court in his Opinion of the Court and has met with mixed success. 

M’oolfalk analyzes the Court from the point of view of his 
central figure, Paul Lincoln Lowe. As the novel opens in the 
late 1960’s Paul Lowe, the Governor of Nebraska, is wrestling 
with a water shortage problem in his state. Lowe is a former 
attorney and was once a United States Supreme Court Clerk. He 
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is forty-six, married. and a Democrat. m n g  his tenure as 
governor. Love is appointed to the Supreme Court by a conser- 
vative President, Lamont Hop-ard, and oddly enough, joins the 
Court's liberal bloc. The plot from that paint involves Lone's 
pii tate life. his experience8 on the highest bench, and a brief 
mission to Burma (where he was shot down during World B a r  
11) for the President 

From the position of Paul Lawe. the junior associate justice, 
IToolfolk analyzes the Supreme Court in detail. HE discussion of 
the operation of the C o u r t  and its decision-making process is 
excellent. His description of the Supreme Court conferences in 
chapter 8 explaining how the justices debate the issues and reach 
a decision in a particular case is ivell worth the time taken to 
read the book. Likewise. in cliapter 10, his explanation of how an  
indiridual justice writes an opinion far the Court is outstanding. 
K e  can identify with Lone, as the draft  of one of his earlier 
opinions is cut  unmercifully by his brother justices, when he 
meditates: 

The rrouble 1s . . . that we work 30 much alone. We function as nine 
separate courts. each u n h  different backgrounds, m o ~ a l  and legal pre- 
cepts, economic hehefn. In this contented Isolation, a man can eaiily be 
u n a ~ s r e  of how he 1s regarded by his o w n  ~olleagues.~' 

Of eien more intereet than Woolfolk's discussion of the 
Supreme Court decisional process are the eases which his fictional 
court decides. There are nearl>- a dozen of these, all dealing with 
controversial factual situations. All but one are recent decisions 
of various federal courts. They corer B wide range of topics from 
inrasion of prwacy and de  facto segregation to  patent application 
and loss of citizenship for draft dodging. 

The final case in the novel IS given the mast serious treatment 
by \Toolfolk and. interestingly enough, is the only one without 
judicial precedent to substantiate its fictional holding. The William 
Weaver Case. as it is called, involves a Negro in Louisiana mho is 
released from prison. promptly steals an automobile, abducts a 
white woman, and rapes her on a lonely road. Although \Teaver 
received court-appointed counsel a t  the time he was "booked," he 
made several incriminating statements a t  the initial interrogrstion 

'For 80me addit ional  material concerning the Supreme Court conference, 
Bee the follawmg articles by Assoelate Justice Tam C. Clark. The Sitprrmr 
Cowt  Conjcrmcs. 19 FAD. 303 (1'316) ; Supreme Court Conji7once. 37 
TEXAS L. REV. 273 (1953) : Dr-ional Piorensea o i  the Supreme Court, 60 
CORrELLL. 9 381 (18661. 

"P.  141. 
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which followed. At the ensuing trial, Weaver was found guilty 
and sentenced to death. He then appealed to the state supreme 
court. His appeal, however, was denied on the basis of the 
transcript of the testimony. The "fly in the ointment," however, 
was that  the court reporter, a rather religious white lady, wa8 
unable to transcribe (from shorthand to  record) the p a r k  of the 
testimony she considered obscene, and simply omitted these parts 
from the record. The appointed counsel brought the matter to the 
attention of the trial judge who simply ordered the omitted 
testimony transcribed onto the record by another reporter. At  
the time this additional matter was being transcribed, Weaver \vas 
not represented a t  the proceeding. Counsel contended that  this 
process was patently illegal and that  the first r e w r t e r  was obvi- 
ously biased which probably colored her earlier efforts and there- 
fore invalidated the entire record. The trial judge, however. 
denied Weaver's plea for  a new trial on the grounds that  the new 
material was adverse to  his cause and thus its absence had preju- 
diced him in no way. The state supreme court likewise refused to 
order a rehearing or a new trial on the grounds that  the record 
as it had existed was then complete enough for  them to base a 
decision. 

At this paint, the defendant's appointed counsel withdrew from 
the case ( far  financial reasons) and turned it over to the "Evew- 
man's Legal Guild." Ken N a r i s ,  Lowe's former law partner and 
present director of the organization, took the case. I t  is through 
Narris' appeal to  the Supreme Court that  Woolfolk launches his 
vitriolic attack against capital punishment. The case is finally 
(and quite naturally, since Woolfolk wrote the book) decided in 
favor of William Weaver an the nmrow grounds that  the punish- 
ment of death for the crime af rape is unconstitutional as it  con- 
stitutes "cruel and unusual punishment" which is prohibited by 
the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution. The decisional process 
involved in the case is mast exciting and provides the denouement 
of the book. It is also through his work on this case that  Lowe 
emerges as the new leader of the Court's liberal bloc. 

Although the material in Opinion of the Court is bath topical 
and informative and these reasons alone make the book worth 
reading, no re\,ien of it as a novel would be complete without 
some critical attention given to its mechanical aspects. The plot, 
especially where it concerns Lowe's personal affain, is some- 
what shallow. Although Woolfolk informs the reader of L a w ' s  
actions at  all times, the reader is oftentimes not given valid rea- 
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S O ~ S  for these actions. \Ye are shown haw Loive reasons as a 
judge, but we simplk- are unable to  learn u h a t  motivates him as 
a human being. Perhaps the use of a more effective stream of 
consciousness technique (through the character Loive) would 
have added depth to the plat. 

This lack of plot d q t h  is not enhanced by a lack of characteri- 
zation of the other characters in the novel. At the end of th8 
book, we know a great deal abaut Paul Lowe, hut very little 
about anyone else in the book. The other characters are dealt 
with superficially and are presented simply as stereotype images 
of real human beings. The plot could have been strengthened if 
w e  had known B little about the background of the other central 
characters so that we could understand why they performed as 
they did ~n the story. \Toolfolk's inability a t  characterization as a 
novelist probably stems from the fact that  he was fannerly a 
television writer and thus given to visual methods of portraying 
his characters for that  medium. 

S o r  is \Toolfolk's ueak plot made better by his loose and 
rambling strle. I t  is difficult to follow Lawe's reasoning when a t  
one moment he IS ponderinp a complex legal point and in the 
next is reliving some sexual fantasy from his past. The sheer 
irrelevancy of this type of literal?. "hopscotch" 1s both trying and 
depressing to the reader. Koolfalk simply does not involve the 
reader sufficiently in the novel to be able to skip to  all points of 
the plot indiscriminately and still maintain the reader's attention. 

The saving grace in Opiiiion of t h e  C o w t .  aside from its Inter- 
esting and pertinent subject matter, is \Yoolfolk's ability to 
describe the Supreme Court and Its operation. He has the un- 
usual facility to make the highest court come d ive  as people mork- 
ing together. often a t  cross purposes, to decide what legal rule 
will be applied in a certain case. This sort of description buries 
forever our mental picture of the Supreme Court as a cold 
faraway institution, which I s  what the book R B S  probably intended 
to do. 

One final caveat should be added for the future reader of 
Opinion of the Cottit. \!'illiam \Toolfolk 1s not a lawyer, althouph 
he wrote the excellent television ~ e r m  "The Defenders." which 
featured a father-son legal team and dealt ivith controversial 
socmiegal problems. His lack of a thorough legal background, 
however. causes him to misplace emphasis in his discussion of 
the judlcial process. He is far too concerned with the social and 
individual implications I" a particular decision, and not enough 
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with the process of legal reasoning which preceded that  decision. 
Like a layman, he is a11 too willing to toss aside precedent and rea- 
son for his desired result. By doing this, he undermines one of 
the most important aspects of the common law tradition; its 
certainty and reasoned experience based upon the concept of 
stare decisis. Supreme Court Justice Cardozo best summed UP 
Woolfolk's way of thinking in Doyle s, Hofstader when he said: 

A community whose judger would be willing ta give i t  whatever law 
might grat i fy  the impulse of the moment would find in the end that  I t  
had paid t o o  high a price f o r  relieving itself of t he  bother of awaiting 
P ~es i ion  of the Legislature and the enactment of a statute in accord. 
anee with established forms." 
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